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ABSTRACT 

 Insulin resistance of skeletal muscle, a tissue which accounts for up to 85% of insulin-

mediated glucose disposal, is a primary and essential precursor that leads to type 2 diabetes. A 

single bout of exercise can subsequently enhance insulin-stimulated glucose uptake (ISGU) in 

insulin-resistant skeletal muscle. Although much work has been performed in healthy muscle, the 

mechanisms which lead to increased post-exercise insulin sensitivity in insulin-resistant muscle 

are far less understood. Therefore, the main objective of this dissertation was to provide insights 

into the mechanisms for enhanced post-exercise ISGU in muscle from insulin-resistant rats. 

Further complicating our understanding of post-exercise insulin sensitivity is the fact that 

skeletal muscle is a heterogeneous tissue composed of multiple fiber types with varied metabolic 

properties. Therefore, research in this thesis exploited the metabolic heterogeneity of different 

fiber types to investigate potential mechanisms for enhanced post-exercise ISGU in insulin-

resistant muscle at a cellular level. Study 1 revealed that a 2-week high-fat diet (HFD), which 

causes whole muscle insulin resistance, results in fiber type-specific decrements in ISGU. Study 

2 uncovered that acute exercise by HFD-fed rats results in increased ISGU of all type II fiber 

types (including IIB, IIBX, IIX, IIAX, and IIA), but ISGU was unaltered post-exercise in type I 

fibers, the only fiber type to maintain normal insulin sensitivity on a HFD. The striking fiber 

type-specific results of both a HFD and of acute exercise on ISGU revealed a need to better 

understand mechanisms for enhanced post-exercise ISGU at a cellular level. Studies 3 and 4 

assessed key post-exercise signaling events in whole muscle and different fiber types, 

respectively, from HFD-fed rats. The results from insulin-resistant whole muscle tissue support 

the concept that increased γ3-AMPK activity is an important post-exercise event which 

eventually leads to enhanced insulin-stimulated AS160 phosphorylation. Further, the results 

revealed that fiber type-specific insulin-stimulated AS160 phosphorylation was site-specific. The 

fiber type-specific AS160 phosphorylation in Study 4 roughly corresponded with the observed 

fiber type-specific ISGU in Study 2. Therefore, these results support the idea, at least in some 
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fiber types from insulin-resistant muscle, that AS160 plays a key role in mediating enhanced 

post-exercise ISGU. Further studies are warranted to assess the direct effect of site-specific 

AS160 phosphorylation and γ3-AMPK activity on post-exercise ISGU. A better understanding of 

the mechanisms for enhanced ISGU following exercise in insulin-resistant skeletal muscle will 

facilitate the development and implementation of novel therapies and interventions to mitigate 

the deleterious effects of insulin resistance. 
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

 Insulin resistance is a primary and essential defect in the progression to type 2 diabetes, 

which affects approximately 400 million people worldwide [1]. Insulin resistance is linked to 

numerous negative health outcomes including atherogenesis, hypertension, stroke, cognitive 

dysfunction, and some forms of cancer [2-4]. Skeletal muscle accounts for up to 85% of insulin-

mediated glucose disposal, making it an extremely important target for combatting type 2 

diabetes and insulin resistance [5]. Because glucose transport into the muscle is a rate limiting 

step for glucose disposal, it is important to more clearly understand the mechanisms which 

govern this process. 

Exercise can enhance skeletal muscle glucose uptake independent of insulin [6]. 

Interestingly, after the insulin-independent effect of exercise has worn off (around 1-3hr post-

exercise) insulin-stimulated glucose uptake is enhanced by exercise [7]. A single bout of exercise 

can have a powerful and long-lasting effect on insulin sensitivity, subsequently enhancing 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in muscle for up to 48hr after exercise [8, 9]. When rats are fed 

a high-fat diet insulin-stimulated glucose uptake is impaired, but exercise can still improve 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in these animals [10]. However, exercise does not completely 

recover insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in high-fat fed rats to the level attained in chow-fed 

rats after the same exercise protocol, and the mechanisms for this phenomenon are unknown. 

The distal insulin signaling protein, AS160 (Akt substrate of 160 kDa; also known as 

TBC1D4), has been shown to be phosphorylated on multiple residues (Ser588, Thr642, Ser704, 

Ser318, Ser341, Ser751) in insulin-stimulated skeletal muscle several hours after exercise, when 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake is also elevated [10-16]. In an unphosphorylated state AS160 

acts as a brake, restraining GLUT4 vesicles within the interior of the cell. Leinhard et al. 

discovered that mutations of S588A, T642A, or both S588A and T642A on AS160 resulted in an 

inhibitory effect of insulin to stimulate GLUT4 translocation in adipocytes that was not further 
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inhibited by additional mutations preventing phosphorylation on other AS160 phosphomotifs 

(S318A, S341A, S570A, or S751A) [17]. Once phosphorylated on Ser588 and/or Thr642 the 

inhibitory effect of AS160 is released and GLUT4 vesicles can move to and become 

incorporated with the plasma membrane, subsequently increasing glucose uptake. These two 

AS160 phosphomotifs (Ser588 and Thr642), which are phosphorylated by Akt, have been 

proposed to be important for the improved insulin sensitivity observed post-exercise in insulin-

sensitive and insulin-resistant individuals. However, it was reported that an identical exercise 

protocol had a greater effect in muscle from insulin-sensitive compared to insulin-resistant 

individuals for AS160 phosphorylation on these sites [10]. Recently, a phosphomotif on AS160 

that is activated by AMPK, Ser704, has been identified as a potential contributor to enhanced 

insulin sensitivity post-exercise [14, 18], but there is limited information regarding how this site 

responds to exercise in insulin-resistant individuals.  

AMPK is a heterotrimeric complex composed of a catalytic α subunit (α1 or α2 isoform) 

and two regulatory subunits (β1 or β2 isoform; and γ1, γ2, or γ3 isoform). The activation of γ3-

AMPK has been shown to be increased in muscle by exercise in humans [19, 20] and rats [21] or 

by electrically stimulated contractions in mice [20, 22]. Additionally, γ1-AMPK can be weakly 

activated by prolonged exercise, but even during prolonged exercise a larger increase in γ3-

AMPK activity is observed [23]. Prior incubation of isolated muscles from wild-type mice with 

5-aminoimidazole-4-carboxamide ribonucleotide (AICAR) resulted in enhanced insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake, but this AICAR-effect on insulin sensitivity was absent in muscles 

from γ3-AMPK knockout mice [24]. Moreover, electrically stimulated in situ contractile activity 

which enhances insulin-stimulated pAS160
Ser704

 in WT mice did not increase insulin-stimulated 

pAS160
Ser704

 in γ3-AMPK knockout mice [22]. These findings suggest γ3-AMPK activation and 

pAS160
Ser704

 may be critical steps for enhancing insulin-stimulated glucose uptake after AICAR 

or contraction in insulin-sensitive animals. However, neither prior AICAR treatment nor in situ 

contractions completely recapitulate in vivo exercise, and no published study has evaluated γ3-

AMPK activity after exercise in insulin-resistant rats. Given our current understanding and 

recent findings, a more thorough investigation of the insulin signaling events which occur after 

exercise in insulin-resistant individuals is necessary to more clearly understand the complexities 

of insulin resistance. 
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Skeletal muscle is a heterogeneous tissue composed of multiple fiber types which have 

varied metabolic and contractile properties [25]. It has recently been discovered that in insulin-

sensitive rats not all fiber types exhibit enhanced insulin-stimulated glucose uptake after a given 

exercise protocol [26]. However, neither the effect of high-fat diet in sedentary rats nor the effect 

of exercise in rats fed a high-fat diet on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake of different fiber types 

has been evaluated. It seems possible that insulin-stimulated glucose uptake is altered in select 

fiber types after exercise in high-fat fed rats. Fiber-type specific insulin signaling responses to 

high-fat diet and exercise, specifically on various phosphosites of AS160, may play a large role 

in fiber type specific insulin sensitivity, but insulin signaling has not yet been measured in 

different fiber types from insulin-resistant muscle of sedentary or acutely exercised rats. 

Additionally, whole muscle glycogen and intramuscular triglyceride (IMTG) levels have been 

proposed to be related to insulin sensitivity [27-30]. However, glycogen and IMTGs have not 

been measured in a fiber type-selective manner in muscles of animals for which fiber type-

specific insulin sensitivity is also known.  

 The research in this dissertation focuses on the following goals: 1) Identify fiber type-

specific differences for insulin-stimulated glucose uptake, glycogen content, and IMTG 

abundance and localization in insulin-resistant rats that are sedentary or exercised, 2) Probe key 

signaling events (pAS160
Thr642

, pAS160
Ser588

, pAS160
Ser704

, and AMPK-γ1 and AMPK-γ3 

activity) that have been proposed to influence the effect of exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake in whole muscle from insulin-sensitive and insulin-resistant rats, and 3) Evaluate key 

signaling events (pAS160
Thr642

, pAS160
Ser588

, pAS160
Ser704

) that have been implicated in the 

effect of exercise on insulin sensitivity in single fibers from insulin-resistant rats.  

 

Study 1: High-Fat Diet-Induced Insulin Resistance in Single Skeletal Muscle Fibers is Fiber 

Type Selective 

 Insulin resistance can be induced by feeding rodents a high-fat diet for a period of weeks 

to months. After only two to four weeks of a high-fat diet, insulin resistance is detectable in 

whole muscle [10, 31-33]. However, for a complete understanding of insulin resistance 

measurements must be made at a cellular level because muscle tissue includes multiple fiber 

types with different metabolic properties [25]. Type I, IIA, IIX, and IIB are the major myosin 
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heavy chain (MHC) isoforms expressed in adult rat skeletal muscle, and MHC expression is the 

gold standard for determining fiber type [34]. The conventional approach to assess fiber type 

differences in glucose uptake uses whole muscle tissue or a region of muscle tissue that is 

enriched in a certain fiber type. Relatively few studies had considered a possible relationship 

between fiber type and high-fat diet-induced insulin resistance. Some, but not all, of these studies 

suggested that high-fat diet can differentially influence insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in 

muscles composed of different fiber type proportions [33, 35-38]. No studies had determined 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in single muscle fibers of known fiber type from high-fat fed 

rats. Therefore, the first aim of Study 1 was to evaluate insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in 

different fiber types from high-fat and low-fat fed rats. Because some groups have demonstrated 

altered fiber type composition after four or more weeks of high-fat feeding it seemed possible 

that a 2-week high-fat diet could also alter fiber type proportion. If fiber type-specific insulin 

resistance were observed following a 2-week high fat diet, then the fiber type proportion of 

whole muscle would be extremely important. Therefore, the second aim of Study 1 was to 

determine the effect of 2-weeks of high-fat feeding on fiber type composition of the rat 

epitrochlearis muscle. Finally, insulin-stimulated glucose uptake of skeletal muscles relies on the 

expression of the GLUT4 glucose transporter protein. It has previously been observed that 

GLUT4 protein expression in whole muscle tissue is not altered by a brief high-fat diet, but it 

seemed possible that high-fat diet could induce fiber type specific alterations in GLUT4 protein 

expression. Therefore, the third aim of Study 1 was to measure changes in GLUT4 protein 

abundance induced by a 2-week high-fat diet in different muscle fiber types. 

 

Study 2: Skeletal Muscle Fiber Type-selective Effects of Acute Exercise on Insulin-stimulated 

Glucose Uptake in Insulin-Resistant, High Fat-fed Rats 

 The ability of exercise to improve insulin sensitivity of whole skeletal muscle is well 

established [7, 8, 27, 39-43]. Additionally, increased skeletal muscle insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake after exercise has been observed during insulin resistance [9, 44, 45]. It has recently been 

discovered that insulin-stimulated glucose uptake after exercise is significantly enhanced in all 

fiber types except for type IIX fibers from insulin-sensitive rats [26]. However, the effect of 

exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake during insulin resistance had never been evaluated 
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in different fiber types. The groups of rats that were studied in these experiments are: 1) low-fat 

diet (LFD) sedentary, 2) high-fat diet (HFD) sedentary, 3) HFD immediately post-exercise 

(IPEX), and 4) HFD three hours post-exercise (3hPEX). The first aim of Study 2 was to identify 

if there are fiber type-selective differences for insulin-stimulated glucose uptake after acute 

exercise in rats fed a 2-week high-fat diet. If some fiber types did not display enhanced insulin 

sensitivity after exercise then it would be important to determine which of the fiber types were 

recruited during the exercise protocol. Therefore, the second aim of Study 2 was to measure 

insulin-independent glucose uptake and glycogen concentration in each fiber type from high-fat 

fed rats that are sedentary or IPEX to identify epitrochlearis fiber type-specific recruitment by 

the exercise protocol. Because lipid accumulation has been suggested as a potential contributor 

to insulin resistance in skeletal muscle [29, 30, 46], the third aim of Study 2 was to measure the 

abundance, size, and subcellular localization of lipid droplets in all fiber types from sedentary 

low-fat fed, sedentary high-fat fed and exercised high-fat fed rats. The fourth and final aim of 

Study 2 was to compare the abundance of GLUT4 protein content in single fibers from high-fat 

fed exercised rats, along with low- and high-fat fed sedentary rats, to determine if acute exercise 

or high-fat diet alters the expression of this critical protein for enhancing glucose uptake. 

 

Study 3: Exercise Effects on γ3-AMPK Activity, Phosphorylation of Akt2 and AS160, and 

Insulin-stimulated Glucose Uptake in Insulin-Resistant Rat Skeletal Muscle 

 Exercise is a powerful and long-lasting (1-48 hrs) stimulus to improve insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake into skeletal muscle in healthy (insulin-sensitive) subjects [27, 39, 42]. Skeletal 

muscle insulin sensitivity can also be improved in insulin-resistant subjects following exercise 

[10, 44, 47]. Castorena et al. demonstrated that insulin sensitivity is enhanced after exercise in 

insulin-resistant rats, but is not elevated to attain the same level observed in insulin-sensitive rats 

after exercise [10]. In insulin-sensitive subjects many groups have attributed the enhanced 

insulin sensitivity after exercise to increased AS160 phosphorylation on multiple sites (Ser588, 

Thr642, Ser704) [13-15, 48]. Castorena et al. found that exercise enhances insulin-stimulated 

pAS160
Ser588

 in insulin-sensitive rats to a greater extent than in insulin-resistant rats. It is 

possible that different mechanisms may exist which enhance insulin sensitivity after exercise in 

insulin-sensitive versus insulin-resistant muscle. Evidence that pAS160
Ser588

 and pAS160
Thr642
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are potential mediators for the effect of exercise on insulin sensitivity in insulin-sensitive muscle 

are abundant [10, 12, 15, 49], but less evidence exists for insulin-resistant muscle. Subsequent to 

the Castorena et al. study there have been some reports which have provided evidence that 

pAS160
Ser704

, an AMPK phosphomotif, may potentially play an important role in the effect of 

either prior muscle contraction or prior treatment with AMPK activating compound AICAR on 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in mouse skeletal muscle [18, 48]. Therefore, the first aim of 

this study was to investigate the effect of exercise during diet-induced insulin resistance on 

AS160 phosphorylation sites (Ser588, Thr642, Ser704). Because pAS160
Ser704

 is an AMPK 

phosphosite it was also important to measure the level of muscle AMPK activity following 

exercise. AMPK is a heterotrimeric protein complex composed of α, β, and γ subunits each of 

which have multiple isoforms (α1, α2, β1, β2, γ1, γ2, γ3) [50]. Activation of the γ3-isoform of 

AMPK seems to be important in mediating the effect of AICAR or electrically stimulated muscle 

contractions on insulin sensitivity [24]. Additionally, γ1-containing AMPK activity has been 

shown to be increased after prolonged exercise, but to a lesser extent than γ3-containing AMPK 

[23]. These potentially critical signaling steps had not been evaluated during insulin-resistant 

conditions following in vivo exercise. Therefore, the second aim of this study was to investigate 

the post-exercise effect on γ1- and γ3-AMPK activity in muscles from insulin-resistant rats fed a 

high-fat diet, compared to sedentary high-fat and low-fat diet-fed controls. Earlier research 

reported that post-exercise increases in insulin-stimulated pAS160 or glucose uptake occur 

independent of Akt phosphorylation, but these studies did not include the evaluation of Akt2 

phosphorylation, the Akt isoform implicated in insulin-stimulated AS160 phosphorylation [51] 

and insulin-stimulated glucose uptake [52, 53]. Accordingly, the third aim of this study was to 

determine if exercise enhanced insulin-stimulated pAkt2
Thr309

 or pAkt2
Ser474

 in insulin-resistant 

muscle. 

 

Study 4: Fiber Type-specific Effects of Acute Exercise on Insulin-stimulated AS160 

Phosphorylation in Insulin-Resistant Rat Skeletal Muscle 

Diet and/or exercise have the potential to cause fiber type-specific differences in insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake (Study 1 and 2). Therefore, impairments in insulin signaling after 

high-fat feeding or improvements in insulin signaling after exercise in the whole muscle may not 
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reflect what is occurring at the fiber type level. One study has measured fiber type-specific 

insulin signaling in human skeletal muscle [54], but this publication did not evaluate insulin 

signaling after exercise, nor did it differentiate between different type II isoforms in muscle 

fibers. Because this earlier study was performed in humans, it was also unable to evaluate insulin 

signaling in fibers from which fiber type-specific insulin-stimulated glucose uptake was also 

known. Our laboratory group has recently identified fiber type-specific insulin signaling 

differences (Akt and AS160 phosphorylation) in chow fed rats after exercise [55], a cohort which 

has been characterized for fiber type-specific insulin-stimulated glucose uptake [26]. Identifying 

insulin signaling differences that occur among fiber types after exercise in healthy subjects is 

exciting, but a more urgent need is to study insulin-resistant subjects after exercise. The fiber 

type-specific effect of exercise appears to be different when rats are fed a normal chow diet [26] 

versus a 2-week high-fat diet (Study 2), which has been shown to induce insulin resistance [10]. 

Insulin signaling events in different fiber types following exercise of insulin-resistant subjects 

had never been measured. Therefore the first aim of Study 4 was to evaluate fiber-type-specific 

effects of exercise (both immediately post-exercise and 3 hours post-exercise with and without 

insulin) on the phosphorylation of key signaling proteins (AMPK, Akt, and AS160) that have 

been implicated in the regulation of exercise effects on skeletal muscle glucose uptake. Because 

glycogen accumulation has been implicated in the reversal of post-exercise insulin sensitivity, 

our second aim was to determine fiber type-specific glycogen content in epitrochlearis muscles 

from HFD-fed rats both immediately and 3-hours post-exercise compared to sedentary controls. 

Hexokinase II (HKII) abundance has been suggested to be important for insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake by skeletal muscle [56]. Therefore, our final aim was to assess the abundance of 

HKII after acute exercise in different fiber types from insulin-resistant rat skeletal muscle. 
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CHAPTER II 

Review of Literature 

Importance of Skeletal Muscle Glucose Transport 

 The prevalence of type 2 diabetes has more than doubled in recent decades and affects 

more than 30 million Americans (~9.4% of the population), with another 86 million Americans 

at high risk for future diabetes [1]. This increasing prevalence in type 2 diabetes is evident across 

age, gender, race, and ethnicity [2]. The widespread economic burden of type 2 diabetes related 

illnesses in the United States has now reached more than $133 billion annually and is expected to 

nearly triple in the next 15-20 years [3]. This value is estimated to be greater than $300 billion 

when considering the cost of undiagnosed diabetes [1]. Insulin resistance, defined as a subnormal 

response to a physiological dose of insulin, is a precursor to the development of type 2 diabetes. 

Even for people who do not have type 2 diabetes, insulin resistance is associated with poor 

health and increased risk for mortality [4].  Skeletal muscle insulin resistance is a primary and 

essential defect in the progression to type 2 diabetes, and skeletal muscle accounts for 

approximately 85% of insulin-stimulated glucose disposal [5]. The large role that skeletal muscle 

plays in glucose disposal makes it a preeminent target to combat insulin resistance and type 2 

diabetes. 

 In skeletal muscle, glucose transport into the cell is a rate limiting step for glucose 

disposal [6, 7]. Because glucose cannot freely pass through the skeletal muscle plasma 

membrane, glucose transporter proteins (GLUTs) must translocate to the sarcolemma and T-

tubules to bring glucose into the cell. GLUT4 is the major GLUT expressed in skeletal muscle 

and is predominantly responsible for insulin-stimulated glucose disposal [8, 9]. However, 

GLUT4 does not constitutively reside at the cell surface and must be stimulated to move from 

intracellular storage vesicles to the plasma membrane. Both insulin and muscle 

contraction/exercise can independently stimulate GLUT4 to move to the plasma membrane in 

skeletal muscle [10]. This process is generically referred to as GLUT4 translocation. Once 
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GLUT4 is incorporated into the plasma membrane of skeletal muscle cells, then glucose uptake 

can proceed via facilitated diffusion. 

Not only do insulin and exercise independently increase skeletal muscle glucose uptake, 

but a single exercise session can subsequently enhance skeletal muscle insulin sensitivity [11-

15]. This phenomenon is evident approximately 1-3 hours after the exercise bout, when the 

insulin-independent effect of exercise on glucose uptake has worn off [16], and can last up to 48 

hours [17, 18]. The effect of exercise on insulin sensitivity may contribute to improved health in 

individuals who are not insulin-resistant, but a more urgent public health concern is to 

understand the influence of exercise on insulin sensitivity in insulin-resistant individuals. Insulin-

resistant humans and rodents have subnormal GLUT4 cell surface membrane translocation and 

glucose uptake in response to insulin in skeletal muscle [19]. Therefore, the enhancement of 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake is a very important benefit of exercise for insulin-resistant 

subjects. The processes that govern this important health benefit of exercise have been 

extensively investigated, but they are still not completely understood.  

 

Insulin Signaling Pathway and Insulin-Stimulated Glucose Transport 

 The insulin signaling pathway regulates glucose uptake into skeletal muscle and adipose 

cells. The signaling processes that lead to insulin-stimulated glucose uptake result in the 

translocation of GLUT4 from an intracellular location to the cell surface membranes [20-22], 

bringing glucose into the cell. Following the ingestion of carbohydrates, increased glucose in the 

blood leads to enhanced insulin secretion from the pancreas [23]. High levels of insulin in the 

blood will result in the rapid binding of insulin to the insulin receptor (IR), a tyrosine kinase 

protein, on the surface of cells. The insulin receptor is a transmembrane receptor which is 

composed of two extracellular α subunits and two transmembrane β subunits that are linked by 

disulfide bonds. When insulin binds to the α subunits on the exterior of the muscle or adipose 

cell there is a resultant conformational change of the β subunits of the IR (moving these subunits 

closer together) and tyrosine autophosphorylation of the β subunit [24]. The tyrosine 

phosphorylation of the β subunits of the IR activates the IR, leading to the phosphorylation of its 

downstream protein substrates within the interior of the cell. 
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 Insulin receptor substrate (IRS) proteins are the important substrates of the IR involved in 

the metabolic actions of insulin. IRS-1 and IRS-2 belong to the IRS family of proteins, and have 

a phosphotyrosine binding (PTB) domain [25]. Although both IRS-1 and IRS-2 relay insulin 

signaling, GLUT4 translocation and glucose uptake are primarily regulated by IRS-1 in muscle 

[26]. When the IR is phosphorylated on Tyr
960

, the PTB domain of IRS-1 is recruited to the 

location of the IR and specifically binds to this tyrosine residue of the IR. This binding of the IR 

with IRS-1 results in the tyrosine phosphorylation of IRS-1 on multiple tyrosine residues by the 

insulin receptor tyrosine kinase (IRTK). This results in further downstream actions that 

eventually lead to the translocation of GLUT4 protein to the cell surface membranes. In some 

insulin-resistant conditions, the downstream actions of IRS-1 can be impaired. When IRS-1 is 

phosphorylated on specific serine or threonine residues, IR-mediated tyrosine phosphorylation of 

IRS-1 can be inhibited [27]. Serine phosphorylation of IRS-1 is seen in multiple insulin-resistant 

conditions and is implicated as one of the major locations for the mechanistic effects of insulin 

resistance [28-30].  

IRS-1 is an adaptor protein that acts as a docking protein for the regulatory region of 

phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI 3-kinase) [31]. Once PI 3-kinase associates with IRS-1 the 

active site of PI 3-kinase is able to move in close proximity to the cell membrane. The 

association of the activation site of PI 3-kinase with the membrane results in the phosphorylation 

of the plasma membrane lipid phosphatidylinositol-4,5 -biphosphate [PI(4,5)P2]. When PI(4,5)P2 

is phosphorylated by PI 3-kinase it is converted into its active form, phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5 -

triphosphate [PI(3,4,5)P3][32]. Upon generation of PI(3,4,5)P3, this membrane lipid moves along 

the cell surface membrane until it reaches PIP3-dependent protein kinase (PDK-1). PI(3,4,5)P3 

then binds to and activates PDK-1, which results in the phosphorylation of protein kinase B 

(PKB; also known as Akt). Along with the activation of Akt, it is important to note that insulin-

stimulated PI 3-kinase signaling also plays an important role in the activation of a protein called 

Rac1 in muscle [33]. Rac1 signaling stimulates the cyclic branching of actin filaments which the 

GLUT4 vesicles use as scaffolding for translocation to the cell surface membranes [34]. Rac1 

signaling downstream of PI 3-kinase is completely independent of Akt signaling, but both are 

important for insulin-mediated glucose uptake [35].  
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Akt is a serine/threonine kinase that can be activated by phosphorylation on the Ser473 

(in the hydrophobic motif) and Thr308
 
(within the catalytic domain) sites [36]. When activated, 

PDK-1 is the protein kinase that is primarily responsible for the phosphorylation of Akt on 

Thr308 [37]. Phosphorylation of Akt at Ser473 has been attributed to the activation of multiple 

kinases [38], but strong evidence implicates mTORC2 as a major regulator of Akt on Ser473 

[39]. When Akt is activated it phosphorylates the Rab GAP Akt substrate of 160kDa (AS160; 

also known as TBC1D4). However, Akt’s actions are not limited to this protein, as it has many 

downstream targets including GSK3, PRAS40, FOXO1/3A, TSC2, eNOS, and others [40]. 

AS160 is the Akt substrate most clearly linked to insulin-stimulated glucose transport [41]. Other 

Akt substrates that have been linked to insulin-stimulated glucose uptake include myosin 5A, 

CDP138 and tropomodulin 3 in adipocytes, but they have not been assessed in skeletal muscle 

[42-44]. 

A critical functional feature of AS160 is that it includes a GTPase activating domain for 

Rab proteins. Rab proteins are small G proteins which coordinate the formation, transport, and 

tethering of vesicles to a targeted location [45]. AS160’s GTPase activating domain regulates 

Rab-mediated coordination of GLUT4 vesicle transport (specifically Rab8A, Rab13, and Rab28 

have been implicated as important in skeletal muscle) to the cell surface membranes [34, 46-48]. 

In the absence of insulin stimulation, unphosphorylated AS160 favors Rab binding to GDP 

through increasing GTP hydrolysis by the GTPase-activating protein (GAP) domain of AS160. 

GDP-bound Rab inhibits GLUT4 vesicle exocytosis. AS160 can be phosphorylated on at least 6 

sites by Akt, but two of those sites appear to be the most influential for GLUT4 translocation, 

Ser588 and Thr642. Sano et al. discovered that inhibiting phosphorylation on AS160
Thr642

 by 

mutating Thr to Ala resulted in decreased insulin-stimulated GLUT4 translocation in adipocytes 

[49]. Similarly, Chen et al. developed a T649A knockin mouse (T649 corresponds to human 

T642) which displayed insulin-resistance and impaired insulin-stimulated GLUT4 translocation 

to the cell surface membranes [50]. Mutation of only Ser588 to Ala on AS160 caused reduced 

insulin-stimulated GLUT4 translocation in adipocytes, and combined T642A and S588A double 

mutation resulted in further inhibition of insulin-stimulated GLUT4 translocation in adipocytes 

[49]. However, no further inhibition of insulin-stimulated GLUT4 translocation resulted from 

mutation on six Akt phosphomotifs on AS160 (S318A, S341A, S588A, T642A, S570A, S751A) 

in adipocytes [49]. Phosphorylation of AS160 on Thr642 and/or Ser588 apparently results in the 
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movement of GLUT4 to the cell surface membrane by inactivating the GAP activity of AS160 

towards Rab proteins. Inactivating the GAP activity towards these Rab proteins results in an 

increase in the active GTP bound Rab, and GLUT4 exocytosis can proceed. Put simply, AS160 

serves as a brake on GLUT4 translocation, and phosphorylation by Akt causes AS160 to release 

the brake, allowing GLUT4 translocation to proceed [51].  

Once GLUT4 vesicles have been localized to the cell surface membranes by Rab proteins 

they must fuse with the surface membranes for the GLUT4 protein to transport glucose into the 

cell. Soluble NSF attachment protein receptor (SNARE) proteins mediate the fusion of GLUT4 

vesicles with the surface membranes [52]. Two SNARE proteins from the surface membranes 

(syntaxin4 and SNAP23) and one SNARE protein from the incoming GLUT4 vesicle (VAMP2) 

form a ternary complex that fuses these membranes, incorporating the GLUT4 proteins with the 

surface membranes [52]. Multiple SNARE proteins have been implicated in GLUT4 fusion with 

the surface membranes, but it appears that VAMP2 is the primary vesicle SNARE in skeletal 

muscle (but not in adipocytes) [53]. However, some have suggested that VAMP7 is an important 

vesicle SNARE for recycling vesicles [9]. Once the GLUT4 proteins are incorporated into the 

cell surface membranes they can then facilitate glucose’s entry into the cell. 

 

Mechanisms for Exercise Mediated Glucose Transport 

A single bout of exercise can enhance glucose uptake into the muscle cell in the absence 

of insulin. This “insulin-like” effect of exercise occurs during and immediately after the exercise 

bout, and it is typically either mostly or entirely reversed by 1-3 hours post-exercise. Exercise 

can increase GLUT4 translocation independent of insulin [54], but the mechanisms which 

regulate GLUT4 translocation to cell surface membranes are not entirely resolved. The insulin-

independent increase in glucose uptake after exercise has been considered to be due to multiple 

signaling events, including, but possibly not limited to, increased intracellular calcium 

concentrations [55, 56], enhanced AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) activation [57], 

mechanical tension-related events [58, 59], nitric oxide signaling [60, 61], and reactive oxygen 

species [62, 63]. It is important to note that these events occur independent of the insulin 

signaling pathway. Once most or all of the insulin independent effect of exercise has worn off, 

enhanced insulin-stimulated glucose uptake can be detected after exercise. 
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In the sequence of events for muscle contraction, membrane depolarization is followed 

by the release of calcium from the sarcoplasmic reticulum into the cytosol of muscle fibers. 

Calcium binds to troponin and initiates myosin binding to actin, resulting in a “power stroke” 

(muscle contraction). Increased calcium levels during muscle contraction can activate the 

calcium-sensitive serine/threonine kinase calcium/calmodulin activated protein kinase II 

(CaMKII) and CaMK kinase α (CaMKKα), which have been suggested to play a role in 

enhanced glucose uptake [64, 65]. The increased insulin-independent glucose uptake initiated by 

increased calcium, CaMKII activity, and CaMKKα activity observed after exercise appears to 

occur independent of AMPK activation [64, 66, 67]. However, the downstream calcium-related 

mechanisms/signaling to enhance glucose uptake remain controversial and incompletely 

understood. 

 AMPK is often described as a key sensor of cellular energy status, which is activated 

when AMP levels rise and ATP levels fall [68, 69]. Because ATP levels are not markedly 

reduced during normal exercise, with only modest decrements detected even during extremely 

high intensity exercise, it is the increase in AMP/ATP ratio that influences AMPK activation 

[70]. Exercise requires large amounts of ATP for fuel, and the hydrolysis of ATP to ADP during 

exercise followed by the conversion of ADP to AMP by the adenylate kinase reaction generates 

a high AMP/ATP ratio, allosterically activating AMPK [71-74]. Multiple groups have shown 

that exercise increases AMPK activity in skeletal muscle [71, 73, 75, 76], and in vivo exercise 

which activates AMPK has also been shown to increase skeletal muscle glucose uptake [77-79]. 

It has also been demonstrated that AMPK activation by muscle contractions or AICAR 

stimulation can increase glucose uptake [57, 80]. 

AMPK is a heterotrimeric protein complex composed of α, β, and γ subunits each of 

which have multiple isoforms (α1, α2, β1, β2, γ1, γ2, γ3) [81]. The α-subunit displays the 

calalytic activity, the β- subunit functions as a scaffold to hold the α and γ subunits together, and 

the γ-subunit is associated with binding of AMP [82, 83]. In human skeletal muscle only three 

heterotrimer isoforms of AMPK have been identified (α2β2γ1, α2β2γ3, and α1β2γ1) [84], 

whereas two additional heterotrimeric isoforms have been reported in mouse skeletal muscle 

(α2β1γ1, α1β1γ1) (Figure 2.1) [85]. When AMP levels are elevated by exercise, increased AMP 

binding to the γ-subunit of AMPK occurs, promoting phosphorylation of Thr
172

 on the catalytic 
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α-subunit, resulting in increased AMPK activity [68]. The activation of different isoforms of 

AMPK is dependent on exercise intensity and duration. It appears that γ3-containing complexes 

are highly activated during high intensity/short duration exercise, whereas γ1-containing 

complexes are unaltered [86]. In humans, exercise of moderate to low intensity of longer 

duration activates  α2β2γ1 and α1β2γ1 isoforms of AMPK [86], but prolonged low intensity 

exercise will also increase γ3-containing AMPK [87]. When the γ3 isoform of AMPK is knocked 

out in mice, AICAR-stimulated skeletal muscle glucose uptake is completely inhibited [88], 

suggesting that the γ3 subunit is essential for the effect of AMPK on muscle glucose uptake.  

 

Figure 2.1 

 

AMPK heterotrimeric combinations in human and rodent skeletal muscle. AMPK is a heterotrimeric protein 

complex composed of a catalytic α subunit, and two regulatory subunits (β and γ). There are multiple isoforms of 

each subunit (α1 and α2; β1 and β2; γ1, γ2, and γ3). In human skeletal muscle three heterotrimeric combinations 

have been detected, whereas two additional heterotrimeric combinations have been detected in rodent skeletal 

muscle. AMPK is activated by the binding of AMP or ADP to the Bateman domain of the γ subunit, resulting in a 

conformational change and phosphorylation of Thr172 on the α subunit. 
 

 

AMPK is believed to act, at least in part, through downstream targets TBC1D1 and/or 

TBC1D4 (AS160) to enhance GLUT4 translocation, resulting in glucose uptake in muscle [89-

91]. AICAR or contraction have been shown to increase phosphorylation of AS160 and TBC1D1 

independently from Akt signaling [92-94], and in mice AMPK can phosphorylate AS160 on 

Ser711 (equivalent to Ser704 in humans) [95]. A recent finding showed that contraction-induced 
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phosphorylation of AS160
Ser704

 is dependent on the γ3 isoform of AMPK [96]. However, when 

muscles were incubated with Compound C (an AMPK inhibitor) AS160 phosphorylation 

(measured with the PAS antibody which is not entirely selective to a single phosphosite) 

remained elevated after contractions, while the TBC1D1 phosphorylation and glucose uptake 

were inhibited [94]. These results suggests that phosphorylation of TBC1D1, and perhaps not 

AS160, may be important for the effect of AMPK on exercise-induced, insulin-independent 

glucose uptake. 

Mechanical tension during muscle contraction may provide a potent stimulus to increase 

glucose uptake. In fact, mechanical stress passively imposed on skeletal muscle has been shown 

to enhance glucose uptake, independent of insulin [59]. Some researchers have found that by 

stretching muscles ex vivo, glucose uptake in skeletal muscle is increased [97]. Mechanical stress 

may be sensed by cell surface membrane proteins that relay this mechanical stimulus to 

downstream signaling proteins. The Rho family GTPase, Rac1, is activated by passive stretch, 

and pharmacological inhibition of Rac1 significantly decreases stretch-induced glucose uptake 

[97]. However, since inhibiting Rac1 only partially reduces glucose uptake by passive-stretching, 

it remains possible that other mechanical stress-related signaling events exist that have yet to be 

discovered. 

Nitric oxide and reactive oxygen species are both elevated by muscle contraction [98, 

99]. Although both have been implicated to enhance glucose uptake after exercise [60-63], the 

data are conflicting. Inhibiting nitric oxide synthase (NOS) decreased glucose transport in some 

[60], but not all studies [100, 101]. Additionally, some have speculated that the production of 

reactive oxygen species during exercise is important for exercise-mediated glucose uptake, but 

this has not been proven in vivo. 

In summary, the intracellular signaling processes which lead to enhanced glucose 

transport after exercise are quite complex. Substantial evidence points towards calcium- and 

AMPK-related signaling, and mechanical stress as playing important roles to mediate this effect. 

Future studies will be required to further discern the mechanisms by which distal signaling steps 

act to enhance glucose uptake into skeletal muscle in response to exercise. 
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Enhanced Insulin-Stimulated Glucose Transport following Acute Exercise 

 Increased skeletal muscle insulin-stimulated glucose uptake following acute exercise was 

first clearly demonstrated in 1982 by Richter et al. in perfused rat hindlimb preparations and in 

rat soleus and gastrocnemius muscles across a range of insulin concentrations [11]. Multiple 

groups have subsequently reported enhanced insulin-stimulated glucose uptake after acute 

exercise or muscle contractions in normal mouse, rat, and human skeletal muscle (See Table 

2.1), and the effect of exercise on insulin sensitivity is detectable approximately 1-3 hours after 

the completion of exercise. In fact, Wallberg-Henriksson et al. demonstrated that the effects of 

insulin and exercise on skeletal muscle glucose uptake are additive in the first hour of recovery 

following exercise, but the effects of insulin and exercise become greater than additive between 

1-3 hours after the cessation of exercise, once the insulin-independent effect of exercise on 

glucose uptake has largely worn off [16]. Some, but not all, of the experiments that have reported 

enhanced insulin-stimulated glucose uptake after exercise used supraphysiologic insulin doses, 

and should therefore be interpreted with caution. This review will emphasize experiments which 

have used submaximally effective, and thus more physiologically relevant, insulin doses.  

 Several groups have reported that the enhanced insulin sensitivity in the muscle or whole 

body, which begins approximately 3 hours post-exercise, appears to have a persistent effect 

lasting anywhere from 12-48 hours post-exercise [17, 18, 102-105]. Cartee et al. were able to 

provide insights about this phenomenon by restricting the carbohydrate access (fasting or feeding 

lard) of rats following exercise and measuring insulin sensitivity hours later [17]. This study 

identified a relationship between persistent post-exercise muscle glycogen depletion and 

repletion on enhanced insulin sensitivity, where muscles which remained glycogen depleted after 

exercise were more insulin-sensitive than those which super-compensated glycogen content 

above normal levels by carbohydrate feeding. A similar result was reported by Funai et al. who 

detected decreased glycogen and enhanced insulin sensitivity from 3-27 hours post-exercise in 

fasted rats, but found increased glycogen and a lack of enhanced insulin sensitivity by 3 hours 

post-exercise in rats fed carbohydrates [106]. Kim et al. studied rat skeletal muscle subjected to 

multiple in situ contraction protocols that differed on the basis of train duration, train rate, pulse 

frequency, number of 5-min bouts, or pulse duration [107]. They found that muscle glycogen 

was decreased following several of the in situ muscle contraction protocols that also increased 
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insulin-stimulated glucose uptake, but muscle glycogen was also decreased after several other 

protocols which failed to enhance insulin-stimulated glucose uptake [107]. These results 

suggested that muscle glycogen depletion may be necessary but not sufficient for the post-

contraction increase in insulin-stimulated glucose uptake. However, Fisher et al. saw enhanced 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in muscle after AICAR incubation without a decrease in 

glycogen content [108], suggesting glycogen depletion may not be necessary for this effect. 

Kjøbsted et al. found that following prior in situ contractions, insulin-stimulated glucose uptake 

was not enhanced in muscle from AMPKα1α2 muscle-specific double-knockout mice, despite a 

significant decrease in glycogen content [96], suggesting glycogen depletion is not required for 

this effect. However, it is possible that the mechanisms for increased insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake are not identical following exercise and prior AICAR treatment or in situ contractions.  

The exercise-induced enhancement of skeletal muscle insulin sensitivity has been well 

described, but the mechanisms for this effect are not completely understood. It is apparent that 

the improved insulin-stimulated glucose uptake several hours following acute exercise is a result 

of increased GLUT4 glucose transporter protein at the cell surface in skeletal muscle of normal 

rats [10]. Multiple studies have reported unaltered GLUT4 abundance post-exercise concomitant 

with increased insulin-stimulated glucose uptake [10, 77, 106, 109], but one study found greater 

GLUT4 protein in human muscle 3 hours post-exercise [110]. Apparently no one has studied 

fiber type-selective changes in GLUT4 abundance after acute exercise when insulin sensitivity is 

enhanced, and it seems possible that exercise could rapidly alter GLUT4 content in a fiber type 

specific manner. Regardless, it is unclear exactly what factors mediate the ability of a prior 

exercise stimulus to subsequently enhance insulin-stimulated translocation of GLUT4 to the 

sarcolemma and increase glucose uptake. It was proposed that local rather than systemic factors 

mediate the effect of exercise on insulin sensitivity when it was first demonstrated that 

stimulating a single rat hindlimb to contract resulted in enhanced insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake only in the stimulated limb [111]. In humans, one-legged knee extensor exercise increases 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake of the vastus lateralis in the exercised leg, but not in the 

sedentary leg [12]. Additionally, cycling exercise has shown to increase insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake of the leg, but not the forearm, providing further evidence for local factors 

influencing this effect [112]. Finally, insulin-stimulated glucose uptake was unaltered 3h 

following swim exercise in rat EDQP, a forearm muscle presumably not recruited by swim 
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exercise [113]. Together, these results suggest that local, rather than systemic, factors are 

primarily responsible for the majority of enhanced insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in muscle 

post-exercise. 

Although the exercise effects on insulin sensitivity are limited to the contracting skeletal 

muscle there is some evidence that there may be a serum factor which is required during muscle 

contraction for this effect to occur. Muscles incubated with serum during contractions enhance 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake to a similar magnitude to exercised muscles, but muscles 

incubated without serum do not [108, 114]. It is important to note that the serum was from a non-

exercised human or rat (i.e., the effect was not attributable to an exercise-induced increase in the 

putative serum factor).  It is also significant to recognize that these experiments used ex vivo 

contractions by isolated muscle preparations, and the mechanisms may be distinct from the 

effects of in vivo exercise. Regardless of the uncertainty about the physiological relevance of the 

serum factor, there is evidence that the effect of exercise on insulin sensitivity is limited to the 

stimulated or exercised muscle. Therefore, in the early 1990’s many researchers aimed to 

discover a local mechanism for the effect of exercise on insulin sensitivity. 

Cartee and Holloszy demonstrated that exposure of isolated muscles to insulin mimetics, 

vanadate and H2O2, which act distal to insulin binding to the insulin receptor, increase skeletal 

muscle glucose transport following in vivo exercise [115]. This finding indicated that exercise 

elicits its enhancement of insulin sensitivity somewhere distal to insulin binding to the insulin 

receptor. Additionally, proximal insulin signaling such as IRTK activation [109, 116, 117], IRS1 

phosphorylation [10, 116], and IRS1-associated PI3-kinase activity [108, 116, 117] were not 

increased post-exercise compared to sedentary control values, indicating that amplification of 

these signaling events does not mediate enhanced post-exercise insulin sensitivity. Further 

downstream of PI3-kinase, exercise does not enhance insulin’s effect on Akt Ser473 

phosphorylation in most [77-79, 108, 109, 117-124], but not all studies [125, 126]. Similarly, 

insulin-stimulated phosphorylation of Akt on Thr308 after exercise is unaltered in many [77, 

118, 119, 121-124, 127, 128], but not all studies [78, 79, 106, 125, 126]. However, there are 

three isoforms of Akt (Akt1, Akt2, and Akt3), and the aforementioned studies have not included 

evaluation of post-exercise insulin-stimulated Akt2 phosphorylation, the Akt isoform implicated 

in insulin-stimulated AS160 phosphorylation [93] and insulin-stimulated glucose uptake [129, 
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130]. Probably more indicative of the role of Akt in mediating enhanced insulin sensitivity post-

exercise is Akt activity, which has shown to be unaltered [77, 106]. To summarize, substantial 

evidence indicates that exercise can increase insulin sensitivity without altering proximal insulin 

signaling in muscles from normal individuals stimulated with a physiologic insulin dose. 

In 2003 Gustav Leinhard’s group demonstrated in adipocytes that insulin-stimulated site-

selective phosphorylation of AS160 was required for increased GLUT4 translocation [49]. An 

antibody was subsequently developed that was designed to recognize Akt phosphomotifs, known 

as the phospho Akt substrate (PAS) antibody [41]. At the time the PAS antibody was the only 

antibody available for the detection of AS160 phosphorylation, but the PAS antibody may not 

equally bind to all Akt phosphomotifs on AS160 [131]. An S588A mutation on AS160 did not 

decrease PAS signal, but a T642A mutation of AS160 resulted in a large decrease in signal, 

indicating a preference of the PAS antibody for pAS160
Thr642

 over pAS160
Ser588 

[132]. The 

Cartee laboratory then demonstrated that insulin, contraction, or AICAR result in increased PAS 

signal [92, 133]. In 2007 Arias et al. were the first to show that insulin-stimulated 

phosphorylation of AS160 (also using the PAS antibody) was increased ~4 hours after exercise 

in exercised muscle [78]. Arias et al. also demonstrated an insulin-independent effect of exercise 

on AS160 phosphorylation by anti-PAS that occurred immediately after exercise and lasted 4-

hours post-exercise [78]. Additionally, Funai et al. found that the phosphorylation of AS160 and 

insulin sensitivity remained elevated for 3-27 hours after exercise unless feeding occurred [106]. 

Schweitzer et al. studied the four kinases known to phosphorylate AS160 (Akt, AMPK, RSK, 

and SGK1) and found evidence for activation of only AMPK immediately post-exercise [79]. 

Because the effect of exercise on pAS160 at 4-hours post-exercise occurred in the absence of 

increased phosphorylation of these four kinases of AS160, the authors speculated that the 

persistent phosphorylation of AS160 was due to a residual effect of increased pAMPK and/or 

effects of other kinases or phosphatases that regulate AS160 which occurred immediately after 

exercise. Since these initial findings, multiple reports have shown a positive relationship between 

greater insulin-stimulated glucose uptake and enhanced insulin-stimulated phosphorylation of 

AS160 on multiple sites after exercise [77, 79, 106, 121, 122, 125, 127, 134]. The two insulin-

stimulated AS160 phosphorylation sites that are most often reported to increase by exercise are 

Thr642 and Ser588. Using the same exercise protocol that will be used for the experiments in 

this dissertation multiple reports have demonstrated enhanced insulin-stimulated pAS160
Ser588
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and pAS160
Thr642

 in epitrochlearis muscle post-exercise [77, 79, 106]. Funai et al. showed 

persistently enhanced insulin-stimulated pAS160
Thr642

 and glucose uptake of the epitrochlearis 

muscle for 3-27 hours post-swim exercise, but carbohydrate feeding reversed the effect of 

exercise for pAS160
Thr642

 and glucose uptake, demonstrating a consistent relationship between 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake and pAS160
Thr642 

[106]. Using this swim protocol, Schweitzer 

et al. demonstrated enhanced pAS160
Thr642

 and pAS160
Ser588

 at 3 hours post-exercise in 

epitrochlearis muscle concomitant with increased insulin-stimulated glucose uptake [79]. In 

Leinhard’s seminal finding, mutation of these two sites eliminated the majority of GLUT4 

translocation in adipocytes [49]. Kramer et al. provided further evidence in skeletal muscle for 

the critical role of site specific phosphorylation of AS160 by showing decreased insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake in mouse skeletal muscles electroporated with the 4P mutant of 

AS160, which included mutations to prevent phosphorylation on Ser588, Thr642, Ser318, and 

Ser751 [135].  

Recently, another phosphosite of AS160, Ser704, has been identified as a potential 

contributor to the enhanced insulin sensitivity after exercise. AS160
Ser704

 is of particular interest 

because it is an AMPK phosphosite that is phosphorylated immediately following exercise in 

skeletal muscle [95]. Two reports have shown enhanced insulin-stimulated pAS160
Ser704

 after 

exercise in humans concomitant with increased insulin-stimulated glucose uptake [121, 136], and 

one of these studies also showed enhanced pAS160
Thr642

 and pAS160
Ser588 

[121]. In situ 

contraction of mouse EDL muscle can also lead to subsequently enhanced insulin-stimulated 

pAS160
Ser704

, pAS160
Thr642

, and glucose uptake [96]. Mutation AS160 Ser704 to Ala704 in mice 

reduced the insulin-stimulated increase in pAS160
Thr642 

[88], suggesting that phosphorylation of 

Ser704 contributes to enhanced phosphorylation on Thr642, a phosphosite critical for insulin-

stimulated GLUT4 translocation after exercise. However, these researchers did not report the 

influence of the S704A mutation on pAS160
Ser588

, another important residue on AS160 for 

insulin-stimulated GLUT4 translocation.  

A potentially critical precursor to site-specific pAS160 after exercise is γ3-AMPK 

activation. Kjøbsted et al. found that AICAR (an AMPK activator and exercise mimetic) resulted 

in enhanced γ3-AMPK activation, pAS160
Ser704

, pAS160
Thr642

, and insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake in wild type mouse muscle, but not in γ3-AMPK knockouts [88]. A caveat to these 
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findings was that the role of γ3-AMPK activity on pAS160 had not been assessed during in vivo 

exercise. Wang et al. were the first to show that γ3-AMPK activity, insulin-stimulated pAS160, 

and insulin-stimulated glucose uptake were all concomitantly enhanced following in vivo 

exercise [113]. Overall, multiple groups have identified that the effects of exercise on site-

specific phosphorylation of AS160 is potentially a crucial step for the improvement in insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake seen following exercise, but the exact mechanisms behind this effect 

are not completely clear. 

 Because both AS160 and TBC1D1 share many key features including a Rab GTPase-

activating domain, the activation of TBC1D1 has also been proposed as a potential mediator of 

enhanced insulin sensitivity following exercise. PAS-TBC1D1 was also shown to increase 

immediately after contractions [94, 137]. However, multiple studies have shown that this effect 

is lost by 3-4 hours post-exercise, when insulin-independent effect of exercise is largely reversed 

[106, 121-123, 127]. Moreover, mutation of TBC1D1 so that it cannot be phosphorylated does 

not affect skeletal muscle insulin-stimulated glucose uptake [138]. In TBC1D1-null rats insulin-

stimulated GLUT4 translocation was unaltered compared to wild type controls [139]. Therefore, 

it seems that AS160 phosphorylation, and not TBC1D1 phosphorylation, is implicated as a 

potential event in the process leading to greater insulin-stimulated glucose uptake after exercise.  

 In summary, it is well established that exercise enhances insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake into skeletal muscle. Enhancement of proximal insulin signaling steps does not appear to 

be required for this major health benefit of exercise. However, the phosphorylation of AS160 has 

been reported to track with enhanced insulin-stimulated glucose uptake after exercise under 

many conditions and is currently a leading mechanistic candidate for this effect. Further work 

needs to be performed to understand how AS160 may influence glucose uptake and how AS160 

is influenced by exercise. 

 

High-Fat Diet-Induced Insulin Resistance 

 High-fat diets often lead to increased caloric intake, resulting in gains in body mass and 

fat mass, along with insulin resistance in rodents [77, 140-142]. Brief high-fat diets (≤ 2 to 4 

weeks) have been shown to produce insulin resistance preceding large changes in body mass, 
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body composition and some of the other negative outcomes often thought to produce insulin 

resistance (See Table 2.2). Extensive research has aimed to elucidate the complexities of high-fat 

diet-induced insulin resistance, but the exact molecular mechanisms that link defective lipid 

metabolism and impaired insulin action remain unclear. High-fat diets provide an abundant 

supply of fatty acids. Fatty acid availability, ectopic lipid deposition (accumulation of lipids in 

non-adipose tissue), fatty acid metabolites (DAGs, ceramides), and skeletal muscle lipid droplet 

(LD) size and subcellular location have been associated with insulin resistance. However, the 

specific mechanisms which influence high-fat diet-induced insulin resistance are not completely 

clear. 

A relatively weak correlation has been reported between plasma fatty acid concentrations 

and insulin resistance [143]. Under some conditions, intramyocellular triglycerides (IMTGs) are 

reported to be a better predictor of insulin resistance than circulating fatty acids [144]. A positive 

association has been reported between elevated IMTG content and insulin resistance in animal 

models of high-fat feeding [145]. In obese humans, improving insulin sensitivity by markedly 

reducing caloric intake was accompanied by reduced IMTG content [146, 147]. Additionally, 

insulin resistance during aging can be accompanied by increased IMTG content [148]. Although 

there appears to be an inverse association between IMTG content and insulin sensitivity in 

various circumstances [149-151], there have been some studies which have been able to 

dissociate this relationship. Both endurance trained athletes and type 2 diabetics display elevated 

IMTG content, but endurance training enhances insulin sensitivity and type 2 diabetics are 

extremely insulin-resistant [152]. Additionally, when diabetic Zucker rats were treated with 

either fenofibrate (PPAR-α agonist which caused increased IMTG) or rosiglitazone (PPAR-γ 

agonist which caused decreased IMTG) they improved insulin sensitivity, showing an obvious 

discordance between IMTG content and insulin sensitivity [153]. 

It has been suggested that the inconsistent association between IMTGs and insulin 

sensitivity may be due to particular lipid metabolites, rather than triglycerides, which provide the 

greatest negative influence on muscle insulin sensitivity. Liu et al. showed in mice that 

overexpressing diacylglycerol acyltransferase (DGAT) in skeletal muscle, which partitions fatty 

acid substrates towards triglyceride synthesis and decreases diacylglycerol (DAG) and ceramide 

content, improved insulin sensitivity despite increased IMTG content [154]. Additionally, DAGs 
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and ceramides can be increased in muscle during insulin-resistant conditions [155], and DAGs 

can act as signaling intermediates that activate members of the protein kinase C (PKC) family 

[150]. It has been proposed that once accumulated in the muscle, DAGs are embedded in the 

membrane where they recruit PKC-θ, stabilizing it in its active form [156]. Active PKC-θ  

increases pIRS-1
Ser

, inhibiting insulin signaling [157]. Further evidence supporting the role of 

PKC-θ in insulin resistance shows that knocking out PKC-θ in mice maintains insulin sensitivity 

during lipid infusion [158]. 

Ceramides, on the other hand, are believed to impair insulin signaling by decreasing 

activation of Akt [159-161]. It has been shown that ceramides impair the phosphorylation of Akt, 

but not the upstream kinase PDK1, through the activation of PKCζ [162, 163]. Additionally, 

ceramides have been shown to stimulate the dephosphorylation of Akt through protein 

phosphatase 2A (PP2A) [163]. However, much of the work linking ceramides to insulin 

resistance has been done in vitro, and more work must be done to functionally understand how 

ceramides influence insulin resistance. 

The subcellular location of lipids within skeletal muscle cells has recently been 

implicated as a potential factor influencing insulin resistance. IMTGs are stored in lipid droplets 

(LDs) within the muscle fiber, and several groups have provided evidence suggesting that 

subsarcolemmal lipid droplets, but not intermyofibrillar lipid droplets, are associated with insulin 

resistance [164-167]. Sarcolemmal DAG also appears to be negatively related to insulin 

sensitivity [168]. Localization near the cell surface membranes may provide lipids and lipid 

species the opportunity to disrupt crucial insulin signaling processes that also occur in the same 

location, but the specific mechanisms are unclear. Lipid droplet size has also been associated 

with insulin sensitivity, where larger lipid droplets have been proposed to confer insulin 

resistance [169]. Some reports have not been able to detect changes in lipid droplet size when 

insulin sensitivity is altered [170, 171]. However, these studies measured lipid droplets across the 

entire cross sectional area of each muscle fiber. Nielsen and colleagues discovered that 

subsarcolemmal LD size was negatively associated with insulin sensitivity, and that type II fibers 

had larger subsarcolemmal LDs compared to type I fibers [172]. The authors speculated that the 

high surface area to volume ratio of small lipid droplets was advantageous for rapid mobilization 

and turnover. The interesting findings related to lipid droplet size and location in these studies 
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introduce an additional layer of complexity in deciphering the causes of high-fat diet induced 

insulin resistance. 

 

Acute Exercise Effects on Insulin Sensitivity in Insulin-Resistant Individuals 

 Similar to what has been shown in insulin-sensitive subjects, exercise can improve 

insulin sensitivity in insulin-resistant rodents [77, 120, 142, 173, 174] and humans [103, 121, 

175-177]. A surprisingly small number of studies have examined the effects of acute exercise on 

insulin signaling in insulin-resistant subjects. Because high-fat diet-induced insulin resistance is 

linked to impaired insulin receptor, IRS-1, and PI3-kinase signaling in the sedentary condition 

[178, 179], it is not unreasonable to expect that improvements in insulin sensitivity by exercise 

may be due to improvements in these proximal insulin signaling steps. In fact, exercise has been 

shown to improve proximal insulin signaling during high-fat diet induced insulin resistance in 

some [173, 180], but not all [77, 120, 121] studies. Ropelle et al. showed that when skeletal 

muscle insulin resistance was induced in rats by 3 month high-fat feeding that pIR, pIRS1, 

pIRS2, pAkt, and IRS-associated PI3-kinase were all impaired, and then slightly improved by 

acute exercise [173]. Pauli et al. then used the same model of 3 month high-fat diet induced 

insulin resistance and showed that exercise enhanced insulin-stimulated pIR, pIRS1, 

IRS1associated PI3-kinase, and pAkt
Ser473

 for up to 16 hours following exercise [180]. A major 

caveat to both of these studies is that insulin signaling was determined after rats were injected 

with a large bolus of insulin that would result in highly variable and supraphysiologic insulin 

concentrations. Additionally, acute exercise following shorter term high-fat diets (2-4 weeks) can 

improve subsequent insulin-stimulated glucose uptake without altering several important 

proximal insulin signaling steps (pIR, IRS1-associated PI3-kinase, pAkt
Ser473

, pAkt
Thr308

, and Akt 

activity) [77, 120]. 

In insulin-sensitive subjects it has been repeatedly demonstrated that exercise enhances 

downstream insulin signaling such as AS160 phosphorylation [78, 122, 127, 134], with no effect 

on proximal signaling [10, 108, 109, 116, 117]. Recently, evidence has been reported that in 

insulin-resistant rats after a high-fat diet, obese humans or humans made insulin-resistant by a 

lipid infusion the insulin-stimulated phosphorylation of AS160 is greater after exercise [77, 121, 

122, 176]. It is important to understand AS160’s role in enhancing insulin-stimulated glucose 
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uptake after exercise in insulin-sensitive subjects, but a more urgent public health concern is to 

identify how exercise affects insulin-resistant subjects. Surprisingly, there are still very few 

studies that have examined the effect of exercise on AS160 phosphorylation during insulin 

resistance. 

 

Heterogeneity of Skeletal Muscle 

 Skeletal muscle is a heterogeneous tissue composed of multiple fiber types with different 

metabolic and contractile properties (See Table 2.3). Muscle fibers can be classified by their 

myosin heavy chain (MHC) isoform expression, and MHC is used as a gold standard for 

determining fiber type [181]. Four major MHCs are expressed in adult rodent skeletal muscle 

(MHC type I, IIA, IIX, and IIB) and three are expressed in human skeletal muscle (MHC type I, 

IIA, and IIX) [182]. Muscle fibers that express more than one MHC isoform are known as hybrid 

fibers and typically possess intermediate metabolic or contractile properties of the two MHC 

isoforms that they express [183]. It is also important to note that there are differences in the 

characteristics of fiber types between species. For example, the fiber type which has been 

reported to have the highest oxidative capacity in humans is type I [184], but in rats it is type IIA 

which possesses the greatest oxidative capacity [185]. Regardless, identifying fiber type 

differences within a given species is important because molecular differences at the cellular level 

are impossible to discern using whole tissue analysis. 

 Conventionally, fiber type comparisons for glucose uptake were made by evaluating 

differences of whole muscles or regions of whole muscles which are mostly composed of a given 

fiber type, which can vary greatly [186]. For example, insulin-independent glucose uptake after 

exercise in rat skeletal muscle was greatest in the soleus muscle (~90% type I, ~10% type IIA), 

followed by the red gastrocnemius (~20% types I and IIA, ~30% types IIX and IIB), and the 

lowest glucose uptake was observed in the white gastrocnemius (~0-5% types I and IIA, ~20% 

type IIX, ~75% type IIB) and EDL (~5-10% types I and IIA, ~25% IIX, ~55% type IIB) [187]. 

However, major complications arise when attempting to evaluate differences in different fiber 

types by using whole muscle tissues in vivo following exercise: 1) recruitment of different 

muscles during a given mode of exercise is not uniform, 2) vascularization can be very different 

in various muscles, affecting glucose delivery, and 3) no whole muscle is entirely composed of a 
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single fiber type. One approach to address or attenuate some of these issues is by stimulating 

muscle to contract in situ or ex vivo, but results have been variable [111, 188-196], and 

electrically stimulated contraction does not recapitulate all aspects of in vivo exercise.  

 Some groups have measured the effect of in vivo exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake in various muscles [11, 112, 197, 198], but there was no consistent pattern of fiber type 

specific insulin-stimulated glucose uptake or obvious, specific explanation for the lack of 

uniform results across studies. Comparing insulin-stimulated glucose uptake at the whole muscle 

level is imperfect because: 1) No whole muscle is entirely composed of a single fiber type, 2) 

hybrid fibers cannot be evaluated, 3) No whole muscle in rat has been identified that is mostly 

composed of type IIX fibers, and 4) whole muscles contain multiple cell types (neural, vascular, 

connective, and adipose) which can contribute to glucose uptake. Moreover, there is evidence 

that exercise training [199], metabolic disease [200-202], and old age [203, 204] can alter fiber 

type proportion, and this may be important for health. It would be valuable to identify 

differences in single fibers for insulin-stimulated glucose uptake to more clearly understand 

insulin resistance at a cellular level.  

 MacKrell and Cartee developed and validated the first and currently only method for 

measuring glucose uptake and MHC isoform in the same muscle fiber [205]. This method 

requires incubation of whole rat epitrochlearis muscle in [
3
H]-2-deoxyglucose, followed by 

collagenase incubation for enzymatic digestion of extracellular collagen, and finally the isolation 

of individual fibers using fine forceps under a dissecting microscope. Once each fiber is isolated 

they are placed in individual tubes and processed to measure glucose uptake (by scintillation 

counting) and MHC expression (by SDS PAGE). Using this method our laboratory has 

demonstrated that insulin-stimulated glucose uptake is greater in the type I and IIA fibers (which 

are roughly equal to each other) compared to type IIX, IIBX, and IIB fibers [205-207]. Insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake is decreased in all fiber types from obese Zucker rats compared to lean 

Zucker rats [205]. Additionally, insulin-stimulated glucose uptake is increased in all fiber types 

from calorically restricted rats compared to ad libitum fed rats [208]. Surprisingly, when insulin-

sensitive rats were exercised for two hours, subsequent insulin-stimulated glucose uptake was 

enhanced 3.5 hours following exercise in all fiber types except for type IIX fibers [207]. As 

noted previously, a more important public health concern is to determine the effect of exercise on 
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insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in insulin-resistant subjects. Therefore, it will be important to 

identify fiber type-specific differences in insulin-stimulated glucose uptake after exercise in rats 

that have developed insulin resistance by high-fat feeding.  

 

Importance of Identifying Fiber Type-Specific Differences in Insulin Signaling 

 Humans can have markedly different muscle fiber type proportions [209, 210]. It has 

been reported that insulin-resistant humans compared to humans with normal insulin sensitivity 

possess a greater proportion of type II fibers [201, 202]. It could be that a shift in fiber type 

proportion occurs during insulin resistance or that a certain fiber type predisposes people to a 

greater risk for insulin resistance. Of course, environmental factors such as diet and physical 

activity level may play a role in this relationship as well. Although fiber type characteristics are 

not identical in human and rat skeletal muscles, there are many similar features between the 

species, so careful research on fiber type-selective differences has potential implications for 

understanding exercise effects on insulin sensitivity in humans [209]. The complexities of the 

relationship between fiber type and insulin resistance  is currently incompletely understood, but a 

useful step to more clearly understand insulin resistance is to identify the fiber types which 

become insulin-resistant by high-fat feeding or that do not become insulin-sensitive after 

exercise. After determining which fibers have divergent sensitivity to insulin during these 

conditions, we can then attempt to identify what occurs at a molecular level within these fibers to 

cause such a phenotype. 

Although it is unclear why some fiber types may differ in their susceptibility to the 

deleterious effects of a high-fat diet or be more susceptible to the beneficial effects of exercise, it 

seems possible that different fiber types can have divergent exercise- or insulin-related signaling 

during these conditions. Recently, Albers et al. discovered that insulin-stimulated Akt 

phosphorylation on Thr308 and Ser473 was lower in both type I and type II human muscle fibers 

from type 2 diabetic patients compared to lean or non-diabetic obese subjects [211]. They did not 

observe a decrease in insulin-stimulated AS160 phosphorylation on any of the residues that were 

analyzed (Ser588, Thr642, Ser704, Ser318) in either fiber type. However, the effect of exercise 

was not evaluated in this study and the effect of exercise on these AS160 residues may be crucial 

for insulin-stimulated glucose uptake. Kristensen et al. discovered that pAMPK
Thr172

 was 
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increased by exercise in both type I and type II fiber types, but type II fibers (combined IIA and 

IIX in this experiment) displayed a larger increase than type I fibers following high intensity 

interval cycling exercise [212]. They also showed that the increase in pAS160
Ser704

, an AMPK 

phosphosite, was greater in type II versus type I fibers immediately following either continuous 

or interval cycling. However, the insulin-stimulated effect of exercise was not evaluated in this 

study. 

Neither of the aforementioned studies differentiated between type IIA and type IIX 

fibers, nor did they assess hybrid fibers or determine fiber type-selective glucose uptake [211, 

212]. The fiber type-specific effects of exercise on both insulin signaling and glucose uptake 

have only been reported together in a non-insulin-resistant rat model [207, 213]. It was reported 

that post-exercise fiber type-specific insulin-stimulated glucose uptake corresponded to insulin-

stimulated AS160 phosphorylation [213]. It will be important to determine differences in insulin 

signaling of different fiber types from insulin-resistant rats from which fiber type-specific 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake can be determined. Further, identifying signaling differences 

following exercise in insulin-resistant rats will provide mechanistic insight into the effects of 

exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake during insulin resistance. Such findings could 

provide the foundation for research which will lead to the development of therapies to treat 

insulin resistance.  

 

Research Models Used 

 Feeding rodents a high-fat diet induces insulin resistance [77, 141, 142, 214, 215], 

increases serum free fatty acids [141, 216-218], increases fat mass [77, 141, 214, 219], and 

increases muscle lipid deposition [142, 216]. The induction of skeletal muscle insulin resistance 

in rodents by a high-fat diet can occur within 2-4 weeks [77, 220, 221]. All of the studies in this 

dissertation employ 2-week high-fat feeding of Wistar rats. The composition of dietary fat that 

was used for these studies (60% in high-fat diet vs 13% in low-fat diet) has been widely used to 

induce insulin resistance in rodents. A benefit to studying rats following short-term high-fat 

feeding is that skeletal muscle insulin resistance often occurs before the onset of many other 

negative health outcomes that are often associated with insulin resistance such as large increases 

in body mass [77, 221].  It is useful to better understand the early stages of insulin resistance for 
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the development of therapies that will prevent insulin resistance. However, a limitation to 

studying short-term high-fat feeding was that we did not elucidate the additional differences 

observed in skeletal muscle after chronic diet-induced insulin resistance. Besides diet-induced 

insulin resistance, other approaches have been used to induce insulin resistance such as 

streptozotocin (STZ) [222], dexamethasone [223], zymosan [224], and immobilization [225]. 

Rodent genetic models of insulin resistance such as Zucker rats [226], Goto Kakizaki (GK) rats 

[227], OLETF rats [228], and New Zealand Obese (NZO) mice [229] have also been used to 

study insulin resistance. However, diet-induced insulin resistance is more relevant to insulin 

resistance experienced by humans. 

 All experiments used the rat epitrochlearis muscle for various measures related to insulin 

sensitivity. The epitrochlearis muscle has been frequently used to measure insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake by multiple researchers [15-17, 230, 231], providing an extensive foundation of 

information regarding the responses of this muscle to various stimuli. Because it is only ~25 

fibers thick, the epitrochlearis is well suited for ex vivo incubation experiments in which a 

relatively thin diffusion distance is required for nutrients to reach all muscle fibers. Additionally, 

it has been shown that glycogen content is depleted and insulin independent glucose uptake 

immediately following exercise is increased in the epitrochlearis muscle following swim 

exercise, indicating that this muscle is recruited during swim exercise [77, 106, 207]. The fiber 

type profile of the epitrochlearis muscle [186] is similar to the overall fiber type proportion of the 

rat hindlimb [185], making it a relatively representative muscle. The epitrochlearis is also the 

only muscle that has been used to measure glucose uptake and fiber type in individual muscle 

fibers [205-208, 232]. The epitrochlearis has also been widely used for isolated muscle 

incubation experiments which measure glucose uptake and signaling. Isolating the epitrochlearis 

and incubating ex vivo versus measuring glucose uptake and signaling in vivo eliminates multiple 

confounding variables such as systemic hormone secretion and muscle tissue vascularization that 

can highly influence glucose uptake and signaling. This approach also allows very precise 

control of insulin concentration. The selected concentration of insulin that was used for all 

experiments is 100µU/ml because of the extensive literature that has used this submaximally 

effective dose to assess insulin signaling and glucose uptake in insulin-resistant skeletal muscle 

after exercise.  Although it would also be interesting to measure the effects of hormone secretion 

and vascular differences on glucose uptake in skeletal muscle in vivo, this project focused on the 
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intrinsic properties in the skeletal muscle that influence insulin-stimulated glucose uptake post-

exercise. Because of multiple beneficial characteristics of the epitrochlearis, this muscle is 

appropriate for the experiments of this dissertation. 

 A variety of protocols have been used to exercise or mimic exercise in rats. Swim 

exercise was selected for the experiments in this dissertation due to extensive evidence that has 

shown elevated post-exercise glucose uptake and pAS160 in the epitrochlearis muscle [77-79, 

106]. It has been demonstrated that all fiber types of the rat epitrochlearis muscle are recruited 

during swim exercise [207]. Forced treadmill and wheel running are also commonly used to 

exercise rodents [233, 234], but the effects of these modes of exercise on glucose uptake and 

AS160 phosphorylation in the epitrochlearis muscle are unknown. Electrical stimulation has 

been used to increase insulin-independent glucose transport [114, 127, 235]. However, in vitro 

contractions do not fully replicate in vivo exercise. Exposure to AICAR has also been used as an 

exercise mimetic because both exercise and AICAR activate AMPK [108], but it is unclear if 

AMPK is the only upstream kinase that acts on AS160. Therefore, swim exercise using a 

protocol that had been previously used for analysis of whole muscle signaling and glucose 

uptake in chow-fed and high-fat-fed rats and single fiber glucose uptake in chow-fed rats was 

used to examine insulin-stimulated glucose uptake and signaling processes for the projects of this 

dissertation. 

 

Gaps Filled in the Literature 

 In Study 1, epitrochlearis muscles from rats fed a high-fat or low-fat (chow) diet for 2-

weeks were isolated for the measurement of whole muscle and single fiber glucose uptake. 

Insulin can cause greater glucose uptake in some fiber types than others [205-207] and insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake can be altered within a given fiber type during certain conditions 

[207]. Because Castorena et al. demonstrated modest insulin resistance after only 2-weeks of 

high-fat feeding in rat whole epitrochlearis muscle [77], I measured fiber type-specific insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake from rats fed either a high- or low-fat diet. The results from this study 

revealed previously unknown differences among fiber types for insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake during insulin resistance. Some fiber types became more insulin-resistant than others after 

2 weeks of high-fat feeding. Therefore, insulin resistance of the whole muscle may be highly 
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influenced by fiber type proportion. Some studies that compared rodents consuming a high-fat 

diet for four or more weeks with healthy controls consuming a low-fat diet identified differences 

between the diet groups in their muscle fiber type composition [236-239]. The abundance of 

MHC isoforms in the whole epitrochlearis muscles from high- and low-fat fed rats from this 

study were also measured to determine if 2-week high-fat feeding induced a change in fiber type 

proportion. Although GLUT4 abundance is unaltered by 2-week high-fat feeding in whole 

epitrochlearis muscle [77], it seemed possible that the high-fat diet might induce changes in the 

GLUT4 content at the single fiber level. Therefore, the GLUT4 abundance was evaluated in 

different fiber types in low- and high-fat fed rats. 

Study 2 evaluated fiber type-specific insulin-stimulated glucose uptake following 

exercise by high-fat fed rats compared to low- and high-fat fed sedentary controls. Enhanced 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake of whole muscles from rats made insulin-resistant by 

consuming a 2-week high-fat diet has been previously reported following exercise [77]. Exercise 

can increase insulin sensitivity in insulin-resistant individuals, but it does not completely recover 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake to levels observed in insulin-sensitive individuals after the 

same exercise protocol. One possible explanation for this outcome is that insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake may be equally enhanced in all fiber types following exercise in insulin-resistant 

individuals, but not to the level seen in insulin-sensitive fibers. However, even in insulin-

sensitive rats, not all fiber types improve insulin-stimulated glucose uptake after exercise [207]. 

Therefore, it seemed possible that some fiber types would not improve insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake following exercise in insulin-resistant rats, and that this putative lack of an effect 

in some fiber types may contribute to the lower insulin-stimulated glucose uptake compared to 

insulin-sensitive individuals after exercise. In Study 2 insulin-stimulated glucose uptake was 

determined in epitrochlearis muscle fibers from exercised high-fat fed rats and low- and high-fat 

fed sedentary rats. To evaluate if all fiber types were recruited during the exercise protocol, fiber 

type specific insulin-independent glucose uptake was measured immediately following exercise. 

As a secondary measure to assess fiber type recruitment, fiber type-specific glycogen content 

was also determined immediately following exercise. Because ectopic lipid accumulation has 

been implicated in insulin resistance [145, 147, 148], fiber type-specific lipid droplet abundance, 

size, and subcellular localization in exercised high-fat fed rats versus sedentary low- and high-fat 

fed controls was compared to determine if lipid droplet abundance, size, or location are 
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associated with fiber type specific insulin sensitivity. Finally, fiber type-specific GLUT4 

abundance was measured to determine if the abundance of this protein is altered by diet or 

exercise after a 2-week high-fat diet. 

In Study 3, important signaling events that have been associated with enhanced insulin 

sensitivity after exercise were measured using whole epitrochlearis muscles from insulin-

resistant rats post-exercise compared to sedentary low- and high-fat fed controls. Castorena et al. 

demonstrated that insulin sensitivity is enhanced after exercise in insulin-resistant rats, but is not 

completely elevated to the level observed in insulin-sensitive rats after exercise [77]. In the same 

study it was shown that exercise enhanced insulin-stimulated pAS160
Ser588

 in insulin-sensitive 

rats to a greater extent than in insulin-resistant rats. It is possible that different mechanisms may 

exist which enhance insulin sensitivity after exercise in insulin-sensitive versus insulin-resistant 

muscle. Evidence that pAS160
Ser588

 and pAS160
Thr642

 are potential mediators for the effect of 

exercise on insulin sensitivity in insulin-sensitive muscle has been reported in several earlier 

studies [77, 79, 106, 240], but less evidence exists for insulin-resistant muscle. Recently, an 

AMPK phosphosite of AS160, Ser704, was shown to increase after exercise [95]. pAS160
Ser704

 

has also been demonstrated to track well with enhanced insulin-sensitivity post-exercise [121, 

136], but pAS160
Ser704

 has yet to be measured in muscle from insulin-resistant animals after 

exercise. It is possible that the effect of exercise on insulin sensitivity is influenced by greater 

phosphorylation of AS160
Ser704

 in insulin-resistant muscle. Accordingly, I evaluated changes in 

pAS160
Ser704

 in muscle from exercised rats that had been fed a high-fat diet for two weeks 

compared to sedentary low- and high-fat fed controls. Because pAS160
Ser704

 is an AMPK 

phosphosite it was also important to measure the level of muscle AMPK activity following 

exercise in these animals. AMPK is a heterotrimeric protein complex composed of α, β, and γ 

subunits each of which have multiple isoforms (α1, α2, β1, β2, γ1, γ2, γ3) [81]. γ3-AMPK is 

activated in muscle by exercise in humans [241, 242] or by electrically stimulated contractions in 

mice [96, 242]. In skeletal muscle γ1-AMPK is also expressed (γ2-heterotrimer containing 

AMPK activity has not been detected in skeletal muscle) and γ1-containing AMPK isoforms are 

weakly activated during prolonged low intensity exercise. However, even during prolonged, low 

intensity exercise a larger relative increase in activation of γ3- versus γ1-containing AMPK is 

observed [87]. Recently published data from our laboratory has shown that γ3-AMPK activity, 

insulin-stimulated pAS160
Ser704

,
 
and insulin-stimulated glucose uptake are elevated 3 hours post-
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exercise in insulin-sensitive rats [113]. Therefore, I measured γ1- and γ3-AMPK activity and 

insulin-stimulated pAS160
Ser704

 after exercise in insulin-resistant rats to identify potential 

signaling differences during insulin resistance. Although earlier research has reported that acute 

exercise typically leads to subsequently elevated insulin-stimulated glucose uptake independent 

of increasing Akt phosphorylation above sedentary control values [77, 78, 121, 122, 136], these 

studies have not included the evaluation of Akt2 phosphorylation, the Akt isoform implicated in 

insulin-stimulated AS160 phosphorylation [93] and insulin-stimulated glucose uptake [129, 130]. 

Therefore, I measured insulin-stimulated pAkt2
Thr309

 and pAkt2
Ser474

 after exercise in insulin-

resistant rats after exercise. 

Study 4 used a recently developed technique [211, 243] to evaluate the phosphorylation 

of insulin signaling proteins in different fiber types from sedentary and acutely exercised high-fat 

fed rats. Studies 1 and 2 from this dissertation characterized the capacity of different muscle fiber 

types from 2-week high-fat fed rats to uptake glucose in response to insulin either following 

exercise or during sedentary conditions. To gain further insights into the possible mechanism for 

the effects of diet and/or exercise on fiber type-selective glucose uptake, I assessed possible 

exercise effects during a high-fat diet on key proximal (pAkt
Thr308

 and pAkt
Ser473

) and distal 

(pAS160
Ser588

, pAS160
Thr642

, and pAS160
Ser704

) insulin signaling proteins in different fiber types 

from rat epitrochlearis muscle. I also probed for possible fiber type-specific differences in 

signaling events that are implicated in mediating the exercise-induced enhancement in insulin 

signaling (pAMPK
Thr172

 and pAS160
Ser704

) from 2-week high-fat fed rats. In addition, because 

HKII is an enzyme that can potentially influence the rate of glucose metabolism, I determined 

the fiber type-specific abundance of HKII following exercise in high-fat fed rats. Lastly, I 

measured fiber type-specific glycogen content both IPEX and 3hPEX to determine if fiber type 

differences in insulin-stimulated glucose uptake might be related to fiber type-specific glycogen 

replenishment after exercise. 
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Table 2.1: Skeletal Muscle Insulin-Stimulated Glucose Uptake after Acute Exercise or 

Contraction 

 

 

 

Reference 

[citation number] 

Richter et al. 

1982 

[11] 

Richter et al. 

1984 

[111] 

Garetto et al. 

1984 

[197] 

Richter et al. 

1985 

[198] 

Journal J. Clin. Invest. 
Am. J. Physiol. 

Endocrinol. Metab. 

Am. J. Physiol. 

Endocrinol. Metab. 
Diabetes 

Sex, Species & 

Strain 

Male Sprague-

Dawley Rats 

Male Sprague-

Dawley Rats 

Male Sprague-

Dawley Rats 

Male Wistar Rats 

(STZ-induced 

diabetes or 

control) 

Exercise or 

Contraction 

Protocol 

Treadmill: 45min 

at 18m/min 

Sciatic nerve 

stimulation:  

2 x 5min 

Treadmill: 5 x 

10min at 36m/min 

Treadmill: 45min 

at 19m/min/ 

Also estim 

Muscles Used 
Soleus, Red & 

White Gastroc 

Soleus, Red & 

White Gastroc 

Soleus, Red & 

White Gastroc 

Soleus, Red & 

White Gastroc 

Measurement 

Technique 
Perfused Hindlimb Perfused Hindlimb Perfused Hindlimb Perfused Hindlimb 

Insulin 

Concentration or 

Infusion Rate 

10, 30, 75, 500, 

20k, & 40k µU/ml 
75 and 20k µU/ml 75 and 20k µU/ml 

100 and 20k 

µU/ml 

Insulin-stimulated 

Glucose Uptake 

↑ for perfused 

hindlimb up to 4hr 

PEX 

↑ in soleus and RG 

at 2hr post-

stimulation, but 

not in WG. 

↑ for perfused 

hindlimb up at 

2.5hr PEX 

↑ for perfused 

hindlimb up ~1hr 

PEX in normal and 

STZ-treated rats 

Insulin Signaling 

Post-Exercise 
-- -- -- -- 

Main Findings 

First study to show 

enhanced skeletal 

muscle insulin 

sensitivity post-

exercise 

Demonstrated that 

estim-mediated 

insulin sensitivity 

is due to local 

factors 

Enhanced post-

exercise GU is 

composed of two 

phases: 1) IPEX 2) 

after glycogen 

compensation 

Increased insulin-

sensitivity PEX 

does not require 

insulin to be 

present during 

exercise. 

Additional 

Information 

Effect of exercise 

on insulin 

sensitivity only 

occurred in 

deglycogenated 

muscles 

The unstimulated 

hindlimb was an 

internal control in 

these experiments 

~1hr PEX insulin-

stimulated glucose 

incorporation into 

glycogen  is ↑ in 

Sol, RG, but not 

WG 

~1hr PEX insulin-

stimulated glucose 

incorporation into 

glycogen  is ↑ in 

Sol, RG, but not 

WG 
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Table 2.1: Continued 

Reference 

[citation number] 

Davis et al. 

1986 

[15] 

Zorzano et al. 

1986 

[14] 

Wallberg-

Henriksson et al. 

1988 [16] 

Richter et al. 

1989 

[12] 

Journal 
Am. J. Physiol. 

Endocrinol. Metab. 

Am. J. Physiol. 

Endocrinol. Metab. 
J. Appl. Physiol. J. Appl. Physiol. 

Sex, Species & 

Strain 

Female Sprague-

Dawley Rats 

Male Sprague-

Dawley Rats 
Male Wistar Rats Male Humans 

Exercise or 

Contraction 

Protocol 

Untrained and 

trained (2hr/day, 

5days/wk,  4wks) 

rats were sedentary 

or performed 2h 

acute swim 

exercise 

Treadmill: 5 x 

10min at 36m/min 

4 x 30min swim, 

last 3 bouts 

weights tied to tail 

One-legged knee 

extensor exercise: 

60min at 75% max 

leg work capacity 

Muscles Used Epitrochlearis 
Soleus, Red & 

White Gastroc 
Epitrochlearis Vastus Lateralis 

Measurement 

Technique 
Muscle Incubation Perfused Hindlimb Muscle Incubation 

Insulin Clamp, 

muscle blood flow 

and a-v glucose 

difference 

Insulin 

Concentration or 

Infusion Rate 

Range: 0.01-100 

µU/ml 
75 and 20k µU/ml 

20, 60, 120, 180, 

500, and 20k  

µU/ml 

0.3, 0.7, and 5.0 

mU/kg/min 

Insulin-stimulated 

Glucose Uptake 

↑ 2-3hr PEX 

across range of 

concentrations in 

trained and 

untrained rats  

↑ 2.5hr PEX 

↑ across a range of 

concentrations at 

3hr PEX 

↑ across a range of 

concentrations 

4hPEX in 

exercised leg only 

Insulin Signaling 

Post-Exercise 
-- -- -- -- 

Main Findings 

Skeletal muscle 

insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake is 

also enhanced in 

trained rats, 

despite high 

resting glycogen. 

Uptake of glucose 

and AIB in skeletal 

muscle is 

improved after 

exercise 

Insulin and 

exercise had 

additive effects at 

30min and 60min 

PEX, but was 

more than additive 

at 3hr PEX 

First study to show 

that exercise 

enhances insulin 

sensitivity in 

muscle in humans 

Additional 

Information 

Trained started 

with higher 

glycogen content, 

and also had 

higher starting 

insulin sensitivity  

Additive at 30min 

PEX, but later ↑ 

GU is solely due to 

increase in insulin 

responsiveness 

Insulin-

independent 

glucose uptake 

gradually wears 

off PEX and was 

nearly back to 

normal by 3hPEX 

Local contraction 

induced increases 

in insulin 

sensitivity play 

important role in 

post-exercise 

recovery 
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Table 2.1: Continued 

Reference 

[citation number] 

Cartee et al. 

1989 

[244] 

Gulve et al. 

1990 

[230] 

Cartee & 

Holloszy 1990 

[115] 

Annuzzi et al. 

1991 

[112] 

Journal 
Am. J. Physiol. 

Endocrinol. Metab. 

Am. J. Physiol. 

Endocrinol. Metab. 

Am. J. Physiol. 

Endocrinol. Metab. 
Eur. J. Clin. Invest. 

Sex, Species & 

Strain 

Male Sprague-

Dawley Rats 
Male Wistar Rats Male Wistar Rats Male Humans 

Exercise or 

Contraction 

Protocol 

4 x 30min swim, 

last 3 bouts 

weights tied to tail 

4 x 30min and one 

60min swim bouts, 

last 3 bouts 

weights tied to tail 

4 x 30min swim, 

last 3 bouts 

weights tied to tail. 

Or 10min in vitro 

contractions 

3hrs combined 

cycling and 

running at 50% 

VO2max 

Muscles Used Epitrochlearis Epitrochlearis Epitrochlearis Forearm and Leg 

Measurement 

Technique 
Muscle Incubation Muscle Incubation Muscle Incubation 

Insulin Clamp, 

muscle blood flow 

and a-v glucose 

difference 

Insulin 

Concentration or 

Infusion Rate 

60, 500, 1k, and 

20k µU/ml 

7.5, 30, and 2k 

µU/ml 
30 µU/ml 2 mU/kg/min 

Insulin-stimulated 

Glucose Uptake 

↑ 3hPEX in fat and 

chow fed. ↑ 18h 

PEX in fasted and 

fat fed. ↑ 48hPEX 

in fat fed. 

↑3hPEX for all 

submaximal 

concentrations 

after exercise 

↑ 3.5hPEX vs 

rested controls. In 

vitro contractions 

(no serum) do not 

enhance ISGU. 

↑ 24hPEX in the 

leg only, not in the 

forearm. 

Insulin Signaling 

Post-Exercise 
-- -- 

none measured, 

evidence for post-

IR mechanisms 

-- 

Main Findings 

CHO feeding (not 

caloric intake) 

reverses insulin 

sensitivity post-

exercise. 

Shows that 

incubation of 

muscle in high 

glucose during 

recovery decreased 

insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake 

3hPEX 

Shows that 

vanadate or H2O2 

(insulin mimetics 

acting distal to the 

insulin receptor) 

enhance insulin-

stimulated glucose 

uptake 18hPEX. 

Indicates that leg 

exercise does not 

increase insulin-

stimulated glucose 

uptake in the 

forearm. 

Additional 

Information 

Muscle glycogen 

content was 

decreased in most 

conditions where 

insulin sensitivity 

was still elevated, 

but recovered or 

super-compensated 

where it was not. 

Maintenance of 

insulin sensitivity 

after exercise does 

not require 

humoral factors 

normally present 

in vivo 

 Contractions 

without serum did 

not ↑ insulin 

sensitivity. A 

serum factor 

during contractions 

is likely needed to 

enhance insulin 

sensitivity PEX 

Further evidence 

for local effect of 

exercise 
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Table 2.1: Continued 

Reference 

[citation number] 

Gao et al. 

1994 

[114] 

Nolte et al. 

1994 

[231] 

Asp et al. 

1996 

[245] 

Asp & Richter 

1996 

[246] 

Journal 
Am. J. Physiol. 

Endocrinol. Metab. 
J. Appl. Physiol. J. Physiol. J. Appl. Physiol. 

Sex, Species & 

Strain 
Male Wistar Rats Male Wistar Rats Male Humans Male Wistar Rats 

Exercise or 

Contraction 

Protocol 

4 x 30min swim w/ 

weights, in vitro or 

in situ contractions 

One 30min bout + 

6 x 15min with tail 

weights swimming 

40min of eccentric 

contractions 

4 x 10 eccentric 

contractions with 

1min rest between 

each set of 4 

Muscles Used Epitrochlearis Epitrochlearis Vastus Lateralis 
Soleus, Red & 

White Gastroc 

Measurement 

Technique 
Muscle Incubation Muscle Incubation Insulin Clamp Perfused Hindlinb 

Insulin 

Concentration or 

Infusion Rate 

30 µU/ml 30 µU/ml 
0.8 and 13 

mU/kg/min 

200 and 20k  

µU/ml 

Insulin-stimulated 

Glucose Uptake 

↑ 3.5hPEX but not 

3.5h after in vitro 

contractions when 

contracted 15 post 

excision. Slightly ↑ 

by in vitro 

contractions when 

contracted right 

after excision 

↑ 2.5hPEX from 

saline or 

propranolol 

injected rats 

Unchanged 48h 

post-eccentric 

contractions with 

physiologic 

insulin. ↓ 48h after 

eccentric 

contractions with 

max insulin. 

↓ 48h after 

eccentric exercise 

in WG with 200 

µU/ml insulin, but 

unchanged in RG 

or soleus. 

Insulin Signaling 

Post-Exercise 
-- -- -- -- 

Main Findings 

ISGU is enhanced 

following in situ 

contractions in 

serum. Humoral 

factor must be 

present during 

contractions 

Propranolol ↓ the 

exercise-mediated 

decrease in muscle 

glycogen, but 

insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake 

was still enhanced 

Eccentric 

contractions do not 

enhance insulin-

stimulated glucose 

uptake in human 

skeletal muscle 

Insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake is 

decreased or 

remains unchanged 

in rat skeletal 

muscle 48 h after 

eccentric exercise. 

Additional 

Information 

Serum factor 

needed is >10kDa 
-- 

GLUT4 content in 

skeletal muscle 

decreased 48h 

after eccentric 

contractions 

Attributed changes 

in ISGU after 

eccentric 

contractions to diff 

GLUT4 content in 

various muscles, as 

measured in a 

separate study 
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Table 2.1: Continued 

 

 

Reference 

[citation number] 

Perseghin et al. 

1996 

[247] 

Wojtaszewski  

et al. 1997 

[116] 

Hansen et al. 

1998 

[10] 

Wojtaszewski  

et al. 2000 

[109] 

Journal N Engl. J Med. Diabetes J. Appl. Physiol. Diabetes 

Sex, Species & 

Strain 

Male and Female 

Humans 
Male Humans Male Wistar Rats Male Humans 

Exercise or 

Contraction 

Protocol 

45min stair 

climbing at 65% 

VO2 max 

One-legged knee 

extensor exercise: 

60min at 75% max 

leg work capacity 

4 x 30min swim, 

last 3 bouts 

weights tied to tail 

One-legged knee 

extensor exercise: 

60min at 75-90% 

max leg work 

capacity 

Muscles Used Gastrocnemius Vastus Lateralis Epitrochlearis Vastus Lateralis 

Measurement 

Technique 

Insulin Clamp and 

NMR 

Insulin Clamp, 

muscle blood flow 

and a-v glucose 

difference 

Muscle Incubation 

Insulin Clamp, 

muscle blood flow 

and a-v glucose 

difference 

Insulin 

Concentration or 

Infusion Rate 

6 pmol/kg/min 1.5 mU/kg/min 30 µU/ml 1.5 mU/kg/min 

Insulin-stimulated 

Glucose Uptake 

↑ 48hPEX in 

normal and 

insulin- resistant 

offspring of 

patients with 

diabetes 

↑ 3hPEX in the 

exercised limb 
↑ 3hPEX 

↑ 4hPEX in the 

exercised limb 

Insulin Signaling 

Post-Exercise 
-- 

Unaltered ITRK 

activity or pIRS-1. 

↓ IRS-1 associated 

PI3-K activity. 

Unaltered pIR or 

pIRS-1 

Unaltered IRTK 

activity or 

pAkt
Ser473

 

Main Findings 

Acute exercise ↑ 

muscle insulin-

stimulated glucose 

uptake in healthy 

and insulin-

resistant subjects. 

Enhanced insulin-

stimulated glucose 

uptake post-

exercise is not due 

to increased 

proximal insulin 

signaling 

Insulin-stimulated 

cell surface 

GLUT4 is 

increased in the 

exercised muscle 

compared to 

sedentary 

Post-exercise 

improvement in 

muscle insulin 

sensitivity is not 

due to steps before 

or including Akt 

Additional 

Information 
-- -- 

Magnitude of 

increased ISGU 

and CS GLUT4 

are similar. 

Insulin-stimulated 

GSK3 activity and 

pGSK3 S21 were 

also unchanged 

after exercise 
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Table 2.1: Continued 

Reference 

[citation number] 

Fisher et al. 

2002 

[108] 

Dumke et at. 

2002 

[235] 

Thong et al. 

2002 

[117] 

Kim et al. 

2004 

[107] 

Journal 
Am. J. Physiol. 

Endocrinol. Metab. 
J. Appl. Physiol. Diabetes J. Appl. Physiol. 

Sex, Species & 

Strain 
Male Wistar Rats Male Wistar Rats Male Humans Male Wistar Rats 

Exercise or 

Contraction 

Protocol 

2hr swimming, 

1hr AICAR, 

or 80 min hypoxia 

In vitro contraction 

10 min 

One-legged knee 

extensor exercise: 

60min at 75-100% 

peak leg work 

capacity 

Multiple 

contraction 

protocols (train 

rate, train duration, 

pulse frequency, 

pulse duration, 

number of bouts) 

Muscles Used Epitrochlearis Epitrochlearis Vastus Lateralis Epitrochlearis 

Measurement 

Technique 
Muscle Incubation Muscle Incubation 

Insulin Clamp, 

muscle blood flow 

and a-v glucose 

difference 

Muscle Incubation 

Insulin 

Concentration or 

Infusion Rate 

30 µU/ml 30 µU/ml 1.5mU/kg/min 60 µU/ml 

Insulin-stimulated 

Glucose Uptake 

Exercise, AICAR, 

and hypoxia each ↑ 

ISGU 3hPEX 

↑ in muscles that 

did contractions in 

normal serum, but 

not kallikrein 

deficient 

Caffeine ↓ muscle 

ISGU. Exercise ↑ 

ISGU in both 

placebo and 

caffeine groups 

↑ or unchanged 

depending on the 

contraction 

protocol 

Insulin Signaling 

Post-Exercise 

PI3-K activity and 

pAkt
Ser473

 are 

unchanged by 

exercise or AICAR 

-- 

Unaltered IRTK 

activation, IRS-1 

associated PI3-K 

activity, or 

pAkt
Ser473 

-- 

Main Findings 

AICAR, hypoxia 

and exercise each 

increase AMPK 

activity and 

enhanced ISGU. 

Not due to protein 

synthesis 

(cyclohexamide) 

Suggests that 

kallikrein is 

essential for 

muscle insulin 

sensitivity after 

contractions 

Caffeine decreases 

ISGU in muscle, 

but enhanced 

ISGU after 

exercise is still 

observed when 

caffeine is ingested 

↑ AMPK activity 

or ↓ glycogen may 

be necessary but 

not sufficient for 

improved muscle 

ISGU post-

contraction 

Additional 

Information 

Stimulating 

muscles to contract 

in serum vs KHB 

enhanced ISGU 3h 

post-contractions 

Bradykinin was 

insufficient for 

post-contraction-

enhanced insulin 

sensitivity 

-- -- 
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Table 2.1: Continued 

Reference 

[citation number] 

Hamada et al. 

2006 

[118] 

Arias et al. 

2007 

[78] 

Treebak et al. 

2009 

[134] 

Funai et al. 

2009 

[106] 

Journal J. Appl. Physiol. 
Am. J. Physiol. 

Endocrinol. Metab. 
Diabetologia 

Am. J. Physiol. 

Endocrinol. Metab. 

Sex, Species & 

Strain 

Male C57B1/6 

Mice 
Male Wistar Rats Male Human Male Wistar Rats 

Exercise or 

Contraction 

Protocol 

Treadmill: 60min 

at 15-25 m/min 
4 x 30min swim 

One-legged knee 

extensor exercise: 

60min at 80-100% 

peak leg work 

capacity 

4 x 30min swim 

Muscles Used 
Epitrochlearis, 

EDL, Soleus 
Epitrochlearis Vastus Lateralis Epitrochlearis 

Measurement 

Technique 
Muscle Incubation Muscle Incubation 

Insulin Clamp, 

muscle blood flow 

and a-v glucose 

difference 

Muscle Incubation 

Insulin 

Concentration or 

Infusion Rate 

60, 120, and 20k 

µU/ml 
50 µU/ml 1.5 mU/kg/min 50 µU/ml 

Insulin-stimulated 

Glucose Uptake 

60µU/ml insulin ↑ 

GU 85min PEX in 

epi and soleus but 

not EDL (no ∆ 

insulin with ex).  

↑ 4hPEX ↑ 4hPEX 

↑ 3h and 27hPEX 

when fasted. 

Unchanged 3hPEX 

when fed CHO. 

Insulin Signaling 

Post-Exercise 

Insulin-stimulated 

(60µU/ml) 

Akt
Thr308

 and 
Ser473

 

are unaltered after 

exercise in epi, 

soleus, and EDL. 

Unaltered 

pSerAkt. ↑ 

pThrAkt and PAS-

AS160.  

↑ AS160 Ser318, 

Ser341, Ser751, 

Ser588 (P=0.09). 

Unaltered PAS, 

Thr642 and 

Ser666. 

↑ PAS-AS160, 

pAS160
Thr642

, and 

pAkt
Thr308

 3 & 27h 

PEX when fasted. 

PAS-AS160, 

pAS160
Thr642

, and 

pAkt
Thr308

 not diff 

3hPEX with CHO. 

Main Findings 

Exercise improves 

muscle ISGU in 

mouse skeletal 

muscle. No effect 

of exercise on 

insulin-stimulated 

pAkt. 

First paper to show 

insulin-stimulated 

AS160 is ↑ in 

exercised muscle 

(IPEX & 4hPEX). 

Role of AS160 to 

regulate PEX 

insulin sensitivity 

using phospho-

specific antibodies 

pAS160 may 

mediate improved 

PEX muscle 

insulin sensitivity, 

not TBC1D1 

Additional 

Information 
-- 

PAS-AS160 

correlated with GU 

4hPEX. Also, no ∆ 

insulin PAS-

AS160 PEX. 

Also, no change 

with exercise in 

insulin-stimulated 

14-3-3 binding 

capacity to AS160 

Unaltered insulin-

stimulated 

TBC1D1 after 

exercise in all rats 
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Table 2.1: Continued 

Reference 

[citation number] 

Funai et al. 

2009 

[94] 

Schweitzer et al. 

2012 

[79] 

Xiao et al. 

2013 

[125] 

Iwabe et al. 

2014 

[122] 

Journal 
Am. J. Physiol. 

Endocrinol. Metab. 
J. Appl. Physiol. Age Physiol. Rep. 

Sex, Species & 

Strain 
Male Wistar Rats Male Wistar Rats Male FBN Rats Male Wistar Rats 

Exercise or 

Contraction 

Protocol 

1 or 2hr swim, 5 or 

10min in vitro 

contraction, 2hr 

swim + 10min  in 

vitro contraction 

4 x 30min swim 
9 x 10min bouts of 

swimming 

Treadmill: 3hr at 

9m/min, 15% 

incline 

Muscles Used Epitrochlearis Epitrochlearis 
Epitrochlearis and 

Soleus 
Soleus 

Measurement 

Technique 
Muscle Incubation Muscle Incubation Muscle Incubation Muscle Incubation 

Insulin 

Concentration or 

Infusion Rate 

50 µU/ml 50 µU/ml 
100, 200, and 5k  

µU/ml 
50 and 10k µU/ml 

Insulin-stimulated 

Glucose Uptake 

↑ equally 3hPEX 

by 1 or 2hr swim. 

↑ equally 3hPES 

by 5 or 10min e-

stim. Additive 

effect of exercise 

and e-stim 

↑ 3hPEX 

↑ 3hPEX in epi 

and soleus for 100 

and 200 µU/ml, 

but only in epi for 

5k µU/ml 

↑ 2hPEX with 50 

µU/ml 

Insulin Signaling 

Post-Exercise 

Signaling 

unaltered after e-

stim. Increased 

insuin-stimulated 

PAS-AS160 and 

pAS160
Thr642

 

3hPEX. 

↑ pAS160
Thr642

 and 

pAS160
Ser588 

IPEX 

and 3hPEX with 

insulin stimulation. 

pAkt
Thr308

 

unaltered IPEX, 

but ↑ with insulin 

3hPEX. 

pIR and 

pAS160
Ser588

 

unchanged. 

pAkt
Thr308

, 

pAkt
Ser473

, and 

pAS160
Thr642

 ↑ 

with 100 µU/ml in 

epi but not soleus. 

↑ pAS160
Ser588

 and 

pAS160
Thr642

 

2hPEX with 

insulin. pAkt
Ser473

 

and  pAkt
Thr308

 

were unaltered.  

Main Findings 

Exercise plus in 

vitro contractions 

additively improve 

muscle insulin 

sensitivity. 

Shows that Ser588 

and Thr642 are 

sustained during 

exercise recovery, 

when ISGU is 

enhanced. 

Shows that 

exercise can 

increase muscle 

insulin sensitivity 

in old rats. 

Shows that 

exercise improves 

insulin sensitivity 

and pAS160 in 

slow twitch soleus 

muscle. 

Additional 

Information 

E-stim does not 

additively improve 

pAS160. Different 

mechanisms? 

-- -- 

pTBC1D1 

unaltered by 

exercise with 

insulin. 
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Table 2.1: Continued 

Reference 

[citation number] 

Castorena et al. 

2014 

[77] 

Sharma et al. 

2015 

[126] 

Wang et al. 

2015 

[124] 

Sylow et al. 

2016 

[248] 

Journal Diabetes 
Am. J. Physiol. 

Endocrinol. Metab. 

J. Gerontol. A. 

Biol. Sci. Med. 

Sci. 

Endocrinology 

Sex, Species & 

Strain 
Male Wistar Rats Male FBN Rats Male FBN Rats 

Female WT and 

Rac1 inducible KO 

mice 

Exercise or 

Contraction 

Protocol 

4 x 30min swim 
9 x 10min bouts of 

swimming 

9 x 10min bouts of 

swimming 

Treadmill: 30min 

at 18m/min, 15% 

incline 

Muscles Used Epitrochlearis Epitrochlearis Soleus Soleus 

Measurement 

Technique 
Muscle Incubation Muscle Incubation Muscle Incubation Muscle Incubation 

Insulin 

Concentration or 

Infusion Rate 

100 µU/ml 
0.6nM  

(~100 µU/ml) 

0.6nm 

(~100 µU/ml) 
100 µU/ml 

Insulin-stimulated 

Glucose Uptake 
↑ 3hPEX ↑3hPEX 

Unchanged, but 

caloric restriction 

↑ ISGU w/ 

exercise vs ad 

libitum group. 

↑2.5hPEX in WT 

and Rac1KO 

soleus 

Insulin Signaling 

Post-Exercise 

↑ pAS160
Ser588

 in 

LFD and HFD 

groups. Post-ex 

insulin-stimulated 

pAS160
Thr642

 in 

LFD > HFD. 

Unaltered pIR, 

IRS-1-PI3K, Akt 

Thr308 and 

Ser473, or Akt 

activity. 

↑  pAkt
Ser473

 and  

pAkt
Thr308

. 

Unaltered  

pAS160
Ser588

 and 

pAS160
Thr642

. 

Unchanged pAkt, 

pAS160 in ad 

libitum group after 

exercise. However, 

caloric restriction 

↑ pAkt after 

exercise with 

insulin.
 

-- 

Main Findings 

↑pAS160 may also 

be responsible for 

enhanced ISGU 

post-exercise in 

insulin-resistant 

animals. 

Suggests that old 

rats improve 

insulin sensitivity 

after exercise 

through effects on 

Akt. 

Exercise does not 

increase insulin 

sensitivity of 

pAS160 in soleus 

from old rats 

Rac1 is 

dispensable for the 

insulin sensitizing 

effect of exercise. 

Additional 

Information 
-- 

Combining CR 

and exercise 

potentiate the 

enhancement in 

insulin sensitivity 

-- -- 
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Table 2.1: Continued 

Reference 

[citation number] 

Arias at al. 

2017 

[78] 

Sjoberg et al. 

2017 

[136] 

Kjobsted et al. 

2017 

[96] 

 

Journal Physiol. Res. Diabetes Diabetes  

Sex, Species & 

Strain 
Male Wistar Rats Male Humans 

WT & AMPKα1α2 

muscle KO mice 
 

Exercise or 

Contraction 

Protocol 

4 x 30min swim 

One-legged knee 

extensor exercise: 

60min at 80-100% 

peak leg work 

capacity 

10min e-stim  

Muscles Used Epitrochlearis Vastus lateralis EDL and Soleus  

Measurement 

Technique 
Muscle Incubation 

Insulin Clamp, 

muscle blood flow 

and a-v glucose 

difference 

Muscle Incubation  

Insulin 

Concentration or 

Infusion Rate 

0.6nM 

(~100 µU/ml) 
1.4 mU/kg/min 100 or 10k µU/ml  

Insulin-stimulated 

Glucose Uptake 
↑ 3hPEX ↑ 4hPEX 

↑ in EDL from 

WT, but not KO 

mice with 100 

µU/ml. No e-stim 

effect in soleus. 

 

Insulin Signaling 

Post-Exercise 

↑ pAS160
Thr642

 and 

pAS160
Ser588

 at 

3hPEX. Also, ↓ 

dephosphorylation 

of pAS160
Thr642

 

and pAS160
Ser588

 

in the ~30-50min 

after exercise. 

pAkt unchanged 

on both sites. 

pAS160
Ser704

 and 

pAS160
Ser318

 ↑ 

(main effect) with 

exercise. pAS160 

Ser588 and Thr642 

were unchanged. 

Akt unchanged. 

EDL AS160 

Thr642 and Ser704 

increased in WT 

but not KO. 

AS160 Ser317 and 

Ser588 unchanged. 

 

Main Findings 

AS160 

dephosphorylation 

is ↓ PEX, which 

may influence the 

enhanced insulin-

stimulated pAS160 

3hPEX. 

Acute exercise 

increases insulin 

sensitivity by 

microvascular 

perfusion and 

AS160 signaling. 

AMPK activity is 

important for the 

effect of exercise 

on insulin 

sensitivity and 

pAS160 

 

Additional 

Information 
-- -- 

γ3-AMPK is 

required for the 

effect of 

contraction on 

AS160
Ser704 
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Table 2.2: Skeletal Muscle Insulin-Stimulated Glucose Uptake after Short-Term High-Fat Diet 

Reference 

[citation number] 

Grundleger and 

Thenen 1982 

[249] 

Storlein et al. 

1986 

[250] 

Kraegen et al. 

1986 

[251] 

Chisholm and 

O’Dea 1987 

[220] 

Journal Diabetes Endocrinol. Metab. Diabetologia 
J. Nutr. Sci. 

Vitaminol. 

Sex, Species & 

Strain 

Male and Female 

lean Zucker Rats 
Male Wistar Rats Male Wistar Rats 

Male Sprague-

Dawley Rats 

HFD Composition 67% fat, 12% carb 59% fat, 20% carb 60% fat, 20% carb 66% fat, 12% carb 

LFD Composition 12% fat, 67% carb 10% fat, 69% carb 12% fat, 65% carb 12% fat, 66% carb 

Isocaloric? No (ad libitum) Yes No (ad libitum) No (ad libitum) 

Diet Duration 10 days 24 days 22 days 14 days 

Morphological 

Changes with HFD 

No change in body 

mass, fat mass not 

measured 

No change in body 

mass, greater total 

fat mass 

No difference in 

body mass (trend). 

Epididymal and 

interscapular fat 

mass ↑ in HFD 

No change in body 

mass, fat mass not 

measured 

Muscles Used Soleus 

Soleus, White 

Gastroc, Red 

Gastroc, and EDL 

Soleus, White 

Gastroc, Red 

Gastroc, and EDL 

Soleus strips 

Measurement 

Technique 
Muscle Incubation Insulin Clamp Insulin Clamp Muscle incubation 

Insulin 

Concentration or 

Infusion Rate 

0.16-33.5nM 4.1mU/kg/min 
4.1 and 33 

mU/kg/min 
50-1k µU/ml 

Insulin-stimulated 

Glucose Uptake 

↓ in HFD group 

across range of 

insulin 

concentrations 

ISGU ↓ in soleus 

on HFD. Main 

effect of diet in 

RG. No effect of 

insulin or diet in 

EDL or WG. 

ISGU ↓ in Soleus, 

WG and RG with 

4.1 insulin. No 

change in EDL. 

No change in 

ISGU across range 

of insulin 

concentrations 

(trend for decrease 

at all conc.) 

Insulin Signaling  

↓ insulin binding 

and receptor 

number in HFD 

soleus. No change 

in receptor affinity. 

-- -- 

No change in 

insulin binding in 

soleus with HFD 

(trend for decrease 

at all conc.) 

Additional 

Information 

↓ insulin receptors 

didn’t account for 

insulin resistance. 

Post-receptor 

mechanism as well 

-- 

Later studied other 

muscles and saw ↓ 

ISGU in plantaris 

and Red 

Quadriceps 

-- 

Main Findings 

Receptor and post-

receptor influence 

on skeletal muscle 

insulin-resistance 

with a short-term 

HFD. 

Considerable 

Heterogeneity in 

different muscles 

for ISGU with a 

HFD. 

Emphasized that 

largest changes are 

in oxidative 

muscle tissues. 

HFD was high in 

poly-unsaturated 

fats, which the 

authors speculated 

may be cause for 

null results. 
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Table 2.2: Continued 

Reference 

[citation number] 

Zierath et al. 

1997 

[179] 

Han et al. 1997 

[252] 

Oakes et al. 1997 

[142] 

Wilkes et al. 1998 

[253] 

Journal Diabetes Diabetes Diabetes 
Am. J. Physiol. 

Endocrinol. Metab. 

Sex, Species & 

Strain 

Male and Female 

FVB mice 
Male Wistar Rats Male Wistar Rats 

Male Sprague-

Dawley Rats 

HFD Composition 55% fat, 24% carb 50% fat, 27% carb 59% fat, 20% carb 59% fat, 20% carb 

LFD Composition 17% fat, 57% carb 12% fat, 59% carb 16% fat, 58% carb 10% fat, 70% carb 

Isocaloric? No (ad libitum) No (ad libitum) Yes Yes 

Diet Duration 21 days 28 days 21 days 21 days 

Morphological 

Changes with HFD 

No change in body 

mass, greater 

gonadal fat mass 

No change in body 

mass, greater total 

fat mass 

No change in body 

mass, fat mass not 

measured 

No change in body 

mass, mixed HFD 

(saturated) ↑ fat 

mass vs HFD-Saff 

(safflower oil) 

Muscles Used EDL and Soleus 
Epitrochlearis and 

Soleus 

Red and White 

Gastroc, and 

Soleus 

Oxidative: sol, 

Red-G, Red-TA 

Mixed: EDL, plant 

Glycolytic: W-

Gastroc, W-TA 

Measurement 

Technique 
Muscle Incubation Muscle Incubation 

Estimated by 

Insulin Clamp 
Perfused Hindlimb 

Insulin 

Concentration or 

Infusion Rate 

2k µU/ml 60 and 2k µU/ml 1.8nmol/kg/min 40nM 

Insulin-stimulated 

Glucose Uptake 

↓ ISGU in both 

male and female 

soleus with a HFD, 

but not in EDL 

↓ with 60 and 2k 

insulin in the 

epitrochlearis and 

soleus 

↓ in soleus, RG 

and WG 

↓ in all muscle 

types with both 

HFDs 

Insulin Signaling  

↓ insulin-

stimulated PI3-K 

activity and cell 

surface GLUT4 

with HFD  

-- -- -- 

Additional 

Information 

Magnitude of 

decrease in IGSU 

and CS GLUT4 

was very similar 

GLUT4 abundance 

is unaltered by 

HFD in soleus or 

epi. 8wk-HFD ↑ 

body mass. 

-- -- 

Main Findings 

Deficit in PI3-K 

signaling is 

impaired in HFD, 

leading to ↓ CS 

GLUT4 and ↓ 

ISGU 

Effect of HFD in 

ISGU not due to ↓ 

GLUT4 content. 

Elevated lipid 

oxidation may 

oppose ISGU in 

muscle 

Multiple types of 

HFD induce 

insulin resistance 
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Table 2.2: Continued 

Reference 

[citation number] 

Kim et al. 

2000 

[254] 

Tremblay et al. 

2001 

[255] 

Tanaka et al. 

2007 

[120] 

Turner et al. 

2013 

[221] 

Journal 

Am. J. Physiol. 

Regul. Integr. 

Comp. Physiol. 

Diabetes Metab. Clin. Exp. Diabetologia 

Sex, Species & 

Strain 
Male Wistar Rats Male Wistar Rats Male Wistar Rats 

Male C57B1/6 

mice 

HFD Composition 50% fat, 27% carb 65% fat, 20% carb 60% fat, 20% carb 42-45% fat 

LFD Composition 12% fat, 59% carb 5% fat, 57% carb 12% fat 5-8% fat 

Isocaloric? No (ad libitum) No (ad libitum) Not specified No (ad libitum) 

Diet Duration 14 and 28 days 28 days 28 days 3days - 12 weeks 

Morphological 

Changes with HFD 

No change in body 

mass, greater total 

fat mass 

Not reported 

Increased body 

mass and 

abdominal fat 

Body mass did not 

↑ until 3-5 wk. Fat 

mass ↑ by 3-7 d. 

Muscles Used 
Epitrochlearis and 

Soleus strips 

Soleus, Tibialis, 

Gastroc, Quads 
Soleus 

Quads, Tibialis 

Anterior, Soleus 

Measurement 

Technique 
Muscle Incubation Insulin Clamp Muscle Incubation Insulin Clamp 

Insulin 

Concentration or 

Infusion Rate 

2k µU/ml 8 U/kg injection 0.9nmol/L 4mU/kg/min 

Insulin-stimulated 

Glucose Uptake 

↓ ISGU in epi and 

soleus with both 

4wk corn and fish 

oil based HFD, but 

corn oil greater ↓. 

No ↓ in ISGU after 

2wk corn oil HFD 

in epi or soleus. 

↓ in soleus and W 

gastroc, but 

trended to decrease 

in tibialis with 

HFD 

↓ with HFD. Also, 

insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake 

2hPEX is ↓ with 

HFD 

↓ by 3 weeks in all 

muscles with a 

HFD, but not at 1 

week. 

Insulin Signaling  -- 

↓ insulin-

stimulated IRS-1 

associated PI3-K, 

and pAkt. No 

change in pIR. 

No difference in 

GLUT4 expression 

with HFD. No diff 

in pAkt
Ser473

 in 

chow vs HFD 

pAkt
Ser473

 was 

unchanged by 1-3 

weeks. 

Additional 

Information 

Highly correlated 

total visceral fat 

mass with ISGU in 

epitrochlearis. 

PM and T-tubule 

GLUT4 content ↑ 

with insulin in the 

chow diet, but not 

in the HFD. Total 

GLUT4 content ↓. 

IMTG content in 

both type I and 

type IIa fibers are 

↑ with HFD 

(measured by oil 

red O). 

Muscle TG and 

many DG species 

were changes at 3 

weeks but not 1 

week. 

Main Findings 

↑ Visceral fat is 

associated with 

insulin resistance 

Identified PI3-k as 

first step in the 

insulin signaling 

pathway to be 

impaired by HFD. 

HFD impairs acute 

HFD impairs acute 

exercise effect on 

insulin-stimulated 

GU 

HFD muscle 

insulin resistance 

is associated with 

lipid species 
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Table 2.2: Continued 

 

Reference 

[citation number] 

Castorena et al. 

2014 

[77] 

White et al. 2015 

[256] 
  

Journal Diabetes 
Molecular 

Metabolism 
  

Sex, Species & 

Strain 
Male Wistar rats 

WT and STAT3 

KO mice 
  

HFD Composition 60% fat, 20% carb 60% fat   

LFD Composition 14% fat, 58% carb 10% fat   

Isocaloric? No (ab libitum) No (ab libitum)   

Diet Duration 14 days 21 days   

Morphological 

Changes with HFD 

No change in body 

mass, greater 

epididylmal fat 

mass 

No change in body 

mass, greater % 

body fat 

  

Muscles Used Epitrochlearis Soleus and EDL   

Measurement 

Technique 
Muscle Incubation Muscle Incubation   

Insulin 

Concentration or 

Infusion Rate 

100 µU/ml 60 µU/ml   

Insulin-stimulated 

Glucose Uptake 
↓ with HFD 

↓ with HFD in 

both WT and KO 

soleus and EDL 

  

Insulin Signaling  

Unchanged 

pAMPK, pAkt, 

PAS160, pIR, or 

IRS-1 assoc. PI3-K 

--   

Additional 

Information 

Insulin-stimulated 

GU 3hPEX is 

impaired with a 

HFD. This is 

associated with 

pAS160. 

--   

Main Findings 

HFD ↓ insulin-

stimulated glucose 

uptake 3hPEX and 

AS160 is a 

possible mediator 

STAT3 does not 

underlie 

development of 

HFD-induced 

muscle insulin 

resistance 
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Table 2.3: Fiber Type Comparisons (identified based on MHC in single myofibers, not including 

fiber type identified by other methods and not including tissue analysis) 

 Fiber Type Comparisons 
Reference 

citation number 

Contractile 

Velocity (Vmax) 

Rat I < IIA ~ IIX < IIB 

Human: I < I/IIA < IIA < IIAX < IIX 
[257-261] 

Stretch Activated 

Contractile Speed 

Rat I < I/IIA < IIA < IIAX < IIX < IIBX < IIB 

Human: I < I/IIA < IIA < IIAX < IIX 
[262-264] 

Neural Activity 

Identified in Rat and Rabbit fibers: 

Chronic, low frequency stimulation = slow twitch 

Phasic, high-frequency stimulation = fast twitch 

[265-267] 

Peak Power 
Rat: I < IIA < IIX ~ IIB 

Human: I < I/IIA < IIA < IIAX < IIX 
[257, 260, 261] 

Cross Sectional 

Area 

Usually, but not in all muscles 

Rat: I ≤ IIA < IIX < IIB 

Human: No consistently obvious differences 

Mouse: IIA ≤ I < IIX < IIB 

[185, 268] 

Mitochondrial 

Content 

Rat: IIA > I > IIX > IIB 

Human: I > IIA > IIX 

Mouse: IIA > IIX > I > IIB 

[269-272] 

Capillary to Fiber 

Ratio 

Rat: I > IIA > IIX > IIB 

Human: I > IIA > IIX 
[271-273] 

Glycolytic 

Enzyme Activity 

or Abundance  

Human: I < IIA < IIX 

Rat: HKII not different between fiber types 

Mouse: I < IIA < IIX < IIB 

[184, 208, 274] 

Oxidative Enzyme 

Activity or 

Abundance 

 Human: I > IIA > IIX 

Rat: IIA ≥ I ~ IIX > IIB 

Mouse: IIA ≥ I ~ IIX > IIB 

[184, 185, 208, 

274] 

Intramuscular 

Triglycerides 

Human: I > IIA > IIX 

Rat: IIA > I > IIX ~ IIB 

[120, 171, 271, 

275, 276] 

Glycogen 
Human: I < IIA ~ IIX 

Rat: Unaware of any studies in rats 

[211, 212, 277-

280] 

GLUT4 

Abundance 

Human: I > IIA ~ IIX 

Rat: IIA > IIAX > IIX ~ IIBX ~ IIB 
[211, 232, 281] 

Insulin-Stimulated 

Glucose Uptake 

Human: Currently no method for measuring ISGU in human 

Rat: I ~ IIA > IIX ~ IIBX ≥ IIB 
[205-207] 

AMPK 

Human: α1 and α2 isoforms - no difference in fiber types 

γ3 isoform - I < IIA < IIX 

Rat: Unaware of any studies in rats 

[282] 

Susceptibility to 

age-related 

atrophy 

Human: II > I 

Rat: II > I 
[203, 283, 284] 

AS160 Abundance 
Human: II > I (study did not distinguish between IIA and IIX) 

Rats: Unaware of any studies in rats 
[211, 212] 

TBC1D1 

Abundance 

Human: II > I (study did not distinguish between IIA and IIX) 

Rats: Unaware of any studies in rats 
[211, 212] 
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CHAPTER III 

Study 1 

High-Fat Diet-Induced Insulin Resistance in Single Skeletal Muscle Fibers is Fiber Type 

Selective 

ABSTRACT 

Skeletal muscle is the major site for insulin-stimulated glucose disposal, and muscle 

insulin resistance confers many negative health outcomes. Muscle is composed of multiple fiber 

types, and conventional analysis of whole muscles cannot elucidate fiber type differences at the 

cellular level. Previous research demonstrated that a brief (two weeks) high fat diet (HFD) 

caused insulin resistance in rat skeletal muscle.  The primary aim of this study was to determine 

in rat skeletal muscle the influence of a brief (two weeks) HFD on glucose uptake (GU) ± insulin 

in single fibers that were also characterized for fiber type. Epitrochlearis muscles were incubated 

with [
3
H]-2-deoxyglucose (2DG) ±100µU/ml insulin. Fiber type (myosin heavy chain 

expression) and 2DG accumulation were measured in whole muscles and single fibers. Although 

fiber type composition of whole muscles did not differ between diet groups, GU of insulin-

stimulated whole muscles from LFD rats significantly exceeded HFD values (P<0.005). For 

HFD versus LFD rats, GU of insulin-stimulated single fibers was significantly (P<0.05) lower 

for IIA, IIAX, IIBX, IIB, and approached significance for IIX (P=0.100), but not type I 

(P=0.776) fibers. These results revealed HFD-induced insulin resistance was attributable to fiber 

type selective insulin resistance and independent of altered fiber type composition.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Skeletal muscle is the major site for insulin-stimulated glucose disposal [1], and skeletal 

muscle insulin resistance is a primary and essential event in the progression to type 2 diabetes 

[2]. Even in the absence of type 2 diabetes, insulin resistance confers negative health outcomes 
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[3]. It is important to understand the processes responsible for insulin resistance of skeletal 

muscle to develop interventions that effectively combat this health-related functional deficit. 

Insulin resistance, concomitant with substantial weight gain and obesity, can be induced 

by feeding rodents a high fat diet (HFD) for a period of many weeks to months [4-7]. However,   

insulin resistance is detectable in rodents after only one to three weeks of a HFD, prior to major 

increases in body mass or body fat [8, 9]. To gain insights about this rapid HFD-induced insulin 

resistance in skeletal muscle, we studied rats eating a two week HFD protocol that was 

previously reported to produce skeletal muscle insulin resistance [9]. 

Fully understanding insulin resistance in skeletal muscle at the cellular level is 

challenging because this tissue includes multiple muscle fiber types that vary greatly in their 

metabolic properties [10]. The gold standard for muscle fiber type classification is based on 

myosin heavy chain (MHC) isoform expression, and type I, IIA, IIX, and IIB are the major MHC 

isoforms expressed in adult rat skeletal muscle [11]. The usual approach for assessing fiber type 

differences involves using muscle tissue (either whole muscles or muscle regions) that is 

enriched with a particular fiber type.  Relatively few studies have considered a possible 

relationship between muscle fiber type and HFD-induced insulin resistance.  The results of some, 

but not all of these earlier studies suggest that HFD effects on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake 

can differ between muscles with different fiber type composition [12-16].  

There are significant caveats in delineating fiber type differences based on conventional 

whole muscle analysis, including that: 1) no muscle is entirely composed of a single fiber type, 

2) to our knowledge no rat muscle is primarily composed to type IIX fibers, 3) it is impossible to 

adequately evaluate fibers that express multiple MHC isoforms (known as hybrid fibers) using 

conventional whole muscle analysis, and 4) in addition to myocytes, muscle tissue contains 

many cell types, including vascular, adipose and neural cells.  Because of these limitations, our 

laboratory has developed and validated a unique method for measuring both fiber type by MHC 

and glucose uptake in a single muscle fiber [17]. This approach has enabled the elucidation of 

fiber type-specific glucose uptake responses to various physiological conditions such as acute 

exercise, aging, and obesity [17-19]. 
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This study’s primary aim was to determine in rat skeletal muscle the influence of a short-

term (2 weeks) HFD on glucose uptake ± insulin in single fibers that were also characterized for 

fiber type (types I, IIA, IIB, IIX, IIAX and IIBX).  In addition, because some studies that 

compared rodents consuming a HFD for four or more weeks with healthy controls eating a low 

fat diet (LFD) have identified differences between the diet groups in their muscle fiber type 

composition [20-23], a secondary aim was to determine in rat skeletal muscle the influence of 

short-term HFD on the fiber type composition as assessed by MHC isoform expression. 

Insulin-stimulated glucose uptake by skeletal muscle relies on the expression of the 

insulin regulated GLUT4 glucose transporter protein [24, 25]. Although we previously observed 

whole epitrochlearis muscle GLUT4 abundance was not altered by 2-weeks of HFD [9], it 

seemed possible that the HFD might induce fiber type-selective changes in GLUT4 abundance. 

Therefore, our third aim was to assess the HFD effect on GLUT4 abundance in single fibers of 

differing fiber types as a potential mechanism for HFD-induced insulin resistance.  

There is extensive interest in the possibility of a mitochondrial role in skeletal muscle 

insulin resistance [26-29]. However, prior studies have not determined the influence of HFD on 

both insulin-stimulated glucose uptake and the abundance of mitochondrial proteins in a fiber 

type selective manner at the single fiber level.  Accordingly, our fourth aim was to assess in 

single fibers that had been characterized for fiber type the HFD effect on the abundance of six 

mitochondrial proteins that are functionally important in the electron transport chain and 

oxidative phosphorylation.  

 

METHODS 

Materials. The reagents and apparatus for SDS-PAGE and nonfat dry milk (no. 170-

6404) were from Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA). [
3
H]-2-deoxyglucose (NET328001MC) and [

14
C] 

mannitol (NEC314250UC) were from PerkinElmer (Waltham, MA). Tissue Protein Extraction 

Reagent, T-PER (PI78510), Bicinchoninic Acid Protein Assay Kit (PI23223), MemCode 

Reversible Protein Stain Kit (PI24585), and SimplyBlue™ SafeStain (LC6065) were from 

ThermoFisher (Pittsburgh, PA). Collagenase type 2 (305 U/mg) was from Worthington 

Biochemical (LS004177, Lakewood, NJ). ). Anti-rabbit IgG horseradish peroxidase conjugate 
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(#7074) and anti-COXIV (#4850) were from Cell Signaling Technology (Danvers, MA).  Anti-

GLUT4 (#CBL243) was from EMD Millipore (Billerica, MA). Total Oxphos Antibody Cocktail 

(ab110413) was from Abcam (Cambridge, United Kingdom). The total OXPHOS Antibody 

Cocktail includes antibodies against five mitochondrial proteins involved in the electron 

transport chain and oxidative phosphorylation: NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1β 

subcomplex subunit 8 (NDUFB8, part of Complex I); succinate dehydrogenase complex subunit 

8 (SDHB, part of Complex II); ubiquinol-cytochrome-c reductase complex core protein 2 

(UQCRC2, part of Complex III), Cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (MTCO1, part of Complex 

IV); and mitochondrial membrane ATP synthase (ATP5A, part of Complex V). Anti-mouse IgM 

(#sc-2973) horseradish peroxidase was from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA). 

Animal treatment. Procedures for animal care were approved by the University of 

Michigan Committee on Use and Care of Animals. All methods were performed in accordance 

with the guidelines from the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National 

Institutes of Health, USA. Male Wistar rats (6-7 weeks old; Charles River Laboratories, Boston, 

MA) were individually housed and provided with standard rodent chow (Laboratory Diet no. 

5L0D; LabDiet, St. Louis, MO) or high-fat chow (Laboratory Diet no. D12492; ResearchDiets, 

New Brunswick, NJ) and water ad libitum for two weeks until they were fasted the night before 

the experiment at ∼1700. Caloric intake for each rat during the two week diet period was 

estimated based on the difference between the food provided on day one and the food remaining 

at ~1700 on the night prior to the experiment. On the day of the experiment rats were 

anesthetized (intraperitoneal sodium pentobarbital, 50 mg/kg weight) at ~1000, weighed, and 

their epitrochlearis muscles were dissected. Muscles from 10 rats in each diet group were used 

for measuring glucose uptake and MHC abundance in whole muscles, and muscles from 10 rats 

in each diet group were used for measuring glucose uptake and fiber type in single fibers.  After 

muscle dissections, the epididymal fat pads were dissected and weighed. 

Ex vivo incubations of muscles for single fiber and whole muscle glucose uptake. 

Dissected muscles used for single fiber glucose uptake were incubated in glass vials gassed (95% 

O2, 5% CO2) in a temperature controlled bath for a four-step process (35°C during steps 1, 2 and 

4; and step 3 was on ice) throughout all of the incubation steps.  For step 1 (20 min) paired 

muscles were placed in vials containing 2 ml of media 1 (Krebs Henseleit Buffer, KHB, 

supplemented with 0.1% bovine serum albumin, BSA, 2 mM sodium pyruvate and 6 mM 
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mannitol) with or without 100 µU/ml insulin.  For step 2 (30 min), muscles were transferred to a 

vial containing 2 ml of media 2 [KHB supplemented with 0.1% BSA, 0.1 mM 2-DG (13.5 

mCi/mmol [
3
H]-2-DG), 2 mM sodium pyruvate and 6 mM mannitol) with or without 100 µU/ml 

insulin. For step 3, muscles underwent three washes (5 min/wash with shaking at 115 

revolutions/min) in ice-cold wash media (Ca
2+

-free KHB supplemented with 0.1% BSA and 8 

mM glucose) to clear the extracellular space of [
3
H]-2-DG. For step 4 (60 min), muscles were 

incubated in vials containing collagenase media (wash media supplemented with 8 mM glucose 

and 2.5% type 2 collagenase) for enzymatic digestion of muscle collagen. Collagenase-treated 

muscles are hereafter referred to as fiber bundles.  

Muscles used for whole muscle glucose uptake were incubated in glass vials gassed (95% 

O2, 5% CO2) in a temperature controlled bath for a two-step process (35°C during both steps) 

throughout the incubation. These muscles were treated identically to muscles used for single 

fiber glucose uptake for incubation step 1. For incubation step 2 (30 min) these muscles were 

transferred to a vial containing 2 ml of media 3 [KHB supplemented with 0.1% BSA, 0.1 mM 2-

DG (2.25 mCi/mmol [
3
H]-2-DG), 2 mM sodium pyruvate and 6 mM mannitol (2 mCi/mmol 

[
14

C] mannitol)] with or without 100 µU/ml insulin. After step 2, whole muscles were blotted, 

freeze clamped, and stored at -80°C until further processing. 

Isolation and processing of single fibers for glucose uptake and MHC isoform 

identification. After incubation step 4, fiber bundles were removed from collagenase media, and 

rinsed with wash media at room temperature.  Under a dissecting microscope (EZ4D; Leica, 

Buffalo Grove, IL), intact single fibers (~55 fibers per muscle) were gently teased away from the 

fiber bundle using forceps.  After isolation, each fiber was imaged using a camera-enabled 

microscope with Leica Application Suite EZ software.  After imaging, each fiber was transferred 

by pipette with 20 μl of wash media to a microcentrifuge tube. 30µl of lysis buffer (T-PER 

supplemented with 1% Triton X-100, 1 mM Na3VO4, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 2.5 mM 

sodium pyrophosphate tetrabasic decahydrate, 1 mM β-glycerophosphate, 1 μg/ml leupeptin, and 

1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride) and 50µl of 2× Laemmli buffer were added to each 

isolated fiber tube. Tubes were then vortexed and a portion of each lysed fiber was aliquoted into 

a separate tube for immunoblotting of GLUT4, MTCO1, and COXIV protein abundance, which 

are affected by heating. These samples were stored at -20°C until used for immunoblotting. The 
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remainder of the lysed fiber sample was heated to 95–100°C for 10 min and was then stored at 

−20°C until glucose uptake and MHC isoform abundance were determined. 

Single fiber glucose uptake. An aliquot (40 µl) from each lysed single fiber lysate was 

pipetted into a separate vial along with 8 ml of scintillation cocktail. The 2-[
3
H]-DG 

disintegrations per min (dpm) in the aliquots from single fiber lysates together with the 2-[
3
H]-

DG in the media (dpm per picomole) were then used to calculate each fiber’s accumulation of 2-

[
3
H]-DG expressed relative to fiber area (picomoles x mm

-2
) that was determined based on 

images captured for each fiber as previously described [19]. 

Whole muscle glucose uptake. Frozen muscles used for GU were weighed and 

homogenized (Tissuelyser II homogenizer; Qiagen Inc., Valencia, CA) in ice-cold lysis buffer. 

Homogenates were then rotated at 4°C for 1 h before centrifugation at 15,000g for 10 min at 

4°C. Aliquots (200 µl) of supernatant were added to vials containing 8 ml of scintillation 

cocktail. 2-[
3
H]-DG and 2-[

14
C]-mannitol disintegrations per min were measured by scintillation 

counter, and then 2-DG uptake was calculated as previously described [30]. 

MHC isoform identification. MHC isoforms in aliquots of single fiber lysates were 

separated and identified by SDS-PAGE essentially as previously described [19, 31]. MHC 

isoform expression was determined by comparing the migration of MHC protein band(s) from 

each fiber or whole muscle homogenate with a MHC isoform standard [6 μg protein of a 3:2 

mixture of homogenized rat extensor digitorum longus (EDL) and soleus muscles, E+S] 

containing all four MHC isoforms: I, IIA, IIB, and IIX.   

Immunoblotting. Total protein concentrations for whole muscle lysates were determined 

by bicinchoninic acid assay, and equal amounts of protein for each sample were separated via 

SDS-PAGE, and transferred to polyvinyl difluoride membranes. Aliquots of heated (95-100
o
C) 

and non-heated single fiber lysates were separated by SDS-PAGE using 4–20% TGX gradient 

gels (#456-1096: Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) or 10% gels, and then transferred to polyvinyl 

difluoride membranes. After electrotransfer, gels were stained in SimplyBlue™ SafeStain for 1 h 

at room temperature and then destained with deionized water for another 2 h. The SimplyBlue-

stained MHC bands on the gels were quantified by densitometry (AlphaView; ProteinSimple, 

San Leandro, CA) and served as the loading controls for the subsequently immunoblotted 

proteins [32, 33]. Membranes were incubated with appropriate concentrations of primary and 

secondary antibodies, and subjected to enhanced chemiluminescence (Luminata Forte Western 
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HRP Substrate; #WBLUF0100; Millipore) to quantify protein bands by densitometry 

(FluoroChem E Imager, AlphaView software; ProteinSimple, San Leandro, CA). Individual 

values were normalized to the mean value of all samples on the membrane and divided by the 

corresponding MHC loading control value. 

Statistics. All data are expressed as mean ± 95% confidence interval (95% CI), with two-

tailed significance levels of α < 0.05. Two-tailed t-tests were used to compare LFD and HFD 

groups for body weight, fat pad weight, caloric intake, fat mass to body mass ratio, MHC 

abundance (n=10 for each diet group), and whole muscle protein abundance (n=9-10 for each 

diet group). A two-way ANOVA was used to determine the effect of insulin and diet for whole 

muscle glucose uptake (n=10 per group). Because single fiber glucose uptake and protein 

abundance data was collected from multiple individual fibers per rat, we evaluated these data 

using mixed-effects linear regression models, incorporating fixed parameters evaluating the 

contributions of diet (LFD, HFD) and insulin (insulin, no insulin) and their interaction effects, a 

random Y-intercepts to account for multiple observations within each animal. The analyses were 

performed using StataIC 14.2 (College Station, TX). 

 

RESULTS 

Following the diet intervention, the HFD animals compared to the LFD animals had a 

significantly greater estimated 2-week caloric intake (1883 ± 122 vs. 1624 ± 85 kcals; P < 

0.005), body mass (326 ± 17 vs. 302 ± 11 g; P < 0.05), epididymal fat mass (6780 ± 942 vs. 4310 

± 441 mg; P<0.001), and epididymal fat mass to body mass ratio (20 ± 2 vs. 14 ± 1 mg/g; 

P<0.001). 

For whole muscles, the LFD and HFD groups were not significantly different for the 

relative abundance of any of the MHC isoforms (Table 1 and Supplementary Figure 3.1). For 

whole muscles there was a significant (P<0.010, n=10 per group) interaction between diet and 

insulin for glucose uptake (Figure 3.1). Post-hoc analysis indicated that insulin-independent 

glucose uptake was not significantly different between LFD and HFD groups, but glucose uptake 

of insulin-stimulated muscles was greater (P<0.01) for LFD compared to HFD animals. 

Additionally, glucose uptake with insulin exceeded (P<0.01) values with no insulin in each diet 

group.  
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MHC isoform of each single fiber was identified by SDS PAGE with subsequent protein 

staining, and six distinct fiber types were identified:  type I, IIA, IIAX, IIX, IIBX, and IIB 

(Supplementary Figures 3.2 and 3.3). For single fibers in the LFD group, the total number of 

fibers (no insulin/insulin) isolated for each fiber type were: type I (18/28), type IIA (129/175), 

type IIAX (32/46), type IIX (142/102), type IIBX (73/49), and type IIB (114/116). The number 

of muscles (no insulin/insulin) from which the LFD fibers were isolated were:  type I (3/7), type 

IIA (10/10), type IIAX (8/9), type IIX (10/9), type IIBX (10/10), type IIB (10/10). In the HFD 

group, the total number of fibers (no insulin/insulin) isolated for each fiber type were:  type I 

(10/12), type IIA (153/187), type IIAX (32/18), type IIX (127/139), type IIBX (67/80), and type 

IIB (123/100). The number of muscles (no insulin/insulin) from which the HFD fibers were 

isolated were:  type I (3/4), type IIA (8/10), type IIAX (6/5), type IIX (10/10), type IIBX (9/10), 

type IIB (10/10). 

All fiber types (I, IIA, IIAX, IIX, IIBX, and IIB) showed a significantly higher glucose 

uptake in the insulin treated muscles versus non-insulin-treated muscles (P<0.001) (Figure 3.2). 

We also observed a significant main effect of diet (P<0.05) on glucose uptake in the type IIBX 

fibers, with higher uptake in the LFD relative to HFD. We observed an insulin by diet interaction 

effect on glucose uptake in type IIA (P<0.05), IIAX (P<0.001), and IIB fibers (P<0.01), showing 

greater effects of diet within the insulin treated muscle relative to the non-insulin treated 

muscles. Additionally, values for type IIX fibers approached significance for a main effect of 

diet (P=0.075) and an insulin and diet interaction (P=0.100) for glucose uptake. 

For whole muscles from LFD versus HFD rats, no significant differences were detected 

for GLUT4 or any of the six mitochondrial proteins that were analyzed (NDUFB8, SDHB, 

UQCRC2, MTCO1, ATP5A, and COXIV) (Supplementary Figures 3.4 and 3.5). For single 

fibers, GLUT4 abundance was significantly decreased (P<0.05) only in type IIB fibers of HFD 

versus LFD rats, with no significant difference in the other fiber types (Figure 3.3). NDUFB8 

and MTCO1 subunit protein abundance were significantly decreased (P<0.05) in type I fibers 

and significantly increased (P<0.05) in type IIX fibers from HFD compared to LFD rats (Figures 

3.4 and 3.7). In type I fibers from HFD compared to LFD rats, there was a non-significant trend 

for reduced abundance of both SDHB (P=0.054; Figure 3.5) and COXIV (P=0.054; Figure 3.9) 

proteins. In type IIX fibers from HFD versus LFD rats, there was a non-significant trend for 
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greater abundance of SDHB (P=0.066), UQCRC2 (P=0.06; Figure 3.6) and COXIV (P=0.084; 

Figure 3.9). In type IIBX fibers from HFD compared to LFD rats, there was a non-significant 

trend for greater ATP5A abundance (P=0.064; Figure 3.8). Full length blots of from single fiber 

analysis are displayed in the supplemental information (Supplementary Figure 3.6). 

 

DISCUSSION 

Assessing the insulin-stimulated glucose uptake of single muscle fibers that were 

individually characterized for their MHC isoform expression revealed novel insights at the 

cellular level that would have been imperceptible using only conventional muscle tissue analysis. 

The most important new results included:  1) a physiologic insulin dose significantly increased 

glucose uptake above basal values for each of the six fiber types analyzed (I, IIA, IIAX, IIB, 

IIBX and IIB) in both the LFD and HFD groups; 2) significant HFD-related decrements in 

glucose uptake (based on either main effect of diet or diet x insulin interaction) were identified 

for type IIA, IIAX, IIBX, and IIB fiber types along with a non-significant trend for an HFD-

related decrease in IIX fibers and no evidence for HFD-related decrements for type I fibers; 3) 

the HFD-induced insulin resistance in whole muscle was attributable to fiber type-selective 

insulin resistance without any evidence for an alteration in the fiber type composition as 

determined by MHC isoform expression; 4) GLUT4 protein abundance was lower in type IIB 

fibers from HFD versus LFD rats, but not in whole muscles or in any of the other fiber types; and 

5) HFD versus LFD rats differed with regard to abundance of several mitochondrial proteins in 

type I fibers (NDUFB8 and MTCO1 were greater for LFD) and type IIX fibers (NDUFB8 and 

MTCO1 were greater for HFD), but no significant differences were identified in whole muscles 

or in any of the other fiber types. 

Because glucose uptake and MHC expression were both determined at the whole muscle 

and single fiber levels, it is possible to compare the magnitude of the directly measured HFD-

induced insulin resistance for whole muscle with an estimate of the magnitude of whole muscle 

insulin resistance that relies on glucose uptake measured in single fibers. The relative abundance 

of each MHC isoform in whole muscle (8% type I, 16% type IIA, 27% type IIX, and 49% type 

IIB) can be multiplied by the respective decrements in glucose uptake of HFD versus LFD (non-

significant 4% lower value for type I and significant decrements of 12% for type IIA, 34% for 
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type IIX and 45% for type IIB). The sum of these isoform-selective values (33.5%) compares 

favorably to the 40% decrease that was directly measured in whole HFD versus LFD muscles.  

The similarity between these two values indicates that the single fiber results provide useful 

insights about whole muscle glucose uptake in addition to the insights at the cellular and fiber 

type-selective level that are uniquely revealed by single fiber analysis. 

The current results identified fiber type-related differences in susceptibility to HFD-

induced insulin resistance at the cellular level.  Some [6, 16, 34], but not all [13, 14, 35] of the 

previous studies that evaluated muscle tissue glucose uptake using multiple muscles with 

differing fiber types have reported relatively greater insulin resistance for muscle enriched with 

type IIB fibers compared to muscles predominantly comprised of type I fibers.  Careful scrutiny 

of the experimental designs and methods for the previously published whole muscle studies does 

not reveal a simple and obvious explanation for the differing results. 

Multiple lines of evidence indicate that differences in muscle fiber type composition can 

influence insulin sensitivity.  For example, whole body insulin sensitivity in humans was 

reported to be positively correlated to the percent of type I fibers in skeletal muscle [36].  In 

addition, insulin-stimulated glucose uptake is greater for rat skeletal muscle tissue enriched with 

type I and/or IIA fibers compared to muscles primarily comprised of type IIB fibers [37, 38].  

Furthermore, insulin-stimulated glucose uptake single fibers expressing type I or IIA MHC 

exceeds the values for fibers expressing type IIB or IIX fibers [17-19].  Although a shift in fiber 

type composition would be predicted to influence insulin sensitivity, the HFD-induced insulin 

resistance in the whole epitrochlearis muscle in the current study was not accompanied by altered 

MHC isoform distribution.  Rather, the current results demonstrate that the HFD-related insulin 

resistance in whole muscle was attributable to fiber type selective decrements in glucose uptake.  

It is notable that two earlier studies reporting fiber type changes in muscles of rodents eating a 

HFD found increased abundance of type I MHC rather than increased type IIB MHC [21, 22].  

Taking together these studies with the current results, the available evidence does not support the 

idea that altered fiber type composition is a major cause for HFD-induced insulin resistance. 

Single fiber glucose uptake has been previously reported in only one other insulin 

resistant model, the obese Zucker (OZ) rat [17]. OZ rats have a mutation in the leptin receptor 

leading to extreme hyperphagia, and their excessive body fat is already evident at 2 to 3 wk-old 
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[39].  Both the lean Zucker (LZ) and OZ rats in the earlier single fiber study were provided with 

ad libitum access to standard rats (i.e., LFD).  Consistent with the typical obesity phenotype of 

OZ rats, it has been reported that ~8 wk-old OZ versus LZ rats have ~400% greater epididymal 

fat pad mass [40] which greatly exceeds the increases observed in the current study (36% greater 

epididymal fat pad mass for HFD versus LFD).  Single fibers from epitrochlearis muscles of lean 

and LZ and OZ rats were stimulated using a supraphysiologic insulin dose (2000 µU/ml), and the 

relative magnitude of the genotype-related decrement (ranging from ~40 to 50%) in glucose 

uptake by insulin-stimulated fibers did not vary greatly among the four fiber types that were 

studied (IIA, IIB, IIX and IIB/X fibers) [17].  The substantially smaller change in glucose uptake 

of insulin-stimulated IIA fibers (16%) in the HFD rats from the current study compared to the 

~40% decline in IIA fibers from OZ rats may be related to differences in the insulin resistance 

model and/or the insulin dose.  Given the substantial differences between the OZ and brief HFD 

models with regard to their level of increased body fat and extent of insulin resistance for IIA 

fibers, it is striking that the relative decline in glucose uptake by IIB fibers from insulin-

stimulated muscles after 2 wk of HFD (49%) was not less than the relative deficit in IIB fibers 

from OZ rats (41%).   Insulin resistance is complex, so it should not be surprising that the extent 

of fiber type-related insulin resistance is not uniform across all insulin resistant conditions. 

To gain insights into the potential mechanisms for the HFD-induced insulin resistance, 

we evaluated the GLUT4 content in whole muscles and single fibers. In the whole muscle, we 

confirmed our previous finding that a two-week HFD did not significantly alter total GLUT4 

content of the epitrochlearis muscle [9]. The current study was apparently the first to determine 

the influence of HFD on both GLUT4 abundance and glucose uptake in single muscle fibers that 

had been characterized for fiber type. It seems reasonable to suspect that the lower abundance of 

GLUT4 protein found only in type IIB fibers contributed to the HFD-induced insulin resistance 

in type IIB fibers. However, the HFD-induced insulin resistance in other type II fiber types was 

not attributable to lower GLUT4 levels. Earlier research demonstrated a decline in insulin-

stimulated GLUT4 localized in the cell surface membranes of whole epitrochlearis muscles from 

HFD compared to LFD rats [41]. We speculate that in the current study there was an HFD-

induced decline in cell surface GLUT4 for each of the type II fiber types from insulin-stimulated 

muscles. Testing this idea will require the development of new methods that allow for the 

measurement of both cell surface GLUT4 and fiber type in the same fibers. 
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There is a great deal of interest, as well as controversy about the relationship between 

mitochondria and insulin sensitivity in skeletal muscle [26-29]. In whole skeletal muscles of rats 

consuming a HFD, the abundance of several mitochondrial proteins was previously reported to 

be unaltered after two weeks on the diet, but significant increases were evident for multiple 

mitochondrial proteins after four weeks [4]. The current study also found no detectable HFD 

effect on the abundance of six mitochondrial proteins in whole muscles after two weeks.  

However, single fiber analysis revealed compelling fiber type-selective HFD-effects on 

mitochondrial proteins that were obscured in whole muscle analysis.  The lack of uniformity in 

the fiber type effects was evident even among the different type II fiber types that became insulin 

resistant, so these results do not point toward a simple relationship between changes in 

mitochondrial protein levels and induction of insulin resistance.   

In conclusion, single fiber analysis revealed that the extent of HFD-induced insulin 

resistance can be profoundly variable for single muscle fibers expressing different MHC 

isoforms, even when the fibers are from the same muscles and rats. What might account for the 

strikingly fiber type-related difference in susceptibility to HFD-induced insulin resistance? In an 

earlier study [9] analyzing whole epitrochlearis muscles using the same dietary protocols and the 

same insulin concentration as the current study, we found that the insulin-stimulated muscles 

from LFD rats exceeded HFD values for phosphorylation of Akt substrate of 160 kDa (AS160, 

also known as TBC1D4) on Thr
642

 and Ser
588

, two sites that are crucial for regulating insulin-

stimulated GLUT4 translocation and glucose transport [42, 43].  Our working hypothesis is that 

fiber type-selective deficits in insulin-stimulation of AS160 on Thr
642

 and Ser
588 

underlies the 

fiber type-selective insulin resistance that we revealed in the current study. We further predict 

that these fiber type-selective deficits in AS160 phosphorylation are responsible for fiber type-

selective deficits in insulin-stimulated GLUT4 translocation. What might account for the putative 

fiber type-selective HFD-induced deficits in AS160 phosphorylation? At the whole muscle level, 

the same two week HFD protocol did not result in significantly diminished insulin-stimulated 

Akt activation [9].  However, it is conceivable that fiber type selective deficits in Akt signaling 

were obscured by whole tissue analysis, so analysis at the single fiber level would be 

appropriate. It is clear that further metabolic analysis at the single fiber level will provide 

uniquely valuable insights regarding the mechanisms underlying skeletal muscle insulin 

resistance. 
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Figure 3.1 

Effect of high fat diet (HFD) versus low fat diet (LFD) on 2-DG uptake in whole 

epitrochlearis muscles. P-values are displayed, and *P<0.05 was considered statistically 

significant. Values are means ±95% confidence interval. 
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Figure 3.2 

Effect of high fat diet (HFD) versus low fat diet (LFD) on 2-DG uptake in single fibers of 

each fiber type. P-values are displayed, and *P<0.05 was considered statistically significant. 

Values are means ±95% confidence interval. 
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Figure 3.3 

Effect of high fat diet (HFD) versus low fat diet (LFD) on the relative abundance of the 

glucose transporter protein, GLUT4, in single fibers of each fiber type. The loading control 

was myosin heavy chain (MHC). *Indicates a statistically significant difference between HFD 

and LFD (P<0.05). Values are means ±95% confidence interval. 
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Figure 3.4 

Effect of high fat diet (HFD) versus low fat diet (LFD) on the relative abundance of 

mitochondrial Complex I protein, NDUFB8, in single fibers of each fiber type. The loading 

control was myosin heavy chain (MHC). *Indicates a statistically significant difference between 

HFD and LFD (P<0.05). Values are means ±95% confidence interval. 
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Figure 3.5 

Effect of high fat diet (HFD) versus low fat diet (LFD) on the relative abundance of 

mitochondrial Complex II protein, SDHB, in single fibers of each fiber type. The loading 

control was myosin heavy chain (MHC). There was no significant difference between LFD and 

HFD for any fiber type. Values are means ±95% confidence interval. 
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Figure 3.6 

Effect of high fat diet (HFD) versus low fat diet (LFD) on the relative abundance of 

mitochondrial Complex III protein, UQCRC2, in single fibers of each fiber type. The 

loading control was myosin heavy chain (MHC). There were no significant differences between 

LFD and HFD for any fiber type. Values are means ±95% confidence interval. 
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Figure 3.7 

Effect of high fat diet (HFD) versus low fat diet (LFD) on the relative abundance of 

mitochondrial Complex IV protein, MTCO1, in single fibers of each fiber type. The loading 

control was myosin heavy chain (MHC). *Indicates a statistically significant difference between 

HFD and LFD at a level of P<0.05. Values are means ±95% confidence interval. 
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Figure 3.8 

Effect of high fat diet (HFD) versus low fat diet (LFD) on the relative abundance of 

mitochondrial Complex V protein, ATP5A, in single fibers of each fiber type. The loading 

control was myosin heavy chain (MHC). There were no significant differences between LFD and 

HFD for any fiber type. Values are means ±95% confidence interval. 
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Figure 3.9 

Effect of high fat diet (HFD) versus low fat diet (LFD) on the relative abundance of 

mitochondrial Complex IV protein, COXIV, in single fibers of each fiber type. The loading 

control was myosin heavy chain (MHC). There were no significant differences between LFD and 

HFD for any fiber type. Values are means ±95% confidence interval. 
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    % MHC I  % MHC IIA % MHC IIX    % MHC IIB  

  LFD HFD  LFD HFD LFD HFD  LFD HFD  

  8.6 
±1.8 

7.5 
±1.7 

 16.8 
±2.3 

15.0 
±2.1 

27.1 
±3.6 

26.2 
±3.3 

 47.4 
±5.5 

51.3 
±4.2 

 

 

Table 3.1 

Relative myosin heavy chain isoform composition of whole epitrochlearis muscle. Myosin 

heavy chain (MHC) isoforms of whole epitrochlearis muscles from rats in the low fat diet (LFD) 

and high fat diet (HFD) groups were separated by SDS-PAGE, and the gels were stained with 

SimplyBlue
TM

 SafeStain.  Resulting bands were quantified by densitometry and expressed as 

relative values (%).  Values are means ± 95% confidence interval.  
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Supplementary Figure 3.S1 

Uncropped representative SDS-PAGE gel of whole muscle lysates. Pooled rat extensor 

digitorum longus and soleus (E+S) standard was used to identify MHC isoform abundance in 

whole epitrochlearis muscle samples from LFD (low fat diet) and HFD (high fat diet) fed rats as 

is quantitatively reported in Figure 3.1. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.S2 and 3.S3 

Uncropped SDS-PAGE gels of single fiber lysates. Representative gels display MHC isoform 

separation in individual muscle fibers to identify fiber type. Pooled rat extensor digitorum longus 

and soleus (E+S) standard was used to identify MHC isoform expression. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.S4 

Immunoblots of GLUT4 and mitochondrial proteins from whole epitrochlearis muscles of 

LFD and HFD fed rats. Representative blots together with the corresponding image for MHC 

which was used as a loading control. There were no significant differences between LFD and 

HFD groups for the abundance of any of these proteins. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.S5 

Quantification of whole muscle immunoblots of GLUT4 and mitochondrial proteins. Values 

are expressed relative to MHC loading control. There were no significant differences between 

LFD and HFD groups for the abundance of any of these proteins. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.S6 

Immunoblots of GLUT4 and mitochondrial proteins from single muscle fibers of LFD and 

HFD fed rats. Representative blots together with the corresponding image for MHC which was 

used as a loading control.
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CHAPTER IV 

Study 2 

Skeletal Muscle Fiber Type-selective Effects of Acute Exercise on Insulin-stimulated 

Glucose Uptake in Insulin-Resistant, High Fat-fed Rats 

ABSTRACT 

Insulin-stimulated glucose uptake (GU) by skeletal muscle is enhanced several hours 

after acute exercise in rats with normal or reduced insulin sensitivity. Skeletal muscle is 

composed of multiple fiber types, but exercise’s effect on fiber type-specific insulin-stimulated 

GU in insulin-resistant muscle was previously unknown. Male rats were fed a high-fat diet 

(HFD; 2-weeks) and either sedentary (SED) or exercised (2h exercise). Other low-fat diet-fed 

(LFD) rats remained SED. Rats were studied immediately-post exercise (IPEX) or 3h post-

exercise (3hPEX). Epitrochlearis muscles from IPEX rats were incubated in [
3
H]-2-

deoxyglucose (2-DG) without insulin. Epitrochlearis muscles from 3hPEX rats were incubated 

with 2-DG±100µU/ml insulin. After single fiber isolation, GU and fiber type were determined. 

Glycogen and lipid droplets (LDs) were assessed histochemically. GLUT4 abundance was 

determined by immunoblotting. In HFD-SED versus LFD-SED rats, insulin-stimulated GU was 

decreased in type IIB, IIX, IIAX, and IIBX fibers. Insulin-independent GU IPEX was increased 

and glycogen content was decreased in all fiber types (type I, IIA, IIB, IIX, IIAX, and IIBX). 

Exercise by HFD-fed rats enhanced insulin-stimulated GU in all fiber types except type I. Single 

fiber analyses enabled discovery of striking fiber type-specific differences in HFD and exercise 

effects on insulin-stimulated GU. The fiber type-specific differences in insulin-stimulated GU 

post-exercise in insulin resistant muscle were not attributable to a lack of fiber recruitment as 

indirectly evidenced by insulin-independent GU and glycogen IPEX, differences in multiple LD 

indices, or altered GLUT4 abundance, implicating fiber type-selective differences in the cellular 

processes responsible for post-exercise enhancement of insulin-mediated GLUT4 translocation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In 2015, an estimated 30.3 million individuals had diabetes in the U.S. and another 84.1 

million had prediabetes [1]. Skeletal muscle insulin resistance is an essential defect leading to 

type 2 diabetes, and skeletal muscle is responsible for 60-80% of insulin-mediated glucose 

disposal [2, 3], making muscle a preeminent target to combat insulin resistance. Independent of 

diabetes, insulin resistance is linked to many prevalent and devastating pathologies, including 

atherogenesis, hypertension, cognitive dysfunction and some cancers [4-6].  Exercise by either 

humans or rodents leads to increased insulin-stimulated glucose uptake by skeletal muscle that is 

evident ~1-3h post-exercise and can persist up to 48h [7-16]. Both insulin-sensitive [7, 10, 17, 

18] and insulin-resistant [14, 19-21] rats and humans can experience this exercise benefit. 

However, acute exercise does not completely bring glucose uptake of insulin resistant muscle to 

the level observed in healthy muscle after the same exercise protocol [19, 22]. The current study 

focuses on the enhanced insulin-stimulated glucose uptake by insulin resistant muscle after 

exercise because attenuating or eliminating muscle insulin resistance would be expected to have 

major implications for improving health. 

By definition, glucose uptake is a cellular process, so it is essential to understand exercise 

effects on muscle glucose uptake at the cellular level. Moreover, because skeletal muscle is 

composed of multiple fiber types based on myosin heavy chain (MHC) expression (I, IIA, IIX, 

and IIB) with different metabolic properties [23], exercise may exert  different fiber type-specific 

effects during insulin resistant versus insulin-sensitive conditions. Conventionally, researchers 

compare whole muscles or muscle portions with markedly different fiber type proportion to 

delineate fiber type differences. However, tissue analysis cannot reveal fiber type differences at 

the cellular level because several caveats. 1) No muscle is entirely composed of a single fiber 

type. 2) No rat muscle has been identified that is mostly type IIX fibers. 3) It is impossible to 

evaluate hybrid fibers (fibers which express more than one MHC) in whole muscles. The 

physiological relevance of evaluating hybrid fibers is undeniable given that although they can 

account for a substantial percentage of myofibers (>10-50%) in various species, including rats, 

mice and humans [24-27], almost nothing is known about their metabolic properties in response 

to in vivo exercise. 4) Muscle tissue contains cell types other than muscle fibers (vascular, neural, 

connective, and adipose cells) which contribute to measurements in tissues. We developed and 
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validated the only method that enables glucose uptake (based on [
3
H]-2-deoxyglucose, [

3
H]-2-

DG, accumulation) and MHC measurement (using SDS polyacrylamide electrophoresis) in 

individual muscle fibers that are isolated by microdissection after collagenase treatment of the 

intact rat epitrochlearis muscle [28]. The specificity of glucose uptake by single fibers was 

established based on cytochalasin B’s inhibition of [
3
H]-2-DG accumulation.  

Using this method, we recently reported that in rats with normal insulin sensitivity, acute 

exercise induced fiber type-specific effects on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake [29]. We 

discovered increased insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in all fiber types, except type IIX fibers, 

post-exercise. Subsequently, we found that a 2-week high-fat diet (HFD) induced a fiber type-

selective decrease on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake [30]. There was no insulin resistance in 

type I fibers, slight insulin resistance in IIA fibers, and substantial insulin resistance in the other 

fibers (IIB, IIBX, IIX, and IIAX)  [30]. In whole epitrochlearis muscles from HFD-fed rats, 

exercise elevated the insulin-stimulated glucose uptake rate to values that were equal to those 

found in muscles from unexercised rats on a control, low fat diet [19]. However, the exercise-

effect on fiber type specific insulin-stimulated glucose uptake during insulin resistance has not 

been reported, and it is impossible to predict if this whole muscle outcome in insulin resistant 

muscle was attributable to a uniform effect in all fiber types or a fiber type-selective benefit. 

Therefore, our primary aim was to determine the exercise-effect on insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake in different fiber types from insulin resistant rats. We evaluated fiber type-specific effects 

of a HFD and exercise (3h post-exercise, 3hPEX) on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake using 

muscles from rats that consumed a 2-week HFD and sedentary (HFD-SED and low-fat diet; 

LFD-SED) controls. This brief dietary intervention produces muscle insulin resistance prior to 

large changes in body mass, body composition, or other outcomes that may obscure the primary 

mechanisms responsible for muscle insulin resistance [31]. We also evaluated the effects of the 

exercise protocol on two separate indirect markers of fiber recruitment (insulin-independent 

glucose uptake and muscle glycogen immediately post-exercise, IPEX).  

Intramyocellular lipid (IMCL) content correlates with insulin resistance under some 

circumstances [32], but this relationship can be disrupted (e.g., endurance exercise training can 

increase IMCL content and also improve insulin sensitivity [33]). Recent evidence suggested 

lipid droplet (LD) size and/or subcellular location may be more predictive of muscle insulin 
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resistance than total IMCL content [34-36]. However, previous studies have not evaluated LD 

size or location in different fiber types for which insulin-stimulated glucose uptake was also 

known. Therefore, another aim was to identify if LD size and/or location are related to insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake in different fiber types from HFD-fed rats post-exercise, along with 

HFD-SED and LFD-SED controls. 

Skeletal muscle insulin-stimulated glucose uptake depends on GLUT4 protein expression 

[37, 38]. We previously found unaltered GLUT4 abundance in whole muscles 3hPEX in rats 

[19]. However, increased muscle GLUT4 abundance was reported 3hPEX in humans [39]. It 

seemed possible that exercise might induce a fiber type-specific increase in GLUT4 abundance 

that would be obscured by tissue analysis. Therefore, our final aim was to assess possible 

differences in fiber type-specific GLUT4 abundance post-exercise from HFD-3hPEX, HFD-SED 

and LFD-SED rats. 

 

METHODS 

Materials. Reagents and apparatus for SDS-PAGE and nonfat-dry milk were from Bio-

Rad (Hercules,CA). [
3
H]-2-deoxyglucose and [

14
C] mannitol were from PerkinElmer 

(Waltham,MA). Tissue Protein Extraction Reagent (T-PER), and SimplyBlue™ SafeStain were 

from ThermoFisher (Pittsburgh,PA). Collagenase type 2 (305U/mg) was from Worthington 

Biochemical (Lakewood,NJ). Periodic Acid-Schiff (PAS) kit and glycogen (type IX, bovine 

liver) were from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis,MO). Antibodies and fluorescent probes are listed in 

Table 4.1. 

Animal treatment and muscle preparation. Procedures for animal care were approved by 

the University of Michigan Committee on Use and Care of Animals. Male Wistar rats (6-

7weeks-old; Charles River Laboratories, Boston,MA) were individually housed and randomly 

provided standard rodent chow (LFD: 14% kcal fat, 58% kcal carbohydrate; 5L0D, Lab Diet, St. 

Louis,MO) or  HFD (60% kcal fat, 20% kcal carbohydrate; D12492, ResearchDiets, New 

Brunswick,NJ) for 2-weeks ad libitum until fasted at ~1700 on the night before the experiment. 

Caloric intake was estimated based on food provided on day-one and food remaining at ~1700 

on the night before the experiment. Beginning at 0700 on the experimental-day, rats remained 

sedentary or swam in a barrel filled with water (35°C) for four 30-min bouts (5-min rest between 
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bouts) as previously described [19, 29, 40]. Some rats were anesthetized (intraperitoneal sodium 

pentobarbital, 50mg/kg weight) immediately post-exercise (IPEX and sedentary-controls), 

weighed, and epitrochlearis muscles were dissected and used either for immunohistochemical 

analyses or measuring single fiber insulin-independent glucose uptake. Other rats were 

anesthetized ~3h post-exercise (3hPEX and sedentary-controls), weighed, epitrochlearis muscles 

were dissected and used for measuring insulin-stimulated glucose uptake and fiber type in single 

fibers. Epididymal fat pads were dissected and weighed. Muscles used for immunohistochemical 

analyses were embedded in Tissue-Tek (Sakura, Torrance,CA), snap frozen in liquid nitrogen-

cooled isopentane, and stored (-80°C) until analyzed. 

Ex vivo muscle incubations. Dissected muscles used for single fiber glucose uptake were 

incubated in glass vials gassed (95% O2, 5% CO2) in a temperature-controlled bath for a four-

step process (35°C during steps 1, 2 and 4; step 3 was on ice) essentially as previously described 

[29, 30]. For muscles from the IPEX experiment, in the first step, isolated muscles were placed 

for 10 min in vials containing 2 ml of media 1 [Krebs-Henseleit buffer (KHB) supplemented 

with 0.1% bovine serum albumin (BSA), 2 mM sodium pyruvate, and 6 mM mannitol]. In the 

second step, the muscles were incubated for 30 min in a vial containing 2 ml step 2 media [KHB 

supplemented with 0.1% BSA, 0.1 mM 2-DG (13.5 mCi/mmol 2-[
3
H]DG), 2 mM sodium 

pyruvate, and 6 mM mannitol]. In the 3
rd

 step, muscles were rinsed 3 times (5 min/rinse with 

shaking at 115 rpm) in ice cold rinse media (Ca
2+

-free KHB along with 0.1% BSA and 8 mM 

glucose) to wash 2-[
3
H]DG from the extracellular space. During the 4

th
 step, muscles were 

incubated for 60 min in vials that included collagenase media (rinse media along with 8 mM 

glucose and 2.5% type 2 collagenase) to enzymatically digest muscle collagen. For the muscles 

from the 3hPEX experiment, during the 1
st
 step, the media included KHB plus 2 mM sodium 

pyruvate and 6 mM mannitol with either 0 or 100 µU/ml insulin. During the second 

step, muscles were incubated for 60 min in media which was the same as the 1
st
 step, but 

supplemented with 0.1 mM 2-deoxy-d-glucose and 13.5 mCi/mmol 2-[
3
H]DG. The 3

rd
 and 4

th
 

steps in the 3hPEX experiment were identical to the 3
rd

 and 4
th

 steps for the IPEX experiment. 

Isolation and processing of single fibers. Under a dissecting microscope (EZ4D; Leica, 

Buffalo Grove,IL), intact single fibers (~55 fibers/muscle) were gently isolated using fine 

forceps [41]. After isolation, each fiber was imaged using a camera-enabled microscope with 
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Leica Application Suite EZ software. After imaging, fibers were transferred into individual 

tubes, processed for glucose uptake, MHC, and immunoblotting as previously described [30, 41]. 

Glucose uptake and MHC. Each lysed fiber was processed for glucose uptake and MHC 

isoform identification as previously described [29, 41]. 

Glycogen. External standards of known glycogen concentrations (2, 10, 25, 50, 100, and 

150 mmol/L) were created as previously described [42]. PAS staining of 8µm sections of these 

external glycogen standards was performed on all slides to reliably compare staining of muscle 

sections on separate slides. 

Muscles were serially sectioned at 8µm for PAS staining and MHC detection. Slides used 

for PAS staining were fixed in 10% formalin (1h; 4°C). Following fixation, slides were treated 

with 1% periodic acid (room temperature, 5min) and washed (deionized water, 1min) before 

Schiff’s Reagent was applied (10min). Slides were then quickly washed (deionized water, ~5sec) 

and gently rinsed in tap water (10min) before being mounted with Dako mounting medium. The 

muscle sections used for MHC identification were processed using appropriate primary and 

secondary antibodies. Antibodies against MHCI, MHCIIa, and MHCIIb were used for the 

immunofluorescent detection of fiber type. MHCIIx was identified by the absence of signal 

amongst the other three MHC isoforms as previously described [43]. After exposure to 

secondary antibodies, slides were incubated in WGA-AF488 (10min), washed in PBS, and 

mounted (Dako mounting medium). 

Lipid droplet (LD) analysis. Muscles were serially sectioned (8µm) and thaw-mounted on 

glass slides (one section from each treatment on each slide to minimize staining variability). One 

slide was used for MHC identification and processed as described above. The other slide was 

used for BODIPY staining. BODIPY is a lipophilic dye which is widely used to stain neutral 

lipid droplets [44-46]. The slides used for BODIPY staining were immediately fixed in 10% 

formalin (1h, room temperature). Slides were then washed (PBS), incubated in a 1:500 dilution 

of 2mg/ml BODIPY 493/503 (30min), and washed again (PBS). Finally, slides then were stained 

with WGA-AF555, washed (PBS), and mounted (Dako mounting medium). 

 Image capture and processing. Images of cross-sectionally oriented muscles stained with 

PAS or MHC were imaged (20X) using a Zeiss Apotome microscope capable of widefield 

fluorescent and brightfield illumination coupled to a high resolution axiocam black and white 

camera system with DAPI, GFP, TRITC, and Cy5 filters. For BODIPY-stained muscle sections 
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(and corresponding MHC sections), a Nikon Confocal A1 microscope was used at 60X 

magnification (20X for MHC imaging) to image fluorescently labeled LDs and MHC expression. 

Image capture settings and conditions were kept constant to minimize variability. At least three 

images from different regions of each muscle section were taken for fiber analysis. Two 

researchers independently identified MHC expression of each fiber to confirm accurate fiber 

typing. After the fiber type was identified for PAS-stained images, up to 10 fibers of each fiber 

type were manually traced and quantified for PAS stain intensity from each image. For 

BODIPY-stained images, regions of interest representing individual fibers were identified by the 

WGA lectin extracellular matrix marker using ImageJ. Fiber borders were automatically 

identified using the “Analyze Particles” feature, and up to 8 fibers of each fiber type were used 

for LD analysis from a given image. An automated threshold representing positive LD signal 

was set using ImageJ and applied uniformly to all images. LD density was quantified as the 

percent covered by BODIPY stain. The region 1µm below the cell border (subsarcolemmal) was 

quantified for lipid density using the “Enlarge” and “Make Band” tools in ImageJ. LD size was 

determined using the “Analyze Particles” tool in ImageJ. Fiber cross sectional area (CSA) was 

quantified using BODIPY-stained images. 

Immunoblotting. To measure fiber type-specific GLUT4 abundance, all of the single fiber 

lysates (non-heated) expressing the same MHC from a muscle from each rat from each group 

(LFD-SED, HFD-SED and HFD-3hPEX) were pooled together for GLUT4 immunoblotting. 

Aliquots of pooled fiber lysates were separated by SDS-PAGE using 10% gels, and then 

transferred to polyvinyl difluoride membranes. After electrotransfer, gels were stained 

(SimplyBlue™ SafeStain,1h, room temperature), then destained (deionized water, 2h). 

SimplyBlue-stained MHC bands quantified by densitometry (AlphaView; ProteinSimple, San 

Leandro,CA) were the loading controls for immunoblotted proteins [47, 48]. Membranes were 

incubated with primary and secondary antibodies, and subjected to enhanced chemiluminescence 

to quantify protein bands by densitometry. Individual values were normalized to the mean value 

of all samples on the membrane and divided by the corresponding MHC loading control. 

Statistics. Data are expressed as mean±95% confidence interval (95% CI), with two-

tailed significance levels of α<0.05. Two-tailed t-tests were used to determine the diet-effect on 

daily caloric intake, epididymal fat pad mass, and body mass. One-way ANOVA was used to 

determine the treatment group-effect for GLUT4 abundance in pooled fibers of each fiber type 
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from each muscle. Because single fiber glucose uptake, glycogen, LD-measurements, and CSA 

were collected from multiple individual fibers per rat, we analyzed these data using mixed-

effects linear regression models, incorporating fixed parameters evaluating the contributions of 

treatment group (LFD-SED, HFD-SED, HFD-IPEX or HFD-3hPEX) and insulin (insulin, no 

insulin; for glucose uptake only) and interaction-effects, a random Y-intercepts to account for 

multiple observations within each rat. The analysis revealed main effects of insulin dose or 

treatment (diet or exercise) group [i.e., the effect of one independent variable (insulin or 

treatment group) on the dependent variable (e.g., glucose uptake) distinct from the other 

independent variables (insulin or treatment group)]. The analysis also revealed if there were 

significant Insulin x Group (diet or exercise) interaction effects (i.e., if the magnitude of the 

insulin effect on the dependent variable (e.g., glucose uptake) was different between the 

treatment groups). Analyses were performed using StataIC 14.2 (College Station,TX). 

 

RESULTS 

Caloric intake, body mass and fat pad mass. Estimated daily caloric intake (kcal/day) 

was 22% greater (P<0.001) in HFD (105.8±4.8) versus LFD (86.4±3.8) rats. Body mass (g) was 

not significantly different (P=0.116) for the HFD (313±12) versus LFD (299±10) animals. 

Epididymal fat pad mass (g) was greater (P<0.001) for HFD (6.1±0.7) versus LFD rats (4.0±0.4). 

MHC isoform expression. MHC isoform expression in each of the isolated single fibers 

was determined using SDS PAGE followed by protein staining (Figure 4.1). 

Glucose uptake. For the HFD-IPEX group versus HFD-SED controls, insulin-

independent glucose uptake was increased (P<0.05) in all fiber types (Figure 4.2). For the 

3hPEX-experiment there was a significant main effect of insulin (P<0.001) on glucose uptake in 

each fiber type (Figure 4.3). In LFD-SED versus HFD-SED muscles, there was a significant 

insulin x treatment-group interaction on glucose uptake in type IIAX, IIX, IIBX and IIB fibers, 

where HFD reduced insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in these fiber types. In HFD-SED versus 

HFD-3hPEX muscles, there was a significant insulin x treatment-group interaction in type IIA, 

IIAX, IIX, IIBX, and IIB fibers, where insulin-stimulated glucose uptake was greater for HFD-

3hPEX. There was a significant insulin x treatment-group interaction for LFD-SED versus HFD-
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3hPEX in type IIA and IIBX fibers, where insulin-stimulated glucose uptake was greater for 

HFD-3hPEX rats.  

Glycogen. All fiber types had lower (P<0.05) glycogen in the HFD-IPEX group versus 

LFD-SED and HFD-SED groups (Figures 4.4 and 4.5). The greater insulin-independent glucose 

uptake and lower glycogen IPEX provide strong evidence that the exercise protocol caused 

recruitment of all fiber types.  

Lipid droplet (LD) analysis. Representative images of BODIPY-stained cross sections 

used for LD density and size analyses are displayed in Figure 4.6. The LD density, indicated by 

the percentage of fiber CSA covered by BODIPY-stained LDs, was lower (P<0.05) in LFD-SED 

versus either HFD-SED or HFD-IPEX in type IIA and IIAX fibers (Figure 4.7). In type I fibers 

the LD density was lower (P<0.01) in LFD-SED versus HFD-SED fibers. In type IIX fibers the 

LD density was lower (P<0.05) in LFD-SED versus HFD-IPEX fibers. Subsarcolemmal LD 

density was greater (P<0.01) in HFD-SED versus other groups for type I fibers (Figure 4.8). 

Additionally, subsarcolemmal LD density was greater (P<0.05) in HFD-IPEX versus other 

groups in type IIX fibers. LD size was greater (P<0.05) in HFD-SED versus other groups in type 

I fibers, and was lower (P<0.05) in LFD-SED versus HFD-SED in type IIA fibers (Figure 4.9). 

Subsarcolemmal LD size was not different among the groups for any fiber type (results not 

shown).  

Muscle fiber CSA. Fiber CSA was determined from the MHC-stained cross sections used 

for lipid analysis. There were no significant treatment-group differences within any fiber type 

(results not shown). 

GLUT4 protein. GLUT4 abundance was not significantly different among the treatment-

groups (LFD-SED, HFD-SED and HFD-3hPEX) for any fiber type (Figure 4.10). 

 

DISCUSSION 

The results revealed a number of novel insights with regard to muscle fiber-type selective 

effects of acute exercise on glucose uptake in insulin resistant muscle. The most important 

results were: 1) in SED rats, the HFD resulted in fiber type-selective insulin resistance (no HFD-

related insulin resistance in type I fibers, a non-significant trend for slightly lower values for IIA 
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fibers from HFD-fed rats, and significantly lower insulin-stimulated glucose uptake for all other 

fiber types from the HFD group); 2) the HFD-related insulin resistance was not accompanied by 

greater values for any of the LD indices (total LD size or density, or subsarcolemmal LD size or 

density) or lower GLUT4 abundance; 3) the recruitment of each fiber type was indirectly 

evidenced by both greater insulin-independent glucose uptake IPEX and lower glycogen 

measured IPEX; and 4) prior exercise resulted in fiber type-selective improvements in insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake (no significant increase in type I fibers versus either SED control 

group; greater values versus HFD-SED controls for IIAX, IIX and IIB fibers; and greater values 

versus both HFD-SED and LFD-SED controls for type IIA and IIBX fibers) without an exercise-

related increase in GLUT4 abundance in any of the fiber types. 

The fiber type-selective insulin resistance corresponded closely with the results of our 

earlier study using the same dietary protocol only in sedentary rats [30]. Pearson correlation 

analysis performed between the mean sedentary values for glucose uptake of each fiber type 

from the previous experiment versus the corresponding sedentary control values in the current 

experiment revealed an R
2
 = 0.926 (P < 0.001). The mechanisms underlying skeletal muscle 

fiber type-selective insulin resistance are uncertain, but the current study provided new insights 

in this regard. We did not detect a significant HFD-induced change in GLUT4 abundance in any 

fiber type. These results are consistent with the findings of our earlier study [30] for type I, IIA, 

IIAX, IIX and IIBX fibers. Although GLUT4 abundance was also not significantly different 

between diet groups in IIB fibers in the current study, we previously reported GLUT4 abundance 

was significantly lower for IIB fibers from HFD versus LFD rats using the same dietary protocol. 

In the earlier study, we evaluated GLUT4 abundance in individual fibers of each fiber type, 

whereas in the current study we determined GLUT4 in a pooled sample of all of the fibers 

collected for each fiber type in each diet group. In the earlier study, a total of 19 individual fibers 

from each diet group were analyzed for GLUT4. In the current study, GLUT4 abundance was 

analyzed using a total of 143 pooled fibers from LFD rats and 99 pooled fibers from HFD rats. 

The results from the larger number of fibers in the current study suggest that the HFD-induced 

insulin resistance in the current study was not attributable to significantly lower GLUT4 

abundance in any of the fiber types. It is notable that earlier studies have reported that HFD-

induced insulin resistance in whole muscles can occur without a decrement in total GLUT4 

abundance [19, 49-51]. The localization of GLUT4 at the cell surface membranes is crucial for 
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insulin-stimulated glucose uptake [52], and in whole muscles, the insulin resistance was 

secondary to reduced insulin-stimulated cell surface GLUT4 localization [49, 51]. Similarly, the 

current data suggest that the observed fiber type-specific insulin resistance is attributable to fiber 

type-selective effects of the HFD on GLUT4 translocation.  

 IMCLs have been reported to be positively associated with insulin resistance [32], but 

this relationship is not always observed [33, 53]. Some studies have suggested that LDs localized 

near the sarcolemma [34, 35] and/or LD size [36] are more closely linked to insulin resistance 

than total IMCL content. Therefore, we assessed multiple indicators of IMCL content and 

subcellular localization in each fiber type. The current study is apparently the first to report fiber 

type-specific values determined in single muscle fibers for both insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake and indicators of LD density, size and subcellular localization. We anticipated that there 

might be greater LD size and/or localization near the sarcolemma in the fiber types which 

became insulin resistant during a HFD. However, there was no clear relationship between 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake and any of the LD measurements. Although total LD density 

was greater in HFD-SED versus LFD-SED rats for some of the fiber types that became insulin 

resistant (IIAX and IIX), none of the LD indices differed between diet groups in other fiber types 

with substantial insulin resistance (IIBX and IIB). Furthermore, although neither type I nor type 

IIA fibers had significant HFD-induced insulin resistance, both fiber types had greater HFD-

related values for several LD indices. These results argue that these LD indices were likely not 

responsible for the HFD-induced insulin resistance. Accumulation of specific lipid metabolites, 

such as ceramides and/or diacylglycerols, has been implicated in the processes leading to skeletal 

muscle insulin resistance [54-56]. Furthermore, recent evidence has suggested that the 

subcellular location of diacylglycerols and ceramides, rather than their total concentrations, may 

modulate whole body insulin sensitivity [57]. In this context, it would be valuable to develop the 

novel methods that will be necessary to assess HFD-induced subcellular changes in these lipid 

metabolites at a fiber type-specific level. 

To interpret the fiber type-selective consequences of exercise on insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake, it was important to evaluate the effects of the exercise protocol on the 

recruitment of each fiber type that was studied. Electromyography (EMG) can directly assess 

muscle recruitment, but determination of single fiber type-selective EMG during swim exercise 
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was not feasible. Glycogen depletion is widely used as an indirect indicator of fiber recruitment 

during exercise [58-60]. Accumulation of [
3
H]-2-DG is another useful indirect indicator of fiber 

recruitment at the whole muscle, motor unit and single fiber level [29, 61, 62]. The current study 

is apparently the first to use both glycogen depletion and [
3
H]-2-DG accumulation as indirect 

evidence for recruitment of individual fibers after in vivo exercise. There was a strong indication 

of fiber recruitment in every fiber type based on the increased insulin-independent glucose 

uptake and decreased glycogen in the IPEX group compared to SED controls.  

 Although there was evidence that each fiber type was recruited by the exercise, there 

were striking fiber type-related differences in exercise effects on insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake determined in the 3hPEX experiment. The results revealed several distinct patterns with 

regard to exercise-effects on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake. In type IIB and IIX fibers, which 

were both characterized by HFD-induced insulin resistance, prior exercise increased insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake to values that exceeded their HFD-SED controls, but exercise failed to 

increase insulin-stimulated glucose uptake by either fiber type above their respective LFD-SED 

controls. In type IIA and IIBX fibers, prior exercise increased insulin-stimulated glucose uptake 

to levels that not only exceeded their HFD-SED controls, but that also exceeded their LFD-SED 

controls. Insulin-stimulated glucose uptake of type IIAX fibers was also greater than HFD-SED 

controls, but they did not significantly exceed their LFD-SED controls. Prior exercise only failed 

to induce significantly greater insulin-stimulated glucose uptake versus HFD-SED controls in 

type I fibers. The explanation for the lack of an increase in insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in 

HFD-SED compared to HFD-3hPEX type I fibers is uncertain, but it is apparently not 

attributable to a lack of type I fiber recruitment, as evidenced by clear exercise-effects on both 

insulin-independent glucose uptake and glycogen determined IPEX. 

It is useful to put the fiber type-specific results for glucose uptake into context based on 

earlier results for the whole muscles from rats using the same diet and exercise protocol. In 

whole epitrochlearis muscles, we previously found: 1) the HFD caused a moderate level of 

insulin resistance that was similar to the results in most of the individual fiber types; 2) insulin-

independent glucose uptake was increased ~2-fold for IPEX versus HFD-SED controls, 

comparable to the ~2-3-fold increase in each of the fiber types; 3) exercise enhanced the insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake of the HFD-3hPEX group to values ~30% greater than LFD-SED 
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controls, which roughly approximates the mid-point for the range of exercise-effects in the 

different fiber types; and 4) insulin-stimulated glucose uptake of the HFD-3hPEX rats was 

increased to values that were similar to their LFD-SED controls for each fiber type (i.e., prior 

exercise eliminated HFD-induced insulin resistance in the whole epitrochlearis) [19]. There was 

good correspondence between the glucose uptake by whole epitrochlearis and glucose uptake by 

single fibers with regard to the effects of diet and exercise (both IPEX and 3hPEX). The 

heterogeneity in diet- and exercise-effects among the fiber types for insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake that was revealed by single fiber analysis would have been impossible to discern based 

only on the conventional analysis of whole muscles. 

Although the current study was the first to assess the fiber type-selective effects of 

exercise on glucose uptake by single fibers from insulin resistant muscle, we recently reported 

the effects of the same exercise protocol on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake by single fibers 

from rats eating a LFD that were not insulin resistant [29]. As in the current study, insulin-

independent glucose uptake was increased in each fiber type evaluated IPEX compared to SED 

controls. However, at ~3h post-exercise, insulin-stimulated glucose uptake was significantly 

increased in type I fibers and each of the type II fiber types evaluated except for type IIX fibers. 

Given that exercise increased insulin-stimulated glucose uptake by type I fibers in LFD rats [29], 

and that the HFD did not cause insulin resistance in type I fibers in either the current study or an 

earlier study [30], it was surprising that exercise did not enhance insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake in type I fibers of HFD-fed rats in the current study. The results for type IIX fibers in the 

current study indicated that prior exercise increased insulin-stimulated glucose uptake above 

values for HFD-SED controls, but exercise failed to elevate values above those for the LFD-SED 

controls. The available results do not reveal the reason that LFD and HFD rats had different 

effects of exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in type I fibers, or why exercise failed to 

increase insulin-stimulated glucose uptake of type IIX fibers above LFD-SED controls in either 

diet group. A speculative scenario is that the time-course for exercise-induced increase in 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake may not be identical for all fiber types. For example, perhaps 

the insulin sensitivity was transiently increased in type I fibers from HFD rats at an earlier time-

point, but had reversed by 3hPEX. The time-course for post-exercise increases in insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake by the whole epitrochlearis muscle has been reported at multiple times 

between 0.5 and 48 hours post-exercise, with peak values evident at ~3hPEX [11, 12, 63]. 
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However, the current study is the first to evaluate post-exercise insulin sensitivity at the single 

fiber level in insulin resistant muscle, and only one earlier study assessed single fiber insulin 

sensitivity after exercise in normal muscle [29]. In both studies, insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake was determined only at ~3hPEX, so the time-course for post-exercise effects on insulin 

sensitivity in individual fiber types has not been characterized. 

An important next step will be to elucidate the specific, cellular mechanisms which 

underlie the differential post-exercise effects that we have discovered for insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake in various fiber types. Our working hypothesis is based on our results in whole 

epitrochlearis muscles from LFD and HFD rats after the same exercise protocol. In several 

studies using LFD rats, we found that prior exercise resulted in greater phosphorylation of the 

Rab-GAP protein known as Akt substrate of 160 kDa (also called AS160 or TBC1D4) in insulin-

stimulated muscles on sites that are important for GLUT4 glucose transporter translocation and 

glucose uptake [19, 63-65]. We also found that HFD resulted in attenuated AS160 

phosphorylation, and that acute exercise by HFD-fed rats increased AS160 phosphorylation in 

insulin-stimulated muscles [19]. Results from multiple studies using rats, mice or humans have 

reported the increased insulin-stimulated glucose uptake can occur without alterations in 

proximal insulin signaling steps, from insulin receptor binding to Akt activation [15, 16, 19, 66-

68]. We hypothesize that in insulin-stimulated muscles from both LFD- and HFD-fed rats, prior 

exercise will lead to greater phosphorylation of AS160 on key regulatory sites in a fiber type-

specific manner by exercise, resulting in greater cell surface GLUT4 localization, leading in turn, 

to the fiber type-specific effects of exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake. 

In conclusion, glucose uptake occurs at the cellular level, and skeletal muscle is 

composed of fiber types with diverse metabolic properties [23], including their capacity for 

glucose uptake [28, 29, 69]. Accordingly, it is impossible to fully understand the effect of 

interventions on skeletal muscle glucose uptake without evaluating the possibility of differences 

at the cellular and fiber type-specific level. By doing so, we made the unexpected discovery that 

exercise robustly enhanced insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in each of the insulin resistant fiber 

types (including the fiber types with the greatest insulin resistance), but it did not significantly 

elevate insulin-stimulated glucose uptake above HFD-SED controls in the type I fibers (which 

did not become insulin resistant with the HFD). These unique results offer an opportunity for 
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future research aimed at delineating the cellular mechanisms that were responsible for the fiber 

type-selective effects of diet and exercise in glucose uptake. 
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Figure 4.1 

Representative image of SDS-PAGE gel of single fibers for the identification of fiber type. 

Lanes 1 and 8: E+S, pooled EDL + Soleus standard expressing MHC (myosin heavy chain) 

types I, IIA, IIX, and IIB. Lane 2: type I fiber. Lane 3: type IIA fiber. Lane 4: type IIAX fiber. 

Lane 5: type IIX fiber. Lane 6: type IIBX fiber. Lane 7: type IIB fiber. 
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Figure 4.2 

Insulin independent 2-DG uptake measured immediately post-exercise in single fibers of 

each fiber type from rats. Bars represent the mean of all fibers within a given treatment group 

(HFD-SED or HFD-IPEX). Error bars are means ± 95% confidence interval. *P<0.05, HFD-

IPEX versus HFD-SED. The numbers of rats used for the groups in this experiment were; HFD-

SED (n=8), and HFD-IPEX (n=8). All of the fibers isolated from each muscle (~40-56 

fibers/muscle) were used to determine both 2DG uptake and MHC expression. However, not 

every fiber type was included in the fibers sampled from every muscle. Therefore, the number of 

rats (HFD-SED/HFD-IPEX) from which fibers were isolated of each fiber type were: type I 

(3/7), type IIA (7/7), type IIAX (7/7), type IIX (8/8), type IIBX (8/7), and type IIB (8/8). The 

numbers of fibers (HFD-SED/HFD-IPEX) isolated for each fiber type were: type I (8/17), type 

IIA (43/59), type IIAX (15/27), type IIX (94/94), type IIBX (72/75), and type IIB (144/120). 
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Figure 4.3 

2-DG uptake measured in single fibers of each fiber type isolated from incubated paired rat 

muscles without or with insulin. Paired muscles were used within each treatment group (LFD-

SED, HFD-SED, and HFD-3hPEX) for incubation without or with 100µU/ml insulin. Bars 

represent the mean of all fibers within a given insulin treatment and group. Error bars are means 

± 95% confidence interval. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant. A main effect of 

insulin was detected for all fiber types. There was no significant main effect of group detected 

for any fiber type. Insulin x Group interaction effects are displayed above each fiber type and P-

values are displayed. Insulin x Group interaction effects between LFD-SED vs HFD-SED, HFD-

SED vs HFD-3hPEX, and LFD-SED vs HFD-3hPEX are indicated by symbols 
a
, 

b
, and 

c
, 

respectively. The numbers of rats used for the groups in this experiment were; LFD-SED (n=8), 

HFD-SED (n=12), and HFD-3hPEX (n=12). All of the fibers isolated from each muscle (~20-56 

fibers/muscle) were used to determine both 2DG uptake and MHC expression. However, not 

every fiber type was included in the fibers sampled from every muscle. Therefore, the number of 

rats (LFD-SED no insulin/insulin, HFD-SED no insulin/insulin, HFD-3hPEX no insulin/insulin) 

from which fibers were isolated of each fiber type were: type I (5/5, 7/7, 7/7), type IIA (6/7, 

12/12, 12/12), type IIAX (8/6, 10/9, 6/8), type IIX (8/8, 12/12, 12/12), type IIBX (8/8, 11/10, 

12/10), and type IIB (8/8, 8/9, 12/8). The numbers of fibers (LFD-SED no insulin/insulin, HFD-

SED no insulin/insulin, HFD-3hPEX no insulin/insulin) isolated for each fiber type were: type I 

(30/37, 16/12, 16/26), type IIA (114/103, 162/166, 142/165), type IIAX (38/33, 75/66, 38/35), 

type IIX (79/104, 156/183, 131/127), type IIBX (44/47, 59/53, 91/74), and type IIB (74/69, 

48/62, 102/109). 
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Figure 4.4 

Glycogen content in single fibers of each fiber type measured by periodic acid-Schiff 

staining of histologically sectioned rat muscle. Bars represent the mean of all fibers within a 

given treatment group (LFD-SED, HFD-SED, or HFD-IPEX). Error bars are means ± 95% 

confidence interval. *P<0.05, HFD-IPEX versus LFD-SED and HFD-SED. The numbers of rats 

used for the groups in this experiment were: LFD-SED (n=4), HFD-SED (n=4), and HFD-IPEX 

(n=4). 39-116 fibers/muscle were used to determine glycogen content. There was one HFD-SED 

muscle and one LFD-SED muscle for which no type IIAX fibers were identified. Additionally, 

there was one HFD-SED muscle for which no type IIBX fibers were identified. The numbers of 

fibers (LFD-SED/HFD-SED/HFD-IPEX) used for glycogen measurement of each fiber type 

were: type I (56/22/54), type IIA (66/74/60), type IIAX (39/19/33), type IIX (25/50/72), type 

IIBX (28/18/25), and type IIB (72/79/107). 
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Figure 4.5 

Representative images of serially cross sectioned rat muscle for the identification of 

glycogen content and fiber type. Serially sectioned muscle from LFD-SED (a and d), HFD-

SED (b and e), and HFD-IPEX (c and f) are shown. Type I MHC is shown in blue, type IIA 

MHC is shown in red, type IIB MHC is shown in green, and type IIX MHC is represented by an 

absence of signal (black). Glycogen content was determined by the stain intensity (by grayscale) 

within each fiber. 
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Figure 4.6 

Representative images of a cross section of rat muscle used to identify fiber specific neutral 

lipids. Images were captured for the identification of neutral lipids (a) and the extracellular 

matrix (ECM) (b). Merged lipid and ECM images are shown (c). Using ImageJ an automated 

threshold (d) was applied and the border of each fiber was identified (e). A region 1µm from the 

border of each fiber was used for the quantification of subsarcolemmal lipids (f). 
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Figure 4.7 

Quantification of lipid droplet density in single fibers of each fiber type measured by 

BODIPY staining of histologically sectioned rat muscle. Bars represent the mean of all fibers 

within a given treatment group (LFD-SED, HFD-SED, or HFD-IPEX). Error bars are means ± 

95% confidence interval. *P<0.05, different from both other groups. †P<0.05, LFD-SED versus 

HFD-SED. ‡P<0.05, LFD-SED versus HFD-IPEX. The numbers of rats used for the groups in 

this experiment were: LFD-SED (n=4), HFD-SED (n=4), and HFD-IPEX (n=4). 24-77 

fibers/muscle were used to determine lipid droplet density. There was one HFD-SED muscle for 

which no type IIAX fibers were identified. The numbers of fibers (LFD-SED/HFD-SED/HFD-

IPEX) used for lipid droplet density of each fiber type were: type I (31/23/32), type IIA 

(61/43/54), type IIAX (12/9/17), type IIX (43/34/53), type IIBX (14/19/27), and type IIB 

(40/33/59). 
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Figure 4.8 

Quantification of the density of lipid droplets located <1µm from the sarcolemma in single 

fibers of each fiber type. Bars represent the mean of all fibers within a given treatment group 

(LFD-SED, HFD-SED, or HFD-IPEX). Error bars are means ± 95% confidence interval. *P<0.05, 

different from both other groups. Subsarcolemmal lipid droplet density was quantified from the 

same images as total lipid droplet density. Therefore, the rat numbers and fiber numbers are 

identical to those displayed in the Figure 4.7 legend. 
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Figure 4.9 

Quantification of lipid droplet size in single fibers of each fiber type measured by BODIPY 

staining of histologically sectioned rat muscle. Bars represent the mean of all fibers within a 

given treatment group (LFD-SED, HFD-SED, or HFD-IPEX). Error bars are means ± 95% 

confidence interval. *P<0.05, different from both other groups. †P<0.05, LFD-SED versus HFD-

SED. Lipid droplet size was quantified from the same images as lipid droplet density. Therefore, 

the rat numbers and fiber numbers are identical to those displayed in the Figure 4.7 legend. 
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Figure 4.10 

Glucose transporter protein, GLUT4, abundance in pooled single fibers of each fiber type. 

Bars represent the mean of fiber pools within a given treatment group (LFD-SED, HFD-SED, or 

HFD-3hPEX). Error bars are means ± 95% confidence interval; n = 6-8/group. There were no 

significant differences among treatment groups for any fiber type.  
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Table 4.1 

Summary of antibodies and fluorescent probes used for immunoblotting and 

immunohistochemistry. All antibodies were validated by the vendor. 
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CHAPTER V 

Study 3 

Exercise Effects on γ3-AMPK Activity, Phosphorylation of Akt2 and AS160, and Insulin-

stimulated Glucose Uptake in Insulin-Resistant Rat Skeletal Muscle 

ABSTRACT 

One exercise session can increase subsequent insulin-stimulated glucose uptake (ISGU) 

by skeletal muscle. Prior research in healthy muscle suggests that enhanced post-exercise ISGU 

depends on elevation in γ3-AMPK activity leading to greater phosphorylation of Akt substrate of 

160 kDa (pAS160) on an AMPK-phosphomotif (Ser
704

), in turn favoring greater insulin-

stimulated pAS160 on an Akt-phosphomotif (Thr
642

) that regulates ISGU. Accordingly, we 

tested if exercise-induced increases in γ3-AMPK activity and pAS160 on key regulatory sites 

accompany improved ISGU at 3-hours post-exercise (3hPEX) in insulin resistant muscle. Rats 

fed a high-fat diet (HFD; 2-wk) known to induce insulin resistance either performed acute swim-

exercise (2h) or were sedentary (SED). SED rats fed a low-fat diet (LFD; 2-wk) served as 

healthy controls. Isolated epitrochlearis muscles from 3hPEX and SED rats were analyzed for 

ISGU, pAS160, pAkt2 (Akt-isoform that phosphorylates pAS160
Thr642

), and γ1-AMPK and γ3-

AMPK activity. ISGU was lower in HFD-SED muscles versus LFD-SED, but this decrement 

was eliminated in the HFD-3hPEX group. γ3-AMPK activity, but not γ1-AMPK activity, was 

elevated in HFD-3hPEX muscles versus both SED controls. Furthermore, insulin-stimulated 

pAS160
Thr642

, pAS160
Ser704

, and pAkt2
Ser474

 in HFD-3hPEX muscles were elevated above HFD-

SED controls and equal to values in LFD-SED muscles, but insulin-independent pAS160
Ser704

 

was unaltered at 3hPEX. These results demonstrated, for the first time in an insulin-resistant 

model, that the post-exercise increase in ISGU was accompanied by sustained enhancement of 

γ3-AMPK activation and greater pAkt2
Ser474

. Our working hypothesis is that these changes along 

with enhanced insulin-stimulated pAS160 increase ISGU of insulin-resistant muscles to values 

equaling healthy controls. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Insulin resistance is a primary and essential defect in the process leading to type 2 

diabetes. Skeletal muscle accounts for up to 85% of insulin mediated glucose disposal [1], 

making it a prime target for combating insulin resistance. It is well established that exercise or 

muscle contractions can increase subsequent insulin-stimulated glucose uptake of skeletal muscle 

from either insulin-sensitive or insulin-resistant subjects [2-6]. The effect of acute exercise on 

insulin sensitivity is evident ~2-4 hours post-exercise, and can persist for up to 48 hours later [7-

9]. Understanding how exercise regulated insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in insulin-sensitive 

subjects is important, but there is a more urgent need to identify the mechanisms responsible for 

enhanced insulin-stimulated glucose uptake after exercise during insulin-resistance.  

 The post-exercise enhancement in insulin-stimulated glucose uptake by skeletal muscle 

has been observed in the absence of altered insulin signaling at a number of proximal steps 

including insulin binding to the insulin receptor [10], insulin receptor phosphorylation [2, 11], 

IRS-1 phosphorylation [11, 12], PI3-kinase activity [2, 13, 14], and Akt phosphorylation [13-18] 

in insulin-sensitive rodents and humans. These results suggest that exercise might improve 

insulin sensitivity via regulation of a more distal insulin signaling step.  

Akt substrate of 160 kDa (AS160; also known as TBC1D4) is the most distal signaling 

protein that has been clearly linked to insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in skeletal muscle [19]. 

Multiple lines of evidence have suggested that altered AS160 phosphorylation is a strong 

candidate for mediating the improved insulin-stimulated glucose uptake by skeletal muscle 

following acute exercise [20-23]. In 2003, Gustav Lienhard’s group discovered that mutations 

preventing phosphorylation of two Akt-phosphomotifs of AS160 (Thr642 to Ala642 and Ser588 

to Ala588) markedly reduced insulin-stimulated GLUT4 translocation in adipocytes [24]. 

Enhanced insulin-stimulated phosphorylation of AS160 on Thr642 and Ser588 in exercised 

compared to unexercised skeletal muscle, concomitant with increased glucose uptake, has been 

reported in a number of previous experiments in skeletal muscle from rats with normal insulin 

sensitivity [22, 23, 25-28]. Acute exercise has also been reported to enhance subsequent AS160 

phosphorylation on Thr642 and/or Ser588 in insulin-stimulated skeletal muscles from insulin 

resistant rats or humans independent of greater Akt activation [2, 18]. Compelling new evidence 

was recently published supporting the idea that AS160 is essential for increased insulin-
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stimulated glucose uptake in skeletal muscle after acute contractile activity. Kjøbsted et al. 

reported that insulin-stimulated glucose uptake by muscle several hours after in situ contraction 

was increased in wild type mice, but not in AS160 muscle-specific knockout mice [29]. 

The mechanisms accounting for a sustained, post-exercise increase in pAS160
Thr642

 

and/or pAS160
Ser588

 of insulin-stimulated skeletal muscle are unknown. However, the 

phosphorylation of AS160 on Ser704, an AMPK-phosphomotif, has recently emerged as a 

potentially important step for enhanced insulin-stimulated glucose uptake after exercise. In 

human [18, 30] and rat [31] skeletal muscle with normal insulin sensitivity, the insulin-

independent phosphorylation of AS160
Ser704

 has been reported to be increased immediately post-

exercise and to remain elevated for hours after exercise, when insulin-stimulated glucose uptake 

is enhanced [7, 32]. Additionally, multiple studies have reported enhanced insulin-stimulated 

pAS160
Ser704

 in skeletal muscle after exercise or contraction [18, 31, 33-35]. Preventing the 

phosphorylation of AS160
Ser704

 in mouse muscle by mutating Ser704 to Ala704 attenuates the 

insulin-stimulated phosphorylation of AS160
Thr642

, an Akt phosphomotif which regulates insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake [36]. These data suggest that the enhanced phosphorylation of 

AS160
Ser704 

after exercise may prime Thr642, and possibly other AS160 phosphosites, to be more 

easily phosphorylated, a potentially critical event for enhancing insulin sensitivity. It will be 

important to identify exercise effects on pAS160
Ser704

 during insulin resistance to better 

understand the mechanisms which govern enhanced post-exercise insulin sensitivity in insulin 

resistant subjects. Therefore, our first major aim was to investigate the acute post-exercise effect 

on AS160 phosphorylation sites (Ser588, Thr642, and Ser704) in muscles from insulin-resistant 

rats fed a high-fat diet (HFD) after exercise, compared to sedentary HFD- and low-fat diet-fed 

(LFD) controls. We employed a 2 week high-fat diet which has been shown to induce insulin 

resistance in rat skeletal muscle prior to major changes in body mass and body composition [2, 

37, 38]. 

AS160
Ser704

 is an AMPK phosphosite, and AMPK is a heterotrimeric complex composed 

of a catalytic α subunit (α1 or α2 isoform) and two regulatory subunits (β1 or β2 isoform; and γ1, 

γ2, or γ3 isoform). The expression of γ1 and γ3 isoform-containing heterotrimers of AMPK has 

been reported in skeletal muscle [39], but γ2-containing AMPK heterotrimers have not been 

detected in skeletal muscle [39]. γ3-AMPK has been shown to be activated in muscle by exercise 
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in humans [30, 40] and rats [31] or by electrically stimulated contractions in mice [35, 40]. In 

human skeletal muscle, prolonged exercise resulted in a modest increase in γ1-AMPK along with 

a larger increase in γ3-AMPK activity [41]. Prior incubation of isolated muscles from wild-type 

mice with 5-aminoimidazole-4-carboxamide ribonucleotide (AICAR) resulted in enhanced 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake, but this AICAR-effect on insulin sensitivity was absent in 

muscles from γ3-AMPK knockout mice [36]. Moreover, electrically stimulated in situ contractile 

activity which enhances insulin-stimulated pAS160
Ser704

 in wild type (WT) mice did not increase 

insulin-stimulated pAS160
Ser704

 in γ3-AMPK knockout mice [35]. These findings suggest γ3-

AMPK activation and pAS160
Ser704

 may be critical steps for enhancing insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake after AICAR or contraction in insulin sensitive animals. However, neither prior 

AICAR treatment nor in situ contractions completely recapitulate in vivo exercise, and no 

published study has evaluated γ3-AMPK activity after exercise in insulin-resistant rats. 

Furthermore, apparently neither γ1- nor γ3-AMPK activity have been evaluated in rat skeletal 

muscle after acute exercise. Therefore, the second major aim of this experiment was to 

investigate the post-exercise effect on γ3-AMPK activity in muscles from insulin-resistant rats 

fed a high-fat diet (HFD), compared to sedentary HFD- and low-fat diet-fed (LFD) controls. 

Earlier research has reported that acute exercise can lead to subsequently elevated 

insulin-stimulated AS160 phosphorylation on key regulatory sites and glucose uptake in skeletal 

muscle independent of enhanced Akt phosphorylation [2, 18, 20, 25, 26]. However, these studies 

have not included evaluation of Akt2 phosphorylation, the Akt isoform implicated in insulin-

stimulated AS160 phosphorylation [42] and insulin-stimulated glucose uptake [43, 44]. 

Accordingly, the third major aim of the current study was to determine in insulin resistant 

skeletal muscle the effects of acute exercise on the phosphorylation of Akt2 on its key regulatory 

sites, Ser474 and Thr309. 

 

METHODS 

Materials. The reagents and apparatus for SDS-PAGE and nonfat dry milk (#170-6404) 

were from Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA). [
3
H]-2-deoxyglucose (NET328001MC), [

14
C]-mannitol 

(NEC314250UC), and [γ-
32

P]-ATP were from PerkinElmer (Waltham, MA). Tissue Protein 

Extraction Reagent, (T-PER; #PI78510), Bicinchoninic Acid Protein Assay Kit (#PI23223), 
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MemCode Reversible Protein Stain Kit (#PI24585), and Protein G magnetic beads (#10004D), 

DynaMag
TM-2

 magnet (#12321D) were from ThermoFisher (Pittsburgh, PA). Anti-rabbit IgG 

horseradish peroxidase conjugate (#7074), anti-phospho Akt Ser
473

 (pAkt
Ser473

; #4060; 

recognizes Akt1 when phosphorylated at Ser473, Akt2 when phosphorylated at Ser474 or Akt3 

when phosphorylated at Ser472), anti-phospho Akt Thr
308

 (pAkt
Thr308

; #13038; recognizes Akt1 

when phosphorylated at Thr308, Akt2 when phosphorylated at Thr309 or Akt3 when 

phosphorylated at Thr305), anti-panAkt (#4691; recognizes all Akt isoforms), anti-phospho Akt2 

Ser
474

 (pAkt2
Ser474

; #8599), anti-Akt2 (#3063), anti-phospho AS160 Thr
642

 (pAS160
Thr642

; 

#4288), anti-phospho AS160 Ser
588

 (pAS160
Ser588

; #8730), anti-phospho AMPKα Thr
172

 

(pAMPKα
Thr172

; #2535), anti-AMP-activated protein kinase-α (AMPKα; #2532), anti-AMP-

activated protein kinase-β1 (AMPK-β1; #12063), anti-AMP-activated protein kinase-β2 (AMPK-

β2; #4148), anti-acetyl CoA carboxylase (ACC; #3676), and anti-phospho ACC Ser
79

 

(pACC
Ser79

; #3661) were from Cell Signaling Technology (Danvers, MA). Skeletal muscle 

expresses two isoforms of ACC (ACC1 and ACC2). ACC1 has a relatively low expression in 

skeletal muscle and is phosphorylated by AMPK on Ser
79

. ACC2 has a relatively high expression 

in skeletal muscle and is phosphorylated by AMPK on Ser
212

 [45]. Since the pACC
Ser79

 antibody 

(#3661) detects both pACC1
Ser79

 and pACC2
Ser212

 [46], we hereafter refer to the results with this 

antibody as pACC
Ser79/212

. Anti-phospho AS160
Ser704

 was provided by Dr. Jonas Treebak 

(University of Copenhagen, Denmark). Anti-AMP-activated protein kinase γ1 (γ1-AMPK; 

#32508) was from Abcam. Anti-AMP-activated protein kinase γ3 (γ3-AMPK) was provided by 

Dr. David Thomson (Brigham Young University, USA) [47]. Liquid scintillation cocktail 

(#111195-CS) was from Research Products International (Mount Prospect, IL). Anti-Akt 

substrate of 160kDa (AS160; #ABS54), anti-AMP-activated protein kinase α1 (AMPK-α1; #07-

350), anti-AMP-activated protein kinase α2 (AMPK-α2; #07-363), P81 phosphocellulose squares 

(#20-134), and enhanced chemiluminescence Luminata Forte Western HRP Substrate 

(#WBLUF0100) were from EMD Millipore (Billerica, MA).  

Animal treatment and muscle preparation. Procedures for animal care were approved by 

the University of Michigan Committee on Use and Care of Animals. Male Wistar rats (6-7 weeks 

old; Charles River Laboratories, Boston, MA) were individually housed and provided with 

standard rodent chow (Laboratory Diet no. 5L0D; LabDiet, St. Louis, MO) or high-fat chow 

(Laboratory Diet no. D12492; ResearchDiets, New Brunswick, NJ) and water ad libitum for two 
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weeks until they were fasted the night before the experiment at ∼1700. Caloric intake for each 

rat during the two week diet period was estimated based on the difference between the food 

provided on day one and the food remaining at ~1700 on the night prior to the experiment. 

Beginning at 0700 on the day of the experiment rats either remained sedentary or swam in a 

barrel filled with water (35°C) for four 30-min bouts with a 5-min rest between bouts. 

Immediately following exercise, some rats (IPEX and Sedentary) were anesthetized 

(intraperitoneal sodium pentobarbital, 50 mg/kg weight), weighed, and their epitrochlearis 

muscles dissected. Other rats (3hPEX and Sedentary) were anesthetized approximately 3 hours 

following swimming, weighed, and their epitrochlearis muscle dissected. After muscle 

dissections, the epididymal fat pads were dissected and weighed.  

Ex vivo incubations of muscles for glucose uptake. Muscles were incubated, as previously 

described [48], in glass vials gassed (95% O2, 5% CO2) in a temperature controlled bath by a 

two-step incubation process (35°C during both steps). For the IPEX experiments, muscles were 

placed in vials for 10 min containing 2 ml of incubation step 1 media (Krebs Henseleit Buffer, 

KHB, supplemented with 0.1% bovine serum albumin, BSA, 2 mM sodium pyruvate and 6 mM 

mannitol). For incubation step 2 (15 min) these muscles were transferred to vials containing 2 ml 

of incubation step 2 media (KHB supplemented with 0.1% BSA, 0.1 mM 2-DG (2.25 mCi/mmol 

[
3
H]-2-DG), 2 mM sodium pyruvate and 6 mM mannitol (2 mCi/mmol [

14
C] mannitol)). For the 

3hPEX experiment, paired muscles were placed in vials containing 2 ml of incubation step 1 

media for 30 min with or without 100 µU/ml insulin. These muscles were then transferred to 

vials containing 2 ml of incubation step 2 media for 20 min with or without 100 µU/ml insulin. 

After step 2, whole muscles were blotted, freeze clamped, and stored at -80°C until further 

processing. 

Whole muscle glucose uptake. Frozen muscles used for 2-DG uptake were weighed and 

homogenized in ice-cold lysis buffer (T-PER supplemented with 1mM Na3VO4, 1mM EDTA, 

1mM EGTA, 2.5mM sodium pyrophosphate tetrabasic decahydrate, 1mM β-glycerophosphate, 

1µg/ml leupeptin, and 1mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride). Homogenates were then rotated at 

4°C for 1 h before centrifugation at 15,000g for 15 min at 4°C. Aliquots (200 µl) of supernatant 

were added to vials along with 8 ml of scintillation cocktail. 2-[
3
H]-DG and 2-[

14
C]-mannitol 

disintegrations per min were measured by scintillation counter, and then 2-DG uptake was 

calculated as previously described [49]. 
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Immunoblotting. Total protein concentrations for whole muscle lysates were determined 

by bicinchoninic acid assay, and equal amounts of protein for each sample were separated via 

SDS-PAGE, and transferred to polyvinyl difluoride membranes. After electrotransfer, the 

MemCode protein stain was used to confirm equal loading [50]. Membranes were then blocked 

with 5% BSA or nonfat milk in TBST (Tris-buffered saline, pH 7.5 plus 0.1% Tween-20) for 1 

h, incubated with appropriate concentrations of primary (1:1000; overnight) and secondary 

(1:20,000; 1 h) antibodies, and subjected to enhanced chemiluminescence to quantify protein 

bands by densitometry (FluorChem E Imager, AlphaView software; ProteinSimple, San Jose, 

CA). Individual values were normalized to the mean value of all samples on the membrane. 

Because no commercial phospho-antibody is currently available for the selective detection of 

pAkt2
Thr309

, we assessed this phosphophosite essentially as previously described [51]. In brief, 

muscle lysates were subjected to inmmunoprecipitation using an antibody that selectively 

recognizes Akt2 (Cell Signaling Technology #3063) and subsequently blotted with an antibody 

that recognizes pThr309 on Akt2 (Cell Signaling Technology #13038). 

AMPK-γ1 and -γ3 Isoform Activity. We confirmed the specificity of γ1-AMPK and γ3-

AMPK antibodies used for immunoprecipitation as previously described by immunoblotting 

muscle samples from wild type, γ1 knockout, and γ3- knockout animals following 

immunoprecipitation with each of the isoform-specific antibodies [31]. AMPK isoform-specific 

activity was determined as previously described [36]. Briefly, 300µg (for γ3-AMPK assay) or 

600µg (for γ1-AMPK assay) of protein from each sample was rotated at 4°C overnight with 

appropriate AMPK γ isoform antibody (1:1000). Then 50 μl of protein G-magnetic beads were 

added to the muscle lysate/antibody mixture and rotated for 2 h at 4°C. A DynaMag
TM

-2 magnet 

was used to precipitate the protein G-immunocomplex. Each pellet was washed one time in 

buffer A [50 mmol/L NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 50 mmol/L sodium fluoride, 5 mmol/L sodium-

pyrophosphate, 20 mmol/L Tris-base (pH 7.5), 500 μmol/L PMSF, 2 mmol/L dithiothreitol 

(DTT), 4 μg/mL leupeptin, 4 μg/mL aprotinin, and 250 mmol/L sucrose], once in 6X assay 

buffer (240 mmol/L HEPES, 480 mmol/L NaCl, pH 7.0), and two times in 3X assay buffer. The 

activity assay was then performed in 30 μl of kinase reaction buffer [40 mmol/L HEPES, pH 7.5, 

80 mmol/L NaCl, 800μmol/L DTT, 200 μmol/L AMP, 100μmol/L AMARA peptide, 5 mmol/L 

magnesium chloride (MgCl2), 200 μmol/L ATP, and 10 µCi of [γ- 
32

P]-ATP] for 30 min at 30°C. 

The reaction was stopped by the addition of 10 μl of 1% phosphoric acid and then 40 µl of 
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supernatant was transferred to phosphocellulose paper. After 4 x 15 min washes with 1% 

phosphoric acid, the phosphocellulose paper was dried for 5 min and placed in the vials 

containing scintillation cocktail for scintillation counting. Results are expressed relative to the 

normalized mean of all the samples from each experiment. 

Statistics. Data are expressed as mean ± 95% confidence interval (95% CI), with two-

tailed significance levels of α<0.05. Two-tailed t-tests were performed to compare means from 

two groups. One-way ANOVAs were used to determine the treatment group effect of IPEX 

experiments. Two-way ANOVAs were used to compare means among more than two groups 

from 3hPEX experiments, and Bonferroni post-hoc tests were performed to identify the source of 

significant differences.  

 

RESULTS 

Body mass, epididymal fat mass and estimated caloric intake. Following the 2-week diet 

intervention, the HFD rats versus LFD rats had a significantly greater body mass (299 ± 4 versus 

290 ± 6 g; P < 0.05), epididymal fat mass (2318 ± 128 versus 1297 ± 81 mg; P < 0.001) and 

estimated caloric intake (97 ± 2 versus 82 ± 2 kcal/day; P < 0.001). 

Glucose uptake. Insulin-independent glucose uptake was significantly greater in the 

HFD-IPEX group compared to both sedentary control groups (P<0.001; Figure 5.1A). In the 

3hPEX experiment, muscles incubated with insulin had a greater glucose uptake than paired 

muscles incubated without insulin in all treatment groups (P<0.001; Figure 5.1B). Within the 

insulin-treated muscles, glucose uptake was lower in the HFD-SED group compared to either the 

LFD-SED or HFD-3hPEX groups (P<0.01), but there was not a significant difference between 

insulin-treated LFD-SED and HFD-3hPEX muscles. There were significant main effects of diet 

and exercise treatment (P<0.01) and insulin (P<0.001), and a significant treatment x insulin 

interaction effect (P<0.05) for glucose uptake. 

γ1-AMPK and γ3-AMPK activity. There was not a significant effect of exercise on γ1-

AMPK activity in HFD-IPEX or HFD-3hPEX groups compared to either sedentary control group 

(Figures 5.2A and 5.2C). Increased γ3-AMPK activity was observed in both HFD-IPEX and 
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HFD-3hPEX rats compared to both HFD-SED and LFD-SED controls (P<0.05; Figures 5.2B 

and 5.2D). 

AMPK isoform abundance. There was no significant effect of treatment group on the 

abundance of α1-AMPK, α2-AMPK, β1-AMPK, β2-AMPK, γ1-AMPK, or γ3-AMPK (Figures 

5.3A-F). Because γ2-containing AMPK heterotrimers have been reported to be undetectable in 

skeletal muscle [52], γ2-AMPK was not measured. 

AMPKα and ACC phosphorylation. For the IPEX experiment, pAMPKα
Thr172

 calculated 

relative to total AMPKα (pAMPKα
Thr172

/ AMPKα) was significantly greater in the HFD-IPEX 

group compared to both SED controls (P<0.001; Figure 5.4A). At 3hPEX there was a significant 

main effect of exercise for increased pAMPKα
Thr172

/ AMPKα (P<0.001; Figure 5.4C). 

pACC
Ser79/212

 was significantly increased in the HFD-IPEX group compared to SED controls 

(P<0.005; Figure 5.4B), but there was no effect of insulin or treatment group on pACC
Ser79/212

 at 

3hPEX (Figure 5.4D). 

AS160 phosphorylation. For the IPEX experiment, pAS160
Ser588

 calculated relative to 

total AS160 (pAS160
Ser588

/AS160) was significantly greater in the HFD-IPEX group compared 

to the HFD-SED control (P<0.005; Figure 5.5A), but not compared to the LFD-SED control. 

pAS160
Thr642

 and pAS160
Ser704

 expressed relative to total AS160 were significantly greater in the 

HFD-IPEX group compared to both SED controls (P<0.005; Figures 5.5B, and 5.5C). For the 

3hPEX experiment, insulin-stimulated pAS160
Ser588

 was significantly greater in the HFD-3hPEX 

group compared to HFD-SED control (P<0.01; Figure 5.5D), but not compared to LFD-SED 

control. Insulin stimulated pAS160
Thr642

 and pAS160
Ser704

 were lower in the HFD-SED group 

compared to either LFD-SED and HFD-3hPEX (P<0.01; Figures 5.5E and 5.5F). There were 

significant main effects of diet and exercise treatment (P<0.01) and insulin (P<0.001) for 

pAS160
Ser588

, pAS160
Thr642

, and pAS160
Ser704

. There was a significant treatment x insulin 

interaction effect (P<0.05) for pAS160
Thr642

. 

Akt phosphorylation. Insulin-stimulated pAkt
Thr308

 and pAkt
Ser473

 relative to total Akt 

(pAkt
Thr308

/Akt and pAkt
Ser473

/Akt) were significantly lower in the HFD-SED group compared to 

the LFD-SED group and the HFD-3hPEX group (Figures 5.6A and 5.6C). Insulin-stimulated 

pAkt2
Thr309

 relative to total Akt2 (pAkt2
Thr309

/Akt2) was lower in HFD-SED versus LFD-SED 

(Figure 5.6B). Insulin-stimulated pAkt2
Ser474

 relative to total Akt2 (pAkt2
Ser474

/Akt2) was greater 
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in the HFD-3hPEX group compared to both the LFD-SED and HFD-SED control groups (Figure 

5.6D). There was a significant main effect of insulin (P<0.001) for pAkt
Thr308

, pAkt2
Thr309

, 

pAkt
Ser473

, and pAkt2
Ser474

. There was a significant main effect of diet and exercise treatment 

(P<0.005) for pAkt
Thr308

, pAkt
Ser473

, pAkt2
Ser474

. There was a significant treatment x insulin 

interaction effect (P<0.005) for pAkt
Thr308

, pAkt
Ser473

, and pAkt2
Ser474

. 

 

DISCUSSION 

It is important to better understand the biological processes that underlie the exercise-

induced improvement in insulin sensitivity of insulin resistant skeletal muscle. The current study 

used a two week HFD protocol that has been shown to induce skeletal muscle insulin resistance 

in rats [2, 38, 53]. In this insulin resistance model, we assessed key post-exercise signaling 

events that have been proposed to be critical for enhancing insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in 

insulin sensitive muscle. The main new findings of the study were: 1) γ3-AMPK activity, but not 

γ1-AMPK activity, in skeletal muscle was elevated both IPEX and 3hPEX compared to 

sedentary controls, 2) at 3hPEX insulin-stimulated pAS160
Ser704 

was increased, but insulin-

independent pAS160
Ser704 

was unaltered compared to HFD-SED controls, 3) insulin-stimulated 

pAkt2
Ser474

 was elevated at 3hPEX compared to HFD-SED control, and 4) insulin-stimulated 

pAkt2
Thr309

 was decreased in sedentary muscle following a 2 week HFD versus LFD-SED 

control. In addition, insulin-independent glucose uptake, pAS160
Thr642

, and pAS160
Ser704 

were 

elevated above sedentary (LFD and HFD) values IPEX. Furthermore, the abundance of α1, α2, 

β1, β2, γ1, and γ3 AMPK-subunits were unaltered by either HFD or exercise. These results 

support the idea that γ3-AMPK activity and AS160 phosphorylation are critical steps for 

enhancing insulin stimulated glucose uptake in insulin resistant skeletal muscle. 

We recently proposed a model to help elucidate the processes underlying increased 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake by skeletal muscle post-exercise [6]. In this model, triggers are 

initiating events that activate downstream memory elements, which store the information that 

can be passed on to the mediators, which convert the memory into action that ultimately results 

in greater insulin-stimulated glucose uptake.  
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Skeletal muscle AMPK activation is a hallmark response to exercise [54-57] and a 

potential trigger for increased insulin sensitivity. Exercise results in the reversible 

phosphorylation of AMPKα
Thr172

 which markedly increases AMPK’s enzymatic activity [39]. 

Increased pAMPKα
Thr172

 and phosphorylation of AMPK’s substrate, acetyl CoA carboxylase 

(ACC), are widely used as indicators of AMPK activity [36, 58-61]. As expected, we observed 

increased pAMPKα
Thr172

 and pACC
Ser79

 IPEX. However, AMPK is a heterotrimeric protein 

complex that contains one catalytic (α) and two regulatory (β and γ) subunits, and values for 

pAMPK
Thr172

 and pACC
Ser79

 do not provide information regarding the isoform-specific activity 

of AMPK. The activation of various heterotrimeric combinations of AMPK can have differential 

responses to exercise [41, 60]. In humans and rats, the effect of in vivo exercise has consistently 

been shown to increase γ3-containing AMPK activity [30, 31, 41, 60, 61]. However, exercise-

induced enhancement of γ1-AMPK activity in skeletal muscle has been less consistent. The 

current results, which are the first assessment of isoform-selective effects of exercise on AMPK 

activity in insulin resistant rat skeletal muscle, show elevated γ3-AMPK activity, but unaltered 

γ1-AMPK activity, both IPEX and 3hPEX. It seemed possible that the effect of exercise to 

increase γ3-AMPK activity could have been secondary to changes in the abundance of γ3-

AMPK post-exercise, but we found that the exercise-mediated increase in γ3-AMPK activity 

occurred in the absence of altered abundance of γ3 or other AMPK subunits. 

Earlier research provides several lines of evidence implicating γ3-AMPK activation as 

being potentially important for increased insulin sensitivity. Results using γ3-AMPK knockout 

mice, revealed that γ3-AMPK is essential for the effect of prior exposure of skeletal muscle to 

AICAR, an AMPK-activator, on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake [36]. Furthermore, γ3-AMPK 

activity was elevated 3h after in situ muscle contraction along with greater insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake in mouse skeletal muscle [35]. Similar to the results for insulin resistant rats in 

the current study, we recently reported in muscles from rats with normal insulin sensitivity that 

γ3-AMPK activity was increased (both IPEX and 3hPEX), and insulin-stimulated glucose uptake 

was enhanced 3hPEX  [31]. 

What are possible cellular events that may serve as the memory elements that connect 

exercise-induced γ3-AMPK activation and insulin-stimulated glucose uptake? Increased post-

exercise pAS160
Ser704

 has emerged as a candidate memory element that is linked to AMPK 
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because Ser704 is an AMPK phosphomotif, and because mutating AS160 Ser704 to Ala704, 

which prevents its phosphorylation, results in decreased insulin-stimulated pAS160
Thr642 

[36]. 

Although insulin-independent pAS160
Ser704

 remained elevated for several hours after exercise in 

some studies [18, 31], in the current study, pAS160
Ser704

 was no longer significantly increased 

above sedentary values at 3hPEX. Therefore, the current results do not support the idea that a 

sustained elevation in insulin-independent pAS160
Ser704

 is a likely memory element for greater 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in insulin resistant rat skeletal muscle. An increase in insulin-

stimulated pAS160
Ser704

 at 3hPEX was also observed, but the mechanisms for the effect of 

insulin on pAS160
Ser704

 remain to be elucidated. Treebak et al. found that the insulin-stimulated 

increase in pAS160
Ser704

 required a PI 3-kinase-dependent mechanism that was apparently not 

attributable to phosphorylation by Akt2, AMPK, or mTOR [62]. Therefore, some unidentified PI 

3-kinase regulated protein kinase may be involved in the post-exercise effect on insulin-

stimulated pAS160
Ser704

. 

Given that greater activity of γ3-AMPK 3hPEX in insulin-resistant muscle was not 

accompanied by a sustained increase in insulin-independent pAS160
Ser704

, what are other 

possible memory elements that might rely on elevated γ3-AMPK activity? Mass spectrometry 

analysis identified several other sites that became phosphorylated in skeletal muscles from mice 

that had been injected with the AMPK-activator AICAR  [62]. Validated antibodies do not 

appear to be available for these sites, and it is unknown if they are responsive to in vivo exercise 

or if they have any effect on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake. However, it seems possible that 

AMPK-regulated phosphomotifs on AS160 other than Ser704 might influence insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake in insulin resistant muscle after exercise. Because various proteins can bind to 

AS160 (e.g., 14-3-3, RUVBL2, RIP140, and ClipR-59) [63-66], an alternative possibility is that 

γ3-AMPK might phosphorylate these or other proteins, and thus indirectly regulate AS160’s 

function. Alternatively, γ3-AMPK may lead to inhibition of protein phosphatase-1α or other 

phosphatases that regulate AS160 dephosphorylation [28, 67]. Finally, γ3-AMPK activity 

remained elevated 3hPEX in insulin resistant muscle, and we previously also observed a similar, 

long-lasting increase in γ3-AMPK activity in muscles from normal rats [31]. Others have also 

reported that γ3-AMPK activity in skeletal muscle can remain elevated several hours after 

exercise by humans [30, 68, 69], in situ contraction [35], or ex vivo incubation with AICAR 

[36]. Thus, it is possible that a sustained increase in muscle γ3-AMPK activity serves as a 
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memory element that can lead to enhanced insulin sensitivity, and the mechanism may not 

necessarily involve AS160-dependent processes. 

Insulin-stimulated phosphorylation of Akt is often reported to be unchanged following 

acute exercise [2, 15, 16, 18, 25, 70, 71]. However, some studies have reported elevated insulin-

stimulated Akt phosphorylation after exercise [20, 22, 26]. Similarly, insulin-stimulated 

pAkt
Ser473

 and pAkt
Thr308

 were greater in insulin-stimulated muscle post-exercise compared to 

SED controls. It is important to note that Akt2 is the isoform of Akt that is primarily responsible 

for insulin-stimulation of both pAS160
Thr642

 and glucose uptake [43, 72, 73]. Apparently no 

earlier research has evaluated acute exercise effects on the insulin-stimulated phosphorylation of 

Akt2 in skeletal muscle with a physiological insulin dose. Accordingly, we also measured 

insulin-stimulated pAkt2 and found that exercise increased insulin-stimulated pAkt2
Ser474

, but not 

pAkt2
Thr309

 in HFD-fed rats. These novel results suggest that the exercise-induced enhancement 

in insulin-stimulated pAS160
Thr642

 and glucose uptake may have been attributable, at least in 

part, to greater Akt2
Ser474

 phosphorylation.  

It is well-established that a single bout of exercise can increase insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake in both normal and insulin resistant skeletal muscle. Although enhanced AS160 

phosphorylation on insulin-regulated Akt-phosphomotifs (Ser588 and Thr642) has been 

identified as a potential mediator of this effect, the results of the current study provided several 

important new insights in insulin resistant skeletal muscle. A prolonged post-exercise increase in 

pAS160
Ser704

 has been suggested as part of the process leading to greater insulin sensitivity, but 

in contrast to recent research with muscles from healthy rats undergoing the same exercise 

protocol [31], we did not detect a sustained increase in phosphorylation on this site in insulin 

resistant muscle. However, the current results are consistent with the notion that greater post-

exercise γ3-AMPK activity may be relevant as a trigger and/or memory element for elevated 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake by insulin-resistant skeletal muscle. It will be important to test 

if elevated post-exercise γ3-AMPK activity plays a causal role in insulin-stimulated AS160 

phosphorylation and/or glucose uptake in insulin resistant muscle. In light of the discovery of 

greater Akt2 phosphorylation in insulin resistant muscle after acute exercise, it would also be 

worthwhile to evaluate exercise effects on Akt2 in healthy skeletal muscle. Finally, recent 

research has demonstrated that effects of prior exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake are 
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variable in different muscle fiber types, and the fiber type-selective differences are not identical 

in muscles from normal compared to insulin resistant muscle [53, 74]. The fiber type-selective 

effects on post-exercise insulin-stimulated glucose uptake tracked closely with fiber type-

selective effects on insulin-stimulated AS160 phosphorylation [27]. Future research should also 

probe the possibility of fiber type-selective effects of exercise on key signaling events in insulin 

resistant skeletal muscle. 
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Figure 5.1 

Effect of 2-week high-fat feeding plus acute exercise on skeletal muscle 2-DG uptake. A) 

Epitrochlearis 2-DG uptake immediately post-exercise. Data were analyzed by one-way 

ANOVA. *P < 0.001, HFD-IPEX vs both LFD-SED and HFD-SED. Values are mean ± 95% 

confidence interval; n = 14/group. B) 2-DG uptake from paired epitrochlearis muscles incubated 

± 100µU/mL insulin at 3 hours post-exercise. Data were analyzed by two-way ANOVA. *P < 

0.001, insulin vs no insulin. 
†
P < 0.005, within insulin treated muscles HFD-SED vs both LFD-

SED and HFD-3hPEX. Values are mean ± 95% confidence interval; n = 15/group. 2-DG, 2-

deoxy-D-glucose; HFD, high-fat diet; LFD, low-fat diet; SED, sedentary; IPEX, immediately 

post-exercise; 3hPEX, 3 hours post-exercise. 
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Figure 5.2 

Effect of 2-week high-fat feeding plus acute exercise on γ-isoform-specific AMPK activity 

in rat epitrochlearis muscle. A) γ1-AMPK activity immediately post-exercise. B) γ3-AMPK 

activity immediately post-exercise. C) γ1-AMPK activity 3 hours post-exercise. D) γ1-AMPK 

activity 3 hours post-exercise. For γ1-AMPK activity assays n = 5/group. For γ3-AMPK activity 

assays n = 8/group. Data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA. *P < 0.01, significantly greater 

than both other treatment groups. Values are expressed as mean ± 95% confidence interval. 

HFD, high-fat diet; LFD, low-fat diet; SED, sedentary; IPEX, immediately post-exercise; 

3hPEX, 3 hours post-exercise. 
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Figure 5.3 

AMPK isoform abundance in epitrochlearis muscle from rats fed a low or high fat diet and 

acutely exercised. A-F) Abundance of α1, α2, β1, β2, γ1, and γ3 AMPK isoforms in 

epitrochlearis muscles immediately post-exercise. Data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA. No 

significant differences were detected. Values are expressed as mean ± 95% confidence interval; n 

= 8/group. HFD, high-fat diet; LFD, low-fat diet; SED, sedentary; IPEX, immediately post-

exercise. 
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Figure 5.4 

Post-exercise AMPK and ACC phosphorylation in epitrochlearis muscle from high fat-fed 

rats versus sedentary controls. A) Phosphorylated AMPKα
Thr172

/AMPKα immediately post-

exercise. B) phosphorylated ACC
Ser79/212

/ACC immediately post-exercise. C) phosphorylated 

AMPKα
Thr172

/AMPKα 3 hours post-exercise. D) phosphorylated ACC
Ser79/212

/ACC 3 hours post-

exercise. IPEX data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA and 3hPEX data were analyzed by two-

way ANOVA. *P < 0.005, HFD-IPEX greater than both other groups. †P < 0.01, Main effect of 

3hPEX vs both LFD-SED and HFD-SED. Values are expressed as mean ± 95% confidence 

interval; n = 8-17/group. HFD, high-fat diet; LFD, low-fat diet; SED, sedentary; IPEX, 

immediately post-exercise; 3hPEX, 3 hours post-exercise. 
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Figure 5.5 

Post-exercise AS160 phosphorylation in epitrochlearis muscle from high fat-fed rats versus 

sedentary controls. A-C) Phosphorylated AS160
Ser588

, AS160
Thr642

, and AS160
Ser704

/AS160 

immediately post-exercise. Data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA. *P < 0.005, HFD-IPEX vs 

both LFD-SED and HFD-SED. #P < 0.01, HFD-IPEX vs HFD-SED only. Values are expressed 

as mean ± 95% confidence interval; n = 17/group. D-F) phosphorylated AS160
Ser588

, 

AS160
Thr642

, and AS160
Ser704

/AS160 at 3 hours post-exercise. Data were analyzed by two-way 

ANOVA. *P < 0.001, insulin vs no insulin. †P < 0.001, HFD-SED vs both LFD-SED and HFD-

3hPEX within insulin treated muscles. ‡P < 0.01, HFD-3hPEX vs HFD-SED within insulin 

treated muscles. Values are expressed as mean ± 95% confidence interval; n = 10-17/group. 

HFD, high-fat diet; LFD, low-fat diet; SED, sedentary; IPEX, immediately post-exercise; 

3hPEX, 3 hours post-exercise.  
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Figure 5.6 

Post-exercise insulin-stimulated Akt and Akt2 phosphorylation in epitrochlearis muscle 

from high fat-fed rats versus sedentary controls. A-D) Phosphorylated Akt
Thr308

/Akt, 

Akt
Ser473

/Akt, Akt2
Thr309

/Akt2 and Akt2
Ser474

/Akt2 at 3 hours post-exercise. Data were analyzed 

by two-way ANOVA. *P < 0.001, insulin vs no insulin. †P < 0.01, significantly different than 

both other treatment groups within insulin treated muscles. ‡P < 0.05, significantly different than 

LFD-SED within insulin treated muscles. Values are expressed as mean ± 95% confidence 

interval; n = 10/group. HFD, high-fat diet; LFD, low-fat diet; SED, sedentary; 3hPEX, 3 hours 

post-exercise. 
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CHAPTER VI 

Study 4 

Fiber Type-specific Effects of Acute Exercise on Insulin-stimulated AS160 Phosphorylation 

in Insulin-Resistant Rat Skeletal Muscle 

ABSTRACT 

Muscle is a heterogeneous tissue composed of multiple fiber types. Earlier research 

revealed fiber type-selective post-exercise-effects on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake (ISGU) 

from insulin-resistant rats (increased for type IIA, IIB, IIBX and IIX, but not type I). In whole 

muscle from insulin-resistant rats, the exercise-effect on ISGU corresponds to the exercise-effect 

on insulin-stimulated AS160 phosphorylation (pAS160), an ISGU-regulating protein. We 

hypothesized that, in insulin-resistant muscle, the fiber type-selective exercise-effects on ISGU 

would correspond to the fiber type-selective exercise-effects on pAS160. Rats were fed a two-

week high-fat diet (HFD) and remained sedentary (SED) or were exercised before epitrochlearis 

muscles were dissected either immediately post-exercise (IPEX) or at 3-hours post-exercise 

(3hPEX) using an exercise protocol that previously revealed fiber type-selective effects on 

ISGU. 3hPEX muscles and SED controls were incubated ±100µU/mL insulin. Individual 

myofibers were isolated, pooled based on myosin heavy chain expression (MHC), and key 

phosphoproteins were measured. Myofiber glycogen and MHC expression were evaluated in 

muscles from other SED, IPEX and 3hPEX rats. Insulin-stimulated pAkt
Ser473

 and pAkt
Thr308

 

were unaltered by exercise in all fiber types. Insulin-stimulated pAS160 was greater for 3hPEX 

versus SED on at least one phosphosite (Ser588, Thr642 and/or Ser704) in type IIA, IIBX, and 

IIB fibers, but not in type I or IIX fibers. Both IPEX and 3hPEX glycogen were decreased versus 

SED in all fiber types. These results provided evidence that fiber type-specific pAS160 in 

insulin-resistant muscle may play a role in the previously reported fiber type-specific elevation in 

ISGU in some, but not all fiber types.
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INTRODUCTION 

Type 2 diabetes is a global health epidemic which costs the United States upwards of 

$133 billion annually [1]. Even in the absence of diabetes, insulin resistance is associated with 

many negative health outcomes [2]. Skeletal muscle accounts for up to 85% of insulin mediated 

glucose disposal making it a prime target for combating insulin resistance [3]. It is well 

documented that exercise can enhance insulin-stimulated glucose uptake into skeletal muscle 

from either healthy or insulin-resistant individuals [4-7]. The robust impact of exercise on 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake by skeletal muscle has prompted the pursuit of mechanisms 

which link exercise to enhanced insulin sensitivity. 

Extensive research has previously evaluated the potential effects of acute exercise on 

insulin signaling in skeletal muscle tissue as a possible mechanism for enhanced insulin 

sensitivity. The results of numerous studies suggest that insulin signaling events distal to Akt 

phosphorylation are likely important for increased insulin sensitivity after exercise [8-19]. In 

particular, the Rab GAP protein, AS160 (Akt Substrate of 160 kDa; also known as TBC1D4), 

has emerged as a leading candidate for mediating the effect of prior exercise on insulin 

sensitivity. In an unphosphorylated state, AS160 is believed to elevate GLUT4 translocation by 

maintaining Rab proteins in an inactive GDP bound state. Site-selective phosphorylation of 

AS160 results in GTP bound Rab, leading to greater GLUT4 vesicle exocytosis [20] and 

increased glucose uptake. The insulin-stimulated phosphorylation of AS160 on Ser588 [12, 13, 

16, 21] and Thr642 [10, 11, 13, 14] has been reported to be enhanced in skeletal muscle several 

hours after exercise, concomitant with elevated insulin-stimulated glucose uptake. In addition, 

the time-course of the reversal of enhanced post-exercise insulin-stimulated AS160 

phosphorylation tracks with the reversal of glucose uptake [10]. Taken together, these previous 

findings support the idea that greater pAS160
Ser588

 and pAS160
Thr642

 may be important for 

enhanced insulin sensitivity observed in the hours after exercise. Recent research has also 

reported increased insulin-stimulated pAS160
Ser704

 several hours after exercise in human and rat 

skeletal muscle [12, 18, 22, 23]. These results are intriguing given that Kjøbsted et al. found that 

mutating Ser704 on AS160 to Ala704, thereby preventing phosphorylation on this site, reduces 

the insulin-stimulated increase in pAS160
Thr642 

in mouse skeletal muscle [19]. These 
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observations suggest the possibility that phosphorylation of AS160
Ser704

 may contribute to 

enhanced phosphorylation of AS160
Thr642

 and insulin-stimulated glucose uptake [24, 25].  

Although there is substantial evidence suggesting that increased site-selective AS160 

phosphorylation may play a role in mediating the effect of exercise on insulin sensitivity, almost 

all of this previous research has been performed in whole muscle tissue. Skeletal muscle is a 

heterogeneous tissue composed of multiple fiber types, characterized by myosin heavy chain 

(MHC) isoform expression, that vary in metabolic and contractile properties [26]. Recent 

findings from our laboratory indicated that the effect of acute exercise on insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake is fiber type-specific in skeletal muscle from healthy rats [27]. We subsequently 

evaluated fiber type-selective AS160 phosphorylation in insulin-stimulated muscles from healthy 

rats and reported that those fiber types with exercise-induced improvement in insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake were also characterized by greater AS160 phosphorylation [28]. These findings 

provided evidence at the fiber type-specific and cellular levels consistent with the idea that 

AS160 plays a role in the increased insulin sensitivity after exercise in insulin-sensitive muscle. 

Although studying exercise effects on insulin sensitivity in healthy muscle is important, a more 

urgent need is to understand these processes in insulin resistance. 

We recently found that a 2-week high-fat diet (HFD) can induce significant insulin 

resistance in the whole rat epitrochlearis muscle [16, 29], but analysis of single fibers from rats 

revealed that the insulin resistance was not uniform across all fiber types [29, 30]. Insulin 

resistance was detected in type II fibers (including IIA, IIAX, IIX, IIBX and IIB), but not in type 

I fibers [29]. Furthermore, when HFD-fed rats performed an acute bout of exercise, insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake was increased in whole epitrochlearis muscles [16]. However, this 

exercise-benefit on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake occurred only in type II fibers, and not in 

type I fibers in HFD-fed rats [30]. Earlier research indicated that acute exercise can increase 

AS160 phosphorylation in muscles from insulin resistant rats and humans [12, 16], but the 

effects of exercise on fiber type-specific AS160 phosphorylation have not been reported. The 

evidence that exercise effects on AS160 phosphorylation are fiber type-specific in muscles from 

healthy rats [28], and that exercise effects on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake is fiber type-

specific in muscles from insulin resistant rats [30], provides a clear rationale for evaluating fiber-

type-specific signaling processes in insulin resistant muscle after exercise. Therefore our first 
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aim was to evaluate fiber-type-specific effects of exercise (both immediately post-exercise and 3-

hours post-exercise with and without insulin) on the phosphorylation of key signaling proteins 

(AMPK, Akt, and AS160) that have been implicated in the regulation of exercise effects on 

skeletal muscle glucose uptake. We also evaluated the phosphorylation of acetyl CoA-

carboxylase, an AMPK substrate, which is often used as an indicator of AMPK activity [19, 31, 

32]. 

A striking finding in earlier research was that exercise resulted in increased insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake in each of the insulin-resistant type II fiber types from HFD-fed rats 

[30], but exercise did not lead to greater insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in the only fiber type 

which that did not become insulin-resistant on a HFD [29]. The exercise protocol resulted in a 

significant reduction in muscle glycogen in all fiber types of HFD-fed rats immediately post-

exercise, but glycogen concentration was not determined 3 h post-exercise, when insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake was measured [30]. Previous research has suggested that the post-

exercise restoration of muscle glycogen concentration might be important for the reversal of the 

post-exercise increase in insulin sensitivity [10, 33, 34]. Therefore, it seemed possible that in 

type I fibers glycogen concentration might have recovered by 3 h post-exercise. Accordingly, our 

second aim was to determine fiber type-specific glycogen content in epitrochlearis muscles from 

HFD-fed rats both immediately and 3-hours post-exercise compared to sedentary controls. 

Hexokinase II (HKII) abundance has been suggested to be important for insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake by skeletal muscle [35]. HKII mRNA expression [36, 37] and activity 

[36] of HKII have been shown to be increased in whole muscle several hours after one exercise 

session. Furthermore, HKII protein abundance is elevated in all fiber types after acute exercise in 

insulin-sensitive rats [28]. Therefore, our final aim was to assess the abundance of HKII after 

acute exercise in different fiber types from insulin-resistant rat skeletal muscle. 

 

METHODS 

Materials. The reagents and apparatus for SDS-PAGE, nonfat dry milk (#170-6404), and 

Clarity Max Western ECL Substrate (#1705062) were from Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA). Tissue 

Protein Extraction Reagent T-PER (#PI78510), Simply Blue SafeStain (#LC6065), Alexa Fluor 
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555 IgM (#A-21043), Alexa Fluor 647 IgG1 (#A-21240), Alexa Fluor 350 IgG2b (#A-21140), 

and WGA-Alexa Fluor 488 (#W11261) were from ThermoFisher (Pittsburgh, PA). Anti-MHC 

type IIB IgM (#BF-F3), anti-MHC type IIA IgG1 (#SC-71), and anti-MHC type I IgG2b (#BA-

D5) were from Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, University of Iowa (Iowa City, IA). 

PhosStop
TM 

(#4906845001), Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (#P8340), periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) kit 

(#395B), and bovine liver glycogen type IX (#G0885) were from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, 

MO). Anti-rabbit IgG horseradish peroxidase conjugate (#7074), anti-phospho Akt Ser
473

 

(pAkt
Ser473

; #4060), anti-phospho Akt Thr
308

 (pAkt
Thr308

; #13038), anti-Akt (#4691), anti-

phospho AS160 Thr
642

 (pAS160
Thr642

; #4288), anti-phospho AS160 Ser
588

 (pAS160
Ser588

; #8730), 

anti-AS160 (AS160; #2447), anti-phospho AMPKα Thr
172

 (pAMPKα
Thr172

; #2535), anti-AMP-

activated protein kinase-α (AMPKα; #2532), anti-acetyl CoA carboxylase (ACC; #3676), anti-

phospho ACC Ser
79

 (pACC
Ser79

; #3661), and anti-Hexokinase II (HKII; #2867) were from Cell 

Signaling Technology (Danvers, MA). Skeletal muscle expresses two isoforms of ACC (ACC1 

and ACC2). ACC1 has a relatively low expression in skeletal muscle and is phosphorylated by 

AMPK on Ser
79

. ACC2 has a relatively high expression in skeletal muscle and is phosphorylated 

by AMPK on Ser
212

 [38]. Since the pACC
Ser79

 antibody (#3661) detects both pACC1
Ser79

 and 

pACC2
Ser212

 [39], we hereafter refer to the results with this antibody as pACC
Ser79/212

. Anti-

phospho AS160
Ser704

 was provided by Dr. Jonas Treebak (University of Copenhagen, Denmark). 

Animal treatment and muscle preparation. Procedures for animal care were approved by 

the University of Michigan Committee on Use and Care of Animals. Male Wistar rats (6-7 weeks 

old; Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA) were individually housed and provided with 

high-fat chow (Laboratory Diet no. D12492; ResearchDiets, New Brunswick, NJ) and water ad 

libitum for two weeks until they were fasted on the night before the experiment at ∼1700. 

Caloric intake for each rat during the two week diet period was estimated based on the difference 

between the food provided on day one and the food remaining at ~1700 on the night prior to the 

experiment. At ~0700 on the day of the experiment rats either remained sedentary or swam in a 

barrel filled with water (35°C) for four 30-minute bouts with 5-minutes of rest between bouts. 

Rats were anesthetized (intraperitoneal injection: 50mg/kg ketamine, 5mg/kg xylazine) either 

immediately post-exercise (IPEX) or at 3-hours post-exercise (3hPEX) with time matched 

sedentary controls. Rats were then weighed and epitrochlearis muscles were dissected. After 

muscle dissections, the epididymal fat pads were dissected and weighed.  
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Muscle storage and incubation. Muscles that were dissected IPEX (and sedentary 

controls) were immediately frozen in liquid N2 and stored at -80°C until further processing. In 

the 3hPEX experiment, after dissection muscles underwent a two-step incubation process. First 

muscles were incubated in media 1 (Krebs Henseleit Buffer, KHB, supplemented with 0.1% 

BSA, 2mM sodium pyruvate, and 6mM mannitol) for 30min in glass vials gassed (95% O2, 5% 

CO2) in a temperature-controlled bath (35°C) with or without 100µU/mL insulin. Then muscles 

were transferred to other vials (35°C) containing fresh media 1 at the same insulin concentration 

(0 or 100µU/mL) for 20 minutes. After the second incubation, muscles were blotted, frozen in 

liquid N2, and stored at -80°C until further processing. 

Freeze-drying and isolation of single muscle fibers. Frozen muscles were processed as 

previously described [28, 40]. In brief, muscles were freeze-dried for 48 h and then individual 

fiber segments (~1-5mm in length) were isolated under a dissecting microscope (EZ4D; Leica; 

Buffalo Grove, IL) using fine forceps in a humidity-controlled room (30-35% humidity). Fibers 

were placed in individual PCR tubes and then 6µl of lysis buffer (T-PER, 1mM Na3VO4, 1mM 

EDTA, 1mM EGTA, 2.5mM sodium pyrophosphate tetrabasic decahydrate, 1mM β-

glycerophosphate, 1μg/ml leupeptin, 1mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 100μl/ml Protease 

Inhibitor Cocktail and 1 tablet/5ml PhosSTOP™) and 6µl of 6X Laemmli sample buffer were 

added to each tube. Tubes were placed on ice for at least 15minutes before heating at 95-100°C 

for 5min. Fiber lysates were then stored at -80°C until further processing. 

Pooled freeze-dried fiber preparation and protein quantification. An aliquot (6µl) of 

each fiber lysate was used to determine fiber type by myosin heavy chain (MHC) isoform 

expression using SDS-PAGE as previously described [41, 42]. The remaining fiber lysate (6µl) 

of each sample was then pooled with other samples from the same muscle that expressed the 

same fiber type. This resulted in 5 pools of lysed fiber from each muscle containing samples 

which expressed type I, IIA, IIX, IIBX and IIB MHC. Although type IIAX hybrid fibers were 

detected, there was an insufficient amount of fibers (and thus protein) for subsequent 

immunoblotting. 

 A total of 1503 fibers isolated from 16 muscles (1 muscle per rat; 8 SED and 8 IPEX rats) 

was analyzed for the IPEX experiment. The means ± SE for number of pooled fibers used from 

each muscle of each fiber type from SED/IPEX groups were: type I (12 ± 2 / 12 ± 1), type IIA 

(13 ± 2 / 12 ± 1), type IIX (24 ± 5 / 17 ± 3), type IIBX (14 ± 1 / 18 ± 2), and type IIB (35 ± 5 / 34 
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± 4). A total of 4084 fibers isolated from 40 muscles (paired muscles of each rat were incubated 

with or without insulin; 10 SED and 10 3hPEX rats) was analyzed for the 3hPEX experiment. 

The means ± SE for number of pooled fibers used from each muscle of each fiber type from SED 

no insulin/SED insulin and 3hPEX no insulin/3hPEX insulin groups were: type I (16 ± 1 / 18 ± 1 

and 18 ± 2 / 23 ± 2), type IIA (17 ± 2 / 20 ± 2 and 22 ± 2 / 23 ± 2), type IIX (21 ± 2 / 22 ± 2 and 

25 ± 2 / 26 ± 2), type IIBX (20 ± 2 / 21 ± 2 and 23 ± 1 / 21 ± 2), and type IIB (38 ± 3 / 30 ± 3 and 

39 ± 4 / 39 ± 3). 

 A 10µl aliquot of each pooled sample was loaded on 10% SDS-PAGE gels to determine 

the MHC protein concentration. On each gel there was a standard curve of known protein 

concentration (ranging from 0.2µg-3.2µg) made from homogenized epitrochlearis muscle. After 

electrophoresis, gels were stained for 1 h using Simply Blue SafeStain and destained for 2-3 h in 

deionized water. Stained MHC band intensity was quantified by densitrometry and protein 

concentration was determined using the standard curve (R
2
=0.95-0.99). 

Immunoblotting. Samples were heated (95-100°C) for 5 minutes, equal amount of pooled 

fiber lysate protein was subjected to SDS-PAGE, and then samples were transferred to 

polyvinylidene difluoride membranes. Following electrotransfer, gels were stained for 1hr 

(Simply Blue SafeStain), destained for 2-3hr (deionized water), and then MHC bands were 

quantified by densitometry to serve as loading controls. Membranes were blocked (3% BSA or 

nonfat milk in TBST, 45 minutes, room temperature), incubated in appropriate primary 

antibodies (3% BSA or nonfat milk in TBST, overnight, 4°C), and washed (3 X 5 minutes with 

TBST) before incubation in secondary antibody (3% BSA or nonfat milk in TBST, 1hr, room 

temperature). Membranes were then washed in TBST (3 X 5 minutes) and TBS (3 X 5 minutes) 

before exposure to Clarity Max Western ECL Substrate for 5 minutes. After imaging (Fluorchem 

E Imager, ProteinSimple, San Leandro, CA) proteins were quantified by densitometry and each 

sample value was expressed relative to the normalized average of all samples on the blot and 

divided by the respective MHC loading control. Phosphorylated protein data were expressed as a 

ratio of phosphorylated:total protein. The signal for pAS160
Ser588

 in type I fibers was insufficient 

to quantify, therefore the data are not shown. 

Histochemical glycogen analysis. External standards of known glycogen concentration 

were created using bovine liver glycogen type IX as previously described [30, 43]. Serial muscle 
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cross-sections (10µm) were used for PAS staining and MHC detection. Each PAS slide also 

contained external glycogen standards (10µm) to reliably compare staining of muscle sections on 

separate slides. Slides were fixed in 10% formalin, treated with periodic acid and Schiff’s 

reagent, washed, and mounted as previously described [30]. MHC identification was performed 

using standard procedures, as previously described [44]. Images of cross-sectionally oriented 

muscles were captured using a Keyence BZ-X700 microscope capable of fluorescent and bright-

field illumination. DAPI, GFP, TRITC, and Cy5 filter cubes were used for the fluorescent 

detection of MHC isoforms and extracellular matrix at 10X magnification. PAS stained sections 

were captured using bright-field illumination at 10X magnification and converted to 8-bit for 

quantification of stain intensity. Image capture settings and conditions remained constant for 

PAS slide imaging to minimize variability between slides. Two researchers independently 

identified MHC isoform expression of all analyzed fibers to confirm accurate fiber typing. After 

fiber type was identified, the corresponding fibers in PAS images were manually traced 

(excluding the cell border) and quantified by mean grayscale value using ImageJ.  

Statistics. Data are expressed as means ± standard error (SEM), with two-tailed 

significance levels of α ≤ 0.05. Two-tailed t-tests were used to determine the exercise effect in 

IPEX samples compared to sedentary. Two-way ANOVA was used to determine the effect of 

exercise and insulin on protein phosphorylation or abundance in the 3hPEX experiments. 

Because glycogen was collected from multiple individual fibers per rat, we analyzed these data 

using mixed-effects linear regression models, incorporating fixed parameters evaluating the 

contributions of treatment group (SED, IPEX, or 3hPEX) and interaction effects, random Y-

intercepts to account for multiple observations within each rat. Analyses were performed using 

StataIC 14.2 (College Station, TX). 

 

RESULTS 

Signaling immediately post-exercise. Phosphorylation of AMPK
Thr172

 divided by total 

AMPK (pAMPK
Thr172

/AMPKα) was significantly greater (P < 0.05) immediately post-

exercise (IPEX) compared to sedentary (SED) controls in type I, IIX, and IIB fibers (Figure 6.1). 

There was not a statistically significant IPEX-induced increase in pAMPK
Thr172

/AMPKα in 
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type IIA or IIBX fibers IPEX. The phosphorylation of ACC
Ser79/212

 divided by total ACC 

(pACC
Ser79/212

/ACC) was significantly greater (P < 0.05) in all fiber types IPEX versus SED 

controls (Figure 6.2). Phosphorylation of AS160
Ser704

 divided by total AS160 

(pAS160
Ser704

/AS160) was significantly greater (P < 0.01) in all fiber types IPEX versus SED 

controls (Figure 6.3). 

Insulin signaling 3-hours post-exercise. There was a significant main effect of insulin (P 

< 0.001) on the phosphorylation of Akt
Ser473

 divided by total Akt (pAkt
Ser473

/Akt) in all fiber 

types. Post-hoc analyses revealed significant effects of insulin on pAkt
Ser473

/Akt within both SED 

and 3hPEX muscles of all fiber types (P < 0.05) (Figure 6.4).  

There was a significant main effect of insulin (P < 0.005) on the phosphorylation of 

Akt
Thr308

 divided by total Akt (pAkt
Thr308

/Akt) in all fiber types. Post-hoc analyses revealed 

significant effects of insulin on pAkt
Thr308

/Akt within both SED and 3hPEX muscles of all fiber 

types (P ≤ 0.05) (Figure 6.5). We did not detect significant exercise-induced changes in Akt 

phosphorylation (on Ser473 or Thr308) in any fiber type. 

 There was a significant main effect of insulin (P < 0.005) on the phosphorylation of 

AS160
Ser704

 divided by total AS160 (pAS160
Ser704

/AS160) in type I, IIA, IIBX, and IIB fibers at 

3hPEX. A significant main effect of exercise (P < 0.05) was detected for pAS160
Ser704

/AS160 in 

type IIBX and IIB fibers. A significant insulin by exercise interaction (P < 0.05) was detected for 

pAS160
Ser704

/AS160 in type I and IIBX fibers. Post-hoc analyses revealed that insulin-stimulated 

pAS160
Ser704

/AS160 at 3hPEX was greater versus SED in type IIBX and IIB fibers (P < 0.05). 

The insulin-stimulated increase in pAS160
Ser704

/AS160 was significant in type I, IIA and IIB 

fiber from SED rats (P < 0.05), and in type IIA, IIBX, and IIB 3hPEX fibers from 3hPEX rats (P 

< 0.05) (Figure 6.6). 

There was a significant main effect of insulin (P < 0.001) on the phosphorylation of 

AS160
Thr642

 divided by total AS160 (pAS160
Thr642

/AS160) in all fiber types at 3hPEX. A 

significant insulin by exercise interaction (P < 0.05) was detected for pAS160
Thr642

/AS160 in 

type I fibers. Post-hoc analyses revealed that insulin-stimulated pAS160
Thr642

/AS160 at 3hPEX 

was greater versus SED in type IIA and IIBX fibers (P < 0.05), but was lower versus SED in 

type I fibers (P < 0.05). Insulin-stimulated pAS160
Thr642

/AS160 was significantly greater in all 
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fiber types from SED rats (P < 0.005), and in type IIA, IIX, IIBX and IIB fibers from 3hPEX rats 

(P < 0.001) (Figure 6.7). 

There was a significant main effect of insulin (P < 0.005) on the phosphorylation of 

AS160
Ser588

 divided by total AS160 (pAS160
Ser588

/AS160) in type IIA, IIX, IIBX, and IIB fibers 

at 3hPEX. A significant main effect of exercise (P < 0.01) was detected for pAS160
Ser588

/AS160 

in type IIA fibers. Post-hoc analyses revealed that insulin-stimulated pAS160
Ser588

/AS160 at 

3hPEX was greater versus SED in type IIA fibers (P < 0.05). Insulin-stimulated 

pAS160
Ser588

/AS160 was significantly greater in type IIA, IIX, IIBX and IIB fiber from SED rats 

(P < 0.05), and 3hPEX rats (P < 0.05) (Figure 6.8). 

Glycogen. Glycogen values was significantly decreased (P < 0.001) at both IPEX and 

3hPEX groups when compared to SED in all fiber types (Figures 6.9 & 6.10). At 3hPEX versus 

IPEX the type IIX, IIBX, and IIB fibers had significantly greater glycogen values (P < 0.001), 

but glycogen levels at 3hPEX remained significantly lower than the SED group.  

Hexokinase II abundance. The abundance of hexokinase II (HKII) was significantly 

greater (P < 0.05) at 3hPEX versus SED in all fiber types (Figure 6.11). 

 

DISCUSSION 

Improved insulin-stimulated glucose uptake is a critical health benefit of exercise that is 

observed in both healthy and insulin resistant skeletal muscle. The specific molecular and 

cellular processes responsible for this important outcome are not completely understood. In 

whole muscle tissue, increased AS160 phosphorylation has emerged as an attractive candidate 

for mediating the effects of exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake. Recently we observed 

in healthy rats that exercise-induced fiber type-specific increases in insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake correspond to fiber type-specific insulin-stimulated AS160 phosphorylation on multiple 

sites [28]. However, the mechanisms which lead to increased insulin-stimulated glucose uptake 

after exercise in insulin resistant muscle fibers may differ from those in insulin sensitive muscle. 

Therefore, we assessed the effects of exercise and insulin on signaling differences at a fiber type-

specific level in insulin resistant rat muscle. In different fiber types from insulin resistant muscle 

we discovered: 1) recruitment of all fiber types was strongly evidenced by decreased glycogen 
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along with increased pACC
Ser79/212

 and pAS160
Ser704

 for IPEX versus SED rats; 2) insulin-

stimulated pAkt
Ser473

 and pAkt
Thr308

 were unaffected by exercise in all fiber types; 3) a fiber type-

specific effect of exercise on insulin-stimulated pAS160
Ser704

, pAS160
Thr642

, and pAS160
Ser588 

for 

3hPEX versus SED; 4) glycogen levels were lower for 3hPEX compared to SED in all fiber 

types; and 5) HKII abundance was greater in all fiber types for 3hPEX versus SED. 

Multiple lines of evidence indicate that all fiber types were recruited by the exercise 

protocol. Glycogen levels were significantly reduced for all fiber types in IPEX compared to 

SED rats. We also observed increased pAMPKα
Thr172

 IPEX in type IIB, IIX, and I fibers, but 

unaltered pAMPKα
Thr172

 IPEX in type IIBX, and IIA fibers. Although pAMPKα
Thr172

 was not 

elevated IPEX in every fiber type, the phosphorylation of AMPK may not completely reflect its 

enzymatic activity because AMPK can be allosterically activated by AMP binding [45]. In this 

context, there is evidence that AMPK was activated in all fiber types from IPEX versus SED rats 

based on an increase in pACC
Ser79/212

, an AMPK substrate and widely used indicator for greater 

AMPK activity [46, 47]. Greater activation of AMPK was also evidenced by enhanced 

pAS160
Ser704

 in all fiber types from IPEX compared to SED rats. The current results, along with 

our earlier report that the same exercise protocol significantly increased insulin-independent 

glucose uptake in all fiber types of IPEX versus SED rats [30], provide substantial evidence that 

all fiber types were recruited by the exercise protocol. It is unlikely that the lack of an exercise-

induced increase in AS160 phosphorylation at 3hPEX in type I fibers was attributable to a lack 

of type I fiber recruitment by the exercise protocol. 

Our recent determination of both glucose uptake and fiber type in single fibers from rats 

undergoing the same diet and exercise treatment as in the current study revealed that the exercise 

effect on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake is not uniform across all fiber types [30]. In that 

study, insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in type II fibers (IIA, IIB, IIBX and IIX) from HFD-

3hPEX rats exceeded HFD-SED values, but no exercise-effect on insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake was evident for type I fibers [30]. The current study offers new insights into possible 

reasons for the differential fiber-type specific increases in insulin-stimulated glucose uptake after 

acute exercise by HFD-fed rats. In type IIB, IIBX, and IIA fibers we observed post-exercise 

enhancement of insulin-stimulated AS160 phosphorylation on one or more phosphosites (IIB on 

Ser704; IIBX on Ser704 and Thr642; and IIA on Thr642 and Ser588) in HFD-fed rats at 3hPEX. 
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The elevated AS160 phosphorylation may play a role in the enhanced post-exercise insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake found in these fiber types. In contrast, in type IIX fibers the insulin-

stimulated AS160 phosphorylation was unaltered after exercise on all of the measured 

phosphosites, suggesting that other mechanisms are responsible for the improved post-exercise 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in IIX fibers. In type I fibers the current study found decreased 

insulin-stimulated pAS160
Ser704

 and pAS160
Thr642

 after exercise in HFD-fed rats. The decrease in 

insulin-stimulated AS160 site-selective phosphorylation in type I fibers after exercise may 

contribute to the absence of an effect of exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake. 

A striking observation from our previous study using the same diet and exercise protocol 

was that insulin-stimulated glucose uptake was not increased in type I fibers from HFD-3hPEX 

versus HFD-SED rats [30]. Because it has been suggested that recovery of muscle glycogen after 

exercise may be important for the reversal of insulin-stimulated glucose uptake [10, 33, 34], it 

seemed possible that glycogen might have been rapidly restored in type I fibers from HFD-

3hPEX rats. Accordingly, we tested this idea by measuring fiber type-specific glycogen values of 

epitrochlearis muscles from SED, IPEX, and 3hPEX rats. Glycogen levels at 3hPEX in type I 

fibers remained significantly below SED values, and not different from IPEX levels. The current 

glycogen results together with the previously reported fiber type-specific glucose uptake data in 

HFD-fed rats after the same exercise protocol are consistent with the results from earlier research 

suggesting that a sustained decrease in glycogen after exercise may be necessary, but is not 

sufficient for the post-exercise increase in insulin sensitivity [19, 48].  

Given that glycogen values had not been resynthesized to SED control levels at 3hPEX in 

type I fibers, what are other possible mechanisms that might account for the absence of improved 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in type I fibers? AMPK activation has been proposed to play 

an important role in triggering events that lead to insulin-stimulated glucose uptake. AMPK is a 

heterotrimeric protein complex composed of one catalytic (α) and two regulatory (β and γ) 

subunits. γ3-containing AMPK is essential for the effect of AICAR, an AMPK activator, on 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake [19]. Furthermore, substantial evidence has consistently shown 

that γ3-containing AMPK is activated after exercise [31, 32, 49, 50] and remains elevated hours 

later concomitant with insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in both chow-fed [23] and HFD-fed rats 

(manuscript in review). It is possible that type I fibers from HFD-fed rats do not have sustained 
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post-exercise elevations in γ3-AMPK activity, which in turn might be responsible for the lack of 

a post-exercise effect on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake. Our preliminary experiments used 

~100 fibers to measure γ3-AMPK activity (unpublished data). For this experiment, we typically 

collected ~12-18 type I fibers/muscle, suggesting we would need to pool type I fibers from up to 

~6-8 rats for each data-point. Accordingly, evaluating γ3-AMPK in pooled fiber samples will be 

quite challenging because of the quantity of muscle that is required for determination of γ3-

AMPK activity. 

Earlier research on rats with normal insulin sensitivity subjected to the same exercise 

protocol as used in the current study found that insulin-stimulated glucose uptake was increased 

at 3hPEX above SED values for type I, IIA, IIB, and IIBX fibers, but not for type IIX fibers [27]. 

AS160 phosphorylation was also increased in each of the fiber types with post-exercise elevation 

in insulin-stimulated glucose uptake (I, IIA, IIB and IIBX), but not in type IIX fibers from 

3hPEX compared to SED rats with normal insulin sensitivity [28]. Thus, type IIA, IIB and IIBX 

fibers from either insulin sensitive or insulin resistant rats had increased post-exercise insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake concomitant with greater AS160 phosphorylation. In contrast, exercise 

effects on type I fibers were different for insulin sensitive (both insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake and AS160 phosphorylation increased) compared to insulin resistant (insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake unchanged and AS160 phosphorylation decreased) rats. However, the results for 

type I fibers in both diet groups support the idea that increased insulin-stimulated AS160 

phosphorylation is linked to post-exercise effects on insulin sensitivity. The results for type IIX 

fibers in insulin sensitive rats provide further evidence for an association between greater 

insulin-stimulated AS160 phosphorylation and greater insulin-stimulated glucose uptake (i.e., 

neither was increased after exercise). Among the five fiber types evaluated in both normal and 

insulin resistant rats, only type IIX fibers from HFD rats were characterized by greater insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake for 3hPEX versus diet-matched SED controls without an exercise-

induced improvement in AS160 phosphorylation. Taking together all of the observations from 

the earlier and current research provides considerable evidence for a relationship between post-

exercise effects on AS160 phosphorylation and glucose uptake in insulin-stimulated fibers. 

What might account for the improved insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in type IIX fibers 

from the HFD-3hPEX rats in which AS160 phosphorylation was not increased? Overexpression 
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of HKII can lead to elevated post-exercise glucose uptake in mouse skeletal muscle [51]. In 

chow-fed rats with normal insulin sensitivity performing the same exercise protocol as used in 

this study, HKII protein expression was either significantly increased (type I, IIB, IIBX and IIX) 

or tended to increase (type IIA) at 3hPEX compared to SED values [28]. Similarly, HKII 

abundance of HFD-3hPEX rats exceeded HFD-SED values in all fiber types. Taking together the 

exercise-induced increase in HKII abundance in type I fibers in the current study with earlier 

results indicating that insulin-stimulated glucose uptake was not increased in type I fibers of 

HFD-3hPEX rats suggests that increased HKII expression after exercise is not sufficient for the 

elevation in insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in type I fibers. However, it remains possible that 

greater HKII abundance has a role in the improved insulin-stimulated glucose uptake that was 

previously reported for IIX fibers, and possibly other type II fiber types, from HFD-3hPEX rats 

[30].  

Exercise did not significantly alter insulin-stimulated pAkt
Ser473

 or pAkt
Thr308

 after 

exercise in any fiber type, indicating that enhanced Akt phosphorylation was not responsible for 

the elevated insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in any of the fiber types. The lack of an effect of 

exercise on insulin-stimulated Akt phosphorylation in all fiber types is consistent with the results 

from previous studies that analyzed whole muscle tissue [12, 18, 52-55]. However, we recently 

observed in whole epitrochlearis muscle from rats undergoing the same diet and exercise 

protocols as the current study that insulin-stimulated pAkt
Ser473

 and pAkt
Thr308

 were increased at 

3hPEX (manuscript in review). Skeletal muscle includes many cell types other than muscle 

fibers, so whole muscle analysis reflects the sum total for all cells types. Other cell types that are 

included in whole skeletal muscle analysis (including adipocytes, smooth muscle cells, 

endothelial cells, nerve cells, fibroblasts, erythrocytes, platelets, neutrophils) are known to 

express Akt [56-61]. Thus, interpreting together the results of the current study and our 

unpublished data from HFD-fed whole muscles (manuscript in review), an intriguing possibility 

is that acute exercise may enhance Akt phosphorylation in cell types other than myofibers. 

Future research will be required to test this provocative idea.   

By definition, glucose uptake is a cellular process, so evaluating fiber type differences is 

essential to fully understand the regulation of glucose uptake. Previous data using whole muscle 

[8, 10, 13, 23] or single fibers [28] from insulin-sensitive rats demonstrated a strong relationship 
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between increased AS160 phosphorylation and improved insulin-stimulated glucose uptake after 

exercise. This relationship was also observed in whole muscle from insulin resistant rats [16] 

(manuscript in review). However, the lack of a uniform effect of prior exercise on insulin-

stimulated AS160 phosphorylation across all fiber types in the current study using insulin 

resistant muscle revealed novel and important information about the complexity of this 

relationship that could not have been discovered using only whole muscle analysis. These data 

provide further evidence for a possible role of AS160 in post-exercise insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake, but this relationship was notably absent in insulin-resistant type IIX fibers. The 

underlying biological basis for the different post-exercise responses in various fiber types with 

regard to insulin-stimulated glucose uptake or pAS160 remains to be elucidated, but the current 

results indicate that the fiber type-differences are not attributable to differences in post-exercise 

effects on Akt phosphorylation, glycogen levels or HKII abundance. The current results revealed 

the need for future research to test the possible causal relationships between post-exercise 

outcomes (including site-selective AS160 phosphorylation, increased HKII abundance, and other 

post-exercise events such as γ3-AMPK activity) and post-exercise insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake in each fiber type from insulin resistant animals. 
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Figure 6.1 

Fiber type-specific pAMPKα
Thr172

/AMPKα immediately post-exercise from high-fat diet 

fed rats. *P ≤ 0.05, indicates IPEX significantly greater than SED. Values are mean ± SEM, n = 

7-8 per group. Representative blots and loading controls are included for each fiber type. SED, 

sedentary; IPEX, immediately post-exercise; MHC, myosin heavy chain. 
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Figure 6.2 

Fiber type-specific pACC
Ser79/212

/ACC immediately post-exercise from high-fat diet fed 

rats. *P ≤ 0.05, indicates IPEX significantly greater than SED. Values are mean ± SEM, n = 6-8 

per group. Representative blots and loading controls are included for each fiber type. SED, 

sedentary; IPEX, immediately post-exercise; MHC, myosin heavy chain. 
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Figure 6.3 

Fiber type-specific pAS160
Ser704

/AS160 immediately post-exercise from high-fat diet fed 

rats. *P ≤ 0.01, indicates IPEX significantly greater than SED. Values are mean ± SEM, n = 7-8 

per group. Representative blots and loading controls are included for each fiber type. SED, 

sedentary; IPEX, immediately post-exercise; MHC, myosin heavy chain. 
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Figure 6.4 

Insulin-stimulated pAkt
Ser473

/Akt at 3hPEX vs SED controls in different fiber types from 

high-fat diet fed rats. *P ≤ 0.05, indicates insulin significantly greater than no insulin within the 

same treatment group (SED or 3hPEX). Values are mean ± SEM, n = 7-10 per group. 

Representative blots and loading controls are included for each fiber type. SED, sedentary; 

3hPEX, 3-hours post-exercise; MHC, myosin heavy chain. 
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Figure 6.5 

Insulin-stimulated pAkt
Thr308

/Akt at 3hPEX vs SED controls in different fiber types from 

high-fat diet fed rats. *P ≤ 0.05, indicates insulin significantly greater than no insulin within the 

same treatment group (SED or 3hPEX). Values are mean ± SEM, n = 7-10 per group. 

Representative blots and loading controls are included for each fiber type. SED, sedentary; 

3hPEX, 3-hours post-exercise; MHC, myosin heavy chain. 
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Figure 6.6 

Insulin-stimulated pAS160
Ser704

/AS160 at 3hPEX vs SED controls in different fiber types 

from high-fat diet fed rats. *P ≤ 0.05, indicates insulin significantly greater than no insulin 

within the same treatment group (SED or 3hPEX). 
†
P ≤ 0.05, indicates 3hPEX significantly 

different than SED within insulin treated fibers. Values are mean ± SEM, n = 6-10 per group. 

Representative blots and loading controls are included for each fiber type. SED, sedentary; 

3hPEX, 3-hours post-exercise; MHC, myosin heavy chain. 
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Figure 6.7 

Insulin-stimulated pAS160
Thr642

/AS160 at 3hPEX vs SED controls in different fiber types 

from high-fat diet fed rats. *P ≤ 0.05, indicates insulin significantly greater than no insulin 

within the same treatment group (SED or 3hPEX). 
†
P ≤ 0.05, indicates 3hPEX significantly 

different than SED within insulin treated fibers. Values are mean ± SEM, n = 6-10 per group. 

Representative blots and loading controls are included for each fiber type. SED, sedentary; 

3hPEX, 3-hours post-exercise; MHC, myosin heavy chain. 
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Figure 6.8 

Insulin-stimulated pAS160
Ser588

/AS160 at 3hPEX vs SED controls in different fiber types 

from high-fat diet fed rats. *P ≤ 0.05, indicates insulin significantly greater than no insulin 

within the same treatment group (SED or 3hPEX). 
†
P ≤ 0.05, indicates 3hPEX significantly 

different than SED within insulin treated fibers. Values are mean ± SEM, n = 7-10 per group. 

Representative blots and loading controls are included for each fiber type. SED, sedentary; 

3hPEX, 3-hours post-exercise; MHC, myosin heavy chain. 
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Figure 6.9 

Representative images of serially cross-sectioned rat muscle for identification of glycogen 

content and fiber type. Glycogen content was determined by PAS stain intensity (darker stain 

represents higher glycogen content). MHC type I is shown in blue, MHC type IIA is shown in 

red, MHC type IIB is shown in green, and MHC type IIX is represented by the absence of signal 

(black). 
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Figure 6.10 

Post-exercise fiber type-specific glycogen content. *P ≤ 0.001, indicates SED significantly 

greater than both IPEX and 3hPEX. 
†
P ≤ 0.001, indicates 3hPEX significantly greater than 

IPEX. Values are mean ± SEM. The number of rats used for each group in this experiment was 

n=6; 51-108 fibers/muscle were used to determine glycogen content. Numbers of fibers (SED, 

IPEX, 3hPEX) used for glycogen measurement of each fiber type were: type I (100, 76, 106), 

type IIA (117, 133, 123), type IIX (45, 83, 81), type IIBX (42, 37, 54), type IIB (146, 163, 175). 
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Figure 6.11 

Fiber type-specific Hexokinase II abundance 3-hours post-exercise. *P ≤ 0.05, indicates 

3hPEX significantly greater than SED. Values are mean ± SEM, n = 12-20 per group. 

Representative blots and loading controls are included for each fiber type. SED, sedentary; 

3hPEX, 3-hours post-exercise; MHC, myosin heavy chain. 
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CHAPTER VII 

Discussion 

Focus of this Discussion 

 This discussion chapter will: 1) provide a summary of the key findings from each study; 

2) provide an integrated interpretation of the results from all studies; 3) suggest directions for 

future research, including a proposal for a specific future research projects to build on the results 

in this dissertation; and 4) summarize the overall conclusions of the research presented in this 

dissertation. 

Summary of Key Findings 

 The results from this dissertation provide novel insights into the mechanisms for 

enhanced insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in insulin-resistant skeletal muscle after acute 

exercise. Although previous research related to the insulin signaling events that lead to enhanced 

post-exercise insulin-stimulated glucose uptake have been relatively well studied in healthy 

muscle [1-8], considerably less work had been performed on this topic in insulin-resistant 

skeletal muscle. It is important to recognize that skeletal muscle is a heterogeneous tissue 

composed of multiple fiber types with differing metabolic and contractile properties [9]. By 

evaluating glucose uptake and signaling events in various muscle fiber types, this dissertation has 

provided unique insight into the effects of in vivo exercise during insulin resistance on insulin 

sensitivity at the myocellular level. A brief summary of the key findings from each study of this 

dissertation is provided below. 

Study 1: High-Fat Diet-Induced Insulin Resistance in Single Skeletal Muscle Fibers is Fiber 

Type Selective 

  Male Wistar rats were fed either a normal chow diet (LFD; low-fat diet) or a high-fat 

diet (HFD) which can induce muscle insulin resistance. Paired epitrochlearis muscles were 
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dissected and incubated with or without 100µU/mL insulin and [
3
H]-2-DG for glucose uptake 

measurement. Some muscles were used for whole muscle analysis while other muscles were 

incubated in collagenase and single fibers were isolated for glucose uptake analysis. After fiber 

typing and glucose uptake measurement, the remaining fiber lysate sample was used for blotting 

of GLUT4 and mitochondrial proteins. 

 There was greater body mass (8%), estimated caloric intake (16%), and epididymal fat 

mass (57%) in rats fed a HFD for 2-weeks compared to LFD-fed rats. 

 Insulin-stimulated glucose uptake was decreased (40%) in whole epitrochlearis muscle 

from HFD-fed rats compared to LFD-fed rats.  

 In HFD-fed versus LFD-fed rats, insulin-stimulated glucose uptake was significantly 

diminished in type II fibers, including IIA (12%), IIAX (49%), IIX (34%), IIBX (44%), 

and IIB (45%), without a significant effect in type I fibers.  

 MHC expression of whole muscle tissue did not differ between LFD and HFD. If the 

relative abundance of each MHC isoform in whole muscle (8% type I, 16% type IIA, 

27% type IIX, and 49% type IIB) is multiplied by the respective decrements in glucose 

uptake for each fiber type (non-significant 4% lower value for type I and significant 

decrements of 12% for type IIA, 34% for type IIX, and 45% for type IIB) then an 

estimated sum of isoform-selective values results in an approximate 33.5% decrease in 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake. This value compares favorably to the directly 

measured 40% decrease in whole muscle insulin-stimulated glucose uptake.  

 GLUT4 protein abundance was not significantly altered by a HFD in the whole 

epitrochlearis muscle or type I, IIA, IIAX, IIX, or IIBX fibers. However, GLUT4 

abundance was significantly decreased in type IIB fibers from HFD-fed rats compared to 

LFD-fed rats.  

 There were fiber type-selective HFD-effects on the abundance of 6 mitochondrial 

proteins. Type I fibers, the sole fiber type that did not become insulin-resistant with the 

HFD, had a significant HFD-induced decrease in several of these mitochondrial proteins. 

However, the lack of uniform results among the different type II fibers (which became 

insulin-resistant) did not point toward a simple relationship between changes in 

mitochondrial protein abundance and the induction of insulin resistance.  
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Study 2: Skeletal Muscle Fiber Type-selective Effects of Acute Exercise on Insulin-stimulated 

Glucose Uptake in Insulin-Resistant, High Fat-fed Rats 

 Male Wistar rats were either fed a LFD or a HFD for 2-weeks. LFD-fed rats remained 

sedentary and HFD-fed rats were either sedentary or acutely swim exercised (2h). Epitrochlearis 

muscles were dissected from some rats immediately post-exercise (IPEX), along with HFD and 

LFD sedentary controls, and incubated with [
3
H]-2-DG. Epitrochlearis muscles from other rats 

were dissected at 3h post-exercise (3hPEX), along with HFD and LFD sedentary controls, and 

paired muscles were incubated in [
3
H]-2-DG with or without 100µU/mL insulin. Single fibers 

were isolated from all muscles and used to measure fiber type, glucose uptake, and GLUT4 

abundance. Muscles from other rats were frozen IPEX for histochemical analysis of glycogen 

and neutral lipids. 

 In sedentary rats there was a significant decrease in insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in 

type IIB (37%), IIBX (36%), IIX (20%), and IIAX (19%) fibers from HFD-fed rats 

compared to LFD-fed rats. In type IIA (11%) fibers there was a non-significant trend for 

a decrease in insulin-stimulated glucose uptake with a HFD. Insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake was not significantly different for type I fibers from LFD versus HFD rats.  

 In HFD-fed rats there was a significant increase in insulin-stimulated glucose uptake 

from type IIB (68%), IIBX (89%), IIX (28%), IIAX (61%), and IIA (46%) fibers from 

muscles dissected 3hPEX compared to sedentary HFD controls. Insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake in type I fibers was not greater in muscles from 3hPEX rats compared to 

SED rats. 

 In HFD-fed rats there was a significant increase (64-187%) in insulin-independent 

glucose uptake immediately post-exercise (IPEX) in all fiber types.  

 In HFD-IPEX muscles there was a significant decrease (37-70%) in glycogen content in 

all fiber types compared to sedentary HFD and LFD controls.  

 In sedentary rats the total lipid droplet (LD) density was significantly greater in the IIAX 

and IIX fibers from HFD-fed versus LFD-fed rats, but none of the other LD indices 

(subsarcolemmal LD density, LD size, and subsarcolemmal LD size) differed among 

treatment groups (LFD-SED, HFD-SED, and HFD-IPEX) in other fiber types with 

substantial insulin resistance (IIBX and IIB). Type I and IIA fibers, which did not have 
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significant insulin resistance, had greater values for multiple LD indices in HFD-fed 

versus LFD-fed rats.  

 GLUT4 abundance was unaltered by diet or exercise in all fiber types.  

 There were no statistically significant differences among treatment groups for muscle 

fiber cross-sectional area (CSA) within any fiber type. 

Study 3:  Exercise Effects on γ3-AMPK Activity, Phosphorylation of Akt2 and AS160, and 

Insulin-stimulated Glucose Uptake in Insulin-Resistant Rat Skeletal Muscle 

Male Wistar rats were either fed a LFD or a HFD for 2-weeks. LFD-fed rats remained 

sedentary and HFD-fed rats were either sedentary or acutely swim exercised (2h). Epitrochlearis 

muscles were dissected from some rats immediately post-exercise (IPEX), along with HFD and 

LFD sedentary controls, and incubated with [
3
H]-2-DG. Muscles from other rats were dissected 

at 3h post-exercise (3hPEX), along with HFD and LFD sedentary controls, and paired muscles 

were incubated in [
3
H]-2-DG with or without 100µU/mL insulin. Glucose uptake was 

determined in isolated muscles. In addition, Akt, AS160, AMPK, and ACC phosphorylation was 

evaluated in skeletal muscle. AMPK isoform-specific activity was also determined in skeletal 

muscle. 

 Insulin-independent glucose uptake was greater in the HFD-IPEX muscles versus both 

LFD-SED (91%) and HFD-SED (83%) controls.  

 Insulin-stimulated muscle glucose uptake was lower in HFD-SED (28%) compared to 

LFD-SED. When HFD-fed rats were exercised and muscles were dissected 3 hours later, 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake was enhanced (43%) compared to HFD-SED.  

 There was not a significant effect of acute exercise on γ1-AMPK activity either IPEX or 

3hPEX. However, γ3-AMPK activity at both IPEX and 3hPEX in HFD-fed rats was 

increased versus LFD-SED and HFD-SED controls.  

 There was no effect of diet or exercise on the skeletal muscle abundance of any of the 

AMPK isoforms evaluated (α1, α2, β1, β2, γ1, and γ3).  

 The phosphorylation of AMPK
Thr172

 and the AMPK substrate, pACC
Ser79

, were 

significantly elevated IPEX in HFD-fed rat muscle compared to LFD- and HFD-SED 

controls. At 3hPEX versus LFD- and HFD-SED, only pAMPK
Thr172

 was elevated, and 

not its substrate pACC
Ser79

.  
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 There was an increase in pAS160
Thr642

 and pAS160
Ser704

 in the HFD-IPEX group 

compared to LFD-SED and HFD-SED groups. pAS160
Ser588

 was elevated in the HFD-

IPEX compared to the HFD-SED group only.  

 There was an increase in pAS160
Ser588

 and pAS160
Thr642

 in all groups when exposed to 

insulin. There was an increase in pAS160
Ser704

 only in the HFD-3hPEX group when 

exposed to insulin compared to basal. In muscles from HFD-fed rats there was a 

significant exercise-induced increase compared to sedentary in insulin-stimulated 

pAS160 on all three sites. Insulin-stimulated pAS160 was lower for HFD-SED versus 

LFD-SED rats for Thr642 and Ser704, but not Ser588.  

 The phosphorylation of Akt (Ser473 and Thr308) and Akt2 (Ser474 and Thr309) were 

elevated by insulin versus basal in all treatment groups. Insulin-stimulated pAkt
Thr308

, 

pAkt
Ser473

, and pAkt2
Thr309

 were lower for HFD versus LFD rats. Insulin-stimulated 

pAkt
Thr308

, pAkt
Ser473

, and pAkt2
Ser474

 were greater for HFD-3hPEX versus HFD-SED 

rats. 

Study 4:  Fiber Type-specific Effects of Acute Exercise on Insulin-stimulated AS160 

Phosphorylation in Insulin-Resistant Rat Skeletal Muscle 

 Male Wistar rats were fed a HFD for 2-weeks and either acutely swim exercised (2h) or 

remained sedentary. Epitrochlearis muscles were dissected from some rats immediately post-

exercise (IPEX), along with sedentary controls, and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen or 

embedded in OCT medium. Muscles from other rats were dissected at 3h post-exercise (3hPEX), 

along with sedentary controls, and paired muscles were incubated with or without 100µU/mL 

insulin before being frozen in liquid nitrogen or embedded in OCT medium. Muscles were 

lyophilized and then single fibers were isolated, fiber typed, pooled with fibers of the same type, 

and used for western blotting. Fiber type-specific glycogen was determined from muscles 

embedded in OCT by periodic acid-Schiff staining. 

 Type I, IIX and IIB fibers from IPEX versus SED rats had increased pAMPK
Thr172

, but 

there was not a significant increase in pAMPK
Thr172

 IPEX in type IIA or IIBX fibers. 

 pACC
Ser79

 and pAS160
Ser704

 were significantly increased IPEX compared to SED in all 

fiber types. 
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 In both SED and 3hPEX muscles there was an insulin-stimulated increase compared to 

basal for pAkt
Ser473

 and pAkt
Thr308

 in all fiber types. There was no significant difference 

for 3hPEX versus SED on insulin-stimulated pAkt
Ser473

 or pAkt
Thr308

 in any fiber type. 

 Exercise versus SED groups had greater insulin-stimulated AS160 phosphorylation on at 

least one of the three sites measured (Ser704, Thr642, and Ser588) in type IIB, IIBX, and 

IIA fibers. There was no effect of exercise compared to SED in type IIX fibers on 

insulin-stimulated pAS160. In type I fibers there was lower insulin-stimulated 

pAS160
Ser704

 and pAS160
Thr642

 in 3hPEX versus SED (pAS160
Ser588

 was not quantifiable 

in type I fibers). 

 Glycogen content was significantly lower for both IPEX and 3hPEX rats compared to 

SED rats in all fiber types. In type IIB, IIBX, and IIX fibers, there was a small, but 

significant increase in glycogen content at 3hPEX compared to IPEX. 

 Hexokinase II abundance was significantly increased in all fiber types of 3hPEX versus 

SED rats. 

Integrated Interpretation of Results 

Reliable method for measuring fiber type-specific insulin resistance 

 Study 1 of this dissertation discovered striking fiber type-specific results for insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake. Following a 2-week HFD, type IIB, IIBX, IIX, IIAX, and IIA fibers 

became significantly insulin-resistant. However, type I fibers maintained normal insulin 

sensitivity following a 2-week HFD. Study 2 performed the same fiber type-specific glucose 

uptake analyses in sedentary LFD and HFD rats, but also included an additional HFD-fed group 

that was exercised. The results from the sedentary fibers from Study 2 were similar to the results 

from Study 1. The type IIB, IIBX, IIX, and IIAX fibers all became significantly insulin-resistant, 

the type IIA fibers showed a non-significant trend (P=0.075) for insulin resistance, and the type I 

fibers did not become insulin-resistant when fed a HFD. The mean glucose uptake for each fiber 

type from insulin and non-insulin treated fibers from LFD and HFD rats was used to perform a 

correlation analysis between Study 1 and Study 2. The correlation for glucose uptake from these 

two studies, which were performed in completely different fibers from different rats nearly a 

year apart, was R
2
 = 0.926 (Figure 7.1).  
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Figure 7.1 

Reproducibility of glucose uptake by 

single fibers. Each data point represents the 

mean 2-DG uptake values of a given fiber 

type incubated with or without insulin from 

muscles of LFD or HFD rats. Colors 

represent different fiber types; type I (Red), 

type IIA (Orange), type IIAX (Yellow), 

type IIX (green), type IIBX (blue), and type 

IIB (violet). Shapes represent different 

treatment groups; LFD-SED insulin 

(triangle), HFD-SED insulin (square), LFD-

SED no insulin (diamond), and HFD-SED 

no insulin (circle). An R2 value correlating 

our previously published results (Pataky et 

al. 2017; x-axis) and the current study (y-

axis) is shown. A significant (P < 0.001) 

correlation of R2 = 0.926 was detected. 

 In 2012, MacKrell et al. first described the method for measuring glucose uptake and 

MHC isoform expression in the same individual muscle fiber [10]. This seminal publication 

included multiple experiments which validated the described technique. They showed that 

collagenase incubation did not alter glucose uptake, and Cytochlasin B incubation (a glucose 

transport inhibitor) completely eliminated insulin-stimulated glucose transport in single fibers. 

Comparing the results from Study 1 and Study 2 of this dissertation provides evidence of high 

reproducibility using this method to measure glucose uptake and fiber type in the same muscle 

fiber types. Not only do these findings provide unique insight into insulin resistance at a cellular 

level, but they are a useful demonstration of high reliability of this valuable technique. 

 

Comparing fiber type and whole muscle glucose uptake results 

 Study 1 measured insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in different fiber types and whole 

muscles from LFD- and HFD-fed rats. When the relative abundance of each MHC isoform in 

whole muscle (8% type I, 16% type IIA, 27% type IIX, and 49% type IIB) was multiplied by the 

respective decrements in glucose uptake of HFD versus LFD (non-significant 4% lower value in 

type I and significant decrements of 12% for type IIA, 34% for type IIX, and 45% for type IIB), 

this resulted in an estimated 33.5% decrease. This result compared favorably to the directly 

measured 40% decrease in whole HFD versus LFD muscles. 

 Study 2 measured the fiber type-specific effect of exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake in HFD-fed rats. When the relative abundance of each MHC isoform in whole muscle 
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(8% type I, 16% type IIA, 27% type IIX, and 49% type IIB) was multiplied by the respective 

increase in insulin-stimulated glucose uptake post-exercise (non-significant 9% greater value in 

type I and significant increases of 46% for type IIA, 28% for type IIX, and 68% for type IIB), 

this resulted in an estimated 49% increase. This relative increase compared favorably to the 

directly measured 43% increase in whole muscle insulin-stimulated glucose uptake that was 

measured after exercise in HFD-fed rats in Study 3. 

The results for insulin-stimulated glucose uptake directly measured in whole muscle and 

estimated by the sum of multiple fiber types are strikingly similar. However, it is important to 

recognize that although the sums of the fiber type results for glucose uptake approximately equal 

the glucose uptake results in whole muscle, the whole muscle results do not necessarily reflect 

what is occurring in individual fiber types. A complete understanding of insulin resistance or the 

effect of exercise on insulin sensitivity, therefore, cannot be determined by exclusively assessing 

whole muscle tissue. It is critical to additionally assess fiber type-specific glucose uptake to fully 

understand these processes. Furthermore, the striking differences in glucose uptake that were 

observed in different fiber types in Study 1 and Study 2 warranted additional investigation into 

the mechanisms which may be regulating glucose uptake (Study 4). 

 

Mechanisms responsible for fiber type-specific exercise effect on insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake 

 Many earlier studies have reported that insulin-stimulated AS160 phosphorylation 

corresponds to insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in insulin-sensitive or insulin-resistant muscle 

tissue [6-8, 11, 12]. Additionally, in different fiber types from insulin-sensitive rat muscle the 

effect of exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake tracks with AS160 phosphorylation [13]. 

However, fiber type-specific AS160 phosphorylation had never been assessed in insulin-resistant 

muscle for which fiber type-specific glucose uptake results were also known. Study 4 expanded 

on the interesting fiber type-specific glucose uptake results from Study 2 by measuring key 

insulin signaling events (including pAkt and pAS160) in HFD-fed rats after exercise. 

 In type IIB, IIBX, and IIA fibers the increase in insulin-stimulated glucose uptake after 

exercise was elevated above that of HFD-SED controls. The effect of exercise may be partially 
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explained by elevated AS160 phosphorylation in these fiber types (pAS160
Ser704

 for type IIB and 

IIBX, pAS160
Thr642

 for type IIBX and IIA, and pAS160
Ser588

 for type IIA). Conversely, type I 

fibers from HFD-fed rats did not increase insulin-stimulated glucose uptake after exercise 

compared to HFD-SED, and there was a decrease in insulin-stimulated pAS160
Thr642

 post-

exercise. Therefore, since both insulin-stimulated glucose uptake and pAS160 in type I fibers 

were not increased, the hypothesis that that pAS160 can lead in post-exercise increases in 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake is also supported in type I fibers. However, the effect of 

exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in type IIX fibers in HFD-fed rats was also 

elevated above HFD-SED, but was not matched by an effect of exercise to enhance AS160 

phosphorylation on any of the three sites that were measured. Thus, type IIX fibers from HFD-

fed rats do not support the concept that AS160 phosphorylation corresponds to insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake following acute exercise. In contrast to earlier research using myofibers from rats 

with normal insulin sensitivity, the fiber type-specific glucose uptake corresponds to the fiber 

type-specific AS160 phosphorylation only for some AS160 phosphosites and some fiber types.  

The full effect of exercise on insulin sensitivity, at least in some fiber types from muscles 

made insulin-resistant by a HFD, does not appear to be entirely due to enhancements in AS160 

phosphorylation on the sites measured in this dissertation. Mass spectrometry analysis has 

identified several other sites on AS160 that can become phosphorylated in muscle that was 

exposed to the AMPK-activator AICAR [14]. One possible scenario for the disconnect between 

AS160 phosphorylation and glucose uptake is that the effect of exercise on insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake in type IIX fibers may be related to exercise effects on the phosphorylation of 

AS160 on sites that were not measured in this dissertation. Additionally, since other fiber types 

characterized by increased insulin-stimulated glucose uptake after exercise versus SED controls 

(type IIA, IIBX, and IIB) only displayed elevated phosphorylation on some sites of AS160, other 

phosphomotifs of AS160 that were not measured may also contribute to the full effect of 

exercise. Finally, the differences among fiber types in subcellular localization of AS160 has 

never been studied. It is possible that the co-localization of AS160 with Rab proteins, Akt, 

GLUT4, AMPK, or other important mediators of insulin-stimulated glucose uptake may be 

particularly important for its post-exercise effect. 
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It also remains possible that other mechanisms, besides elevated AS160 phosphorylation, 

may be responsible for the effect of exercise on enhanced insulin sensitivity. The amount of 

sample obtained from our fiber type-specific analyses in Study 4 did not allow for the 

measurement of γ-isoform-specific AMPK activity. An important question remains: Is γ3-AMPK 

activity elevated in all fiber types which also have elevated insulin-stimulated glucose uptake 

following exercise? This question is particularly important with regards to type IIX fibers, which 

did not have increased AS160 phosphorylation. It would also be interesting to measure insulin-

stimulated cell surface GLUT4 content after exercise in different fiber types from HFD-fed rats. 

The amount of cell surface GLUT4 is assumed to be elevated when insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake is also elevated based on results in whole muscle tissue, but this has not been shown at a 

fiber type-specific level. Finally, it will be important to identify other proteins which may be 

playing a role in the effect of exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in insulin-resistant 

muscle. Mass spectrometry-based discovery analyses could be a useful tool to identify fiber type-

specific changes in various post-translation modifications that may influence insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake. 

 A particularly interesting finding from Study 2 was that the insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake in type I fibers was maintained in sedentary HFD-fed rats, but was unchanged at 3hPEX 

in HFD-fed rats compared to HFD or LFD sedentary controls. Because the insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake in Study 2 was measured at 3-hours post-exercise, it is conceivable that the type I 

fibers experienced transiently elevated in vivo glucose uptake while the rat rested for 3-hours 

post-exercise. Thus, when insulin-stimulated glucose uptake was measured in fibers from 

isolated epitrochlearis muscles at 3-hours post-exercise, it seemed possible that the type I fibers 

had already replenished glycogen stores, and the restoration or supercompensation of muscle 

glycogen has been proposed to be an event favoring the reversal of post-exercise insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake [15].Therefore, in Study 4 we measured glycogen content in different 

fiber types from sedentary and exercised (IPEX and 3hPEX) rats fed a HFD. Our hypothesis was 

that all fiber types would have decreased glycogen content IPEX, but that at 3hPEX the type I 

fibers would have subsequently elevated glycogen content due to a rapid post-exercise glucose 

uptake in vivo. However, our results showed that the glycogen content of all fiber types at 

3hPEX remained below the values in SED fibers. This finding from Study 4 suggested that the 
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lack of an effect of exercise to enhance insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in type I fibers in 

Study 2, was not due to a rapid glycogen resynthesis in the hours post-exercise. 

 

Unique insights gained by measuring signaling events at both fiber type-specific and whole 

muscle levels 

 The glucose uptake results from Studies 1, 2, and 3 clearly demonstrated that although 

the sum of all fiber types may correspond to what is observed in whole muscle, values for whole 

muscle analysis may not be representative of the values for a given fiber type. It is possible to 

make similar comparisons for signaling events related to insulin sensitivity post-exercise based 

on the results of Studies 3 and 4. Study 3 measured key post-exercise signaling events in whole 

muscles that were made insulin-resistant by a HFD. Study 4 assessed some of these same post-

exercise signaling events in different fiber types that were made insulin-resistant by a HFD. 

Consolidated comparisons of these results are displayed in Tables 7.1 (HFD-IPEX versus HFD-

SED) and 7.2 (insulin-stimulated condition HFD-3hPEX versus HFD-SED). 

Table 7.1 

Insulin-independent glucose uptake and 

signaling events in whole muscle and 

different fiber types from 2-week HFD-fed 

rats at IPEX versus sedentary. Data are 

based on results from Studies 2, 3, and 4 of 

this dissertation. “↑” indicates increased value 

post-exercise. “↔” indicates no detectable 
change in value post-exercise. 

 

 A significant increase in pAMPK
Thr172

 was observed IPEX compared to sedentary in 

whole muscles from HFD-fed rats in Study 3. In Study 4 only types IIB, IIX, and I showed 

significantly elevated pAMPK
Thr172

 IPEX versus SED. It is unclear why type IIBX and IIA fibers 

did not also have a statistically significant increase in pAMPK
Thr172

. Study 3 included 

measurement in whole muscle of γ isoform-specific AMPK activity, which is a more direct 

measurement of AMPK activity than pAMPK
Thr172

. However, it was impractical to determine γ3-

AMPK activity in different fiber types because of the large number of fibers that would be 

required for the assay. The results revealed that γ3-containing AMPK heterotrimers, not γ1-

containing heterotrimers, were likely responsible for the increased AMPK activity IPEX in 
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whole muscle. However, γ3-containing AMPK accounts for less than 20% of the AMPK in 

muscle [16]. Therefore differences in fiber type-specific AMPK phosphorylation could reflect 

differences in AMPK isoform-specific abundance and activity. Although some fiber type 

differences were observed in pAMPK
Thr172

 IPEX, two downstream substrates of AMPK, 

pACC
Ser79

 and pAS160
Ser704

, were significantly elevated in all fiber types and whole muscles 

IPEX. The uniform results for all fiber types for multiple AMPK substrates suggest that AMPK 

activity was elevated in all fiber types, despite the lack of a significant increase in pAMPK
Thr172

 

in each fiber type. The results observed for signaling events IPEX are similar for whole muscle 

and most fiber types. However, the differences in IPEX effects on pAMPK
Thr172

 between some 

fiber types and whole muscle could have never been identified without these single fiber 

analyses.  

 

Table 7.2 

Insulin-stimulated glucose uptake and phosphorylation of Akt and AS160 in whole muscle and different fiber types from 

2-week HFD-fed rats at 3hPEX versus sedentary. Data are based on results from Studies 2, 3, and 4 of this dissertation. “↑” 

indicates increased insulin-stimulated value with exercise. “↓” indicates decreased insulin-stimulated value with exercise. “↔” 

indicates no detectable change in insulin-stimulated value with exercise. “?” indicates measurement not made. “Insufficient 

Signal” indicates measurement made, but signal too weak for accurate quantification. 

 

 Insulin-stimulated pAkt
Ser473

 and pAkt
Thr308

 were increased at 3hPEX versus sedentary 

whole muscles from HFD-fed rats in Study 3. However, in Study 4 the effect of exercise was 

absent on insulin-stimulated pAkt
Ser473

 and pAkt
Thr308

 in all fiber types from HFD-fed rats (Table 

7.2). What is responsible for the differential effect of exercise on insulin-stimulated pAkt at the 

whole muscle and fiber type level? Akt is present not only in myofibers, but also in multiple 

other cell types [17-22]. However, it is unknown if exercise alters the amount of pAkt in cell 

types other than myofibers. One speculative explanation for the exercise effect on whole muscle 

pAkt in the absence of an increase in pAkt in myofibers is that other cell types in whole muscle 

(e.g., vascular, neural, adipose, erythrocytes, neutrophils, etc.) may be largely responsible for the 

exercise-induced increase in insulin-stimulated pAkt observed in whole muscles in Study 3. It 

would be useful to evaluate the effects of prior exercise on pAkt in these other cells, e.g., by 

Glucose Uptake pAkt
Ser473

pAkt
Thr308

pAkt2
Ser474

pAkt2
Thr309

pAS160
Ser704

pAS160
Thr642

pAS160
Ser588

Whole Muscle ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↔ ↑ ↑ ↑

Type I Fibers ↔ ↔ ↔ ? ? ↔ ↓ Insufficient Signal

Type IIA Fibers ↑ ↔ ↔ ? ? ↔ ↑ ↑

Type IIX Fibers ↑ ↔ ↔ ? ? ↔ ↔ ↔

Type IIBX Fibers ↑ ↔ ↔ ? ? ↑ ↑ ↔

Type IIB Fibers ↑ ↔ ↔ ? ? ↑ ↔ ↔
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analyzing blood cells or by using immunohistochemical analysis to evaluate non-skeletal muscle 

cells in muscle tissue. In the event that exercise effects were detected, it would be important to 

determine if these changes had any functional consequences. This provocative idea was 

stimulated by performing experiments that included both whole muscle and fiber type-specific 

analyses. 

 In Study 4 the effect of exercise on insulin-stimulated AS160 phosphorylation in different 

fiber types revealed that the pattern of pAS160 on the three phosphosites differed among all of 

the five fiber types studied (Table 7.2). Moreover, none of the five fiber types had an exercise-

induced pattern on pAS160 that was the same as whole muscle (i.e., increased on all three 

phosphosites). Insulin-stimulated AS160 phosphorylation on at least one of the measured 

phosphosites (pAS160
Ser588

, pAS160
Thr642

, and pAS160
Ser704

) of 3hPEX versus SED muscle was 

either increased (type IIB, IIBX, and IIA), unaltered (type IIX), or decreased (type I) in the 

different fiber types. Had we performed only whole muscle analysis, we would have failed to 

recognize that, at least in type IIX fibers, there is no evidence that greater pAS160 at 3hPEX 

versus SED rats. These unexpected outcomes provide strong evidence that mechanisms other 

than increased pAS160 on the sites evaluated should be considered to explain the improved 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in IIX fibers at 3hPEX. Additionally, type I fibers had 

unaltered insulin-stimulated glucose uptake post-exercise, but pAS160 was decreased. The 

increased pAS160 in type IIB, IIBX, and IIA did correspond to insulin-stimulated glucose uptake 

after exercise from single fibers in Study 2 and from whole muscles in Study 3. Therefore, it is 

possible that AS160 phosphorylation is partially responsible for the enhanced insulin sensitivity 

that is observed post-exercise in insulin-resistant muscle, but it is also certainly possible that 

other factors also contribute to the full effect of exercise on insulin sensitivity. The findings from 

these studies provided important new information regarding the influence of AS160 in post-

exercise insulin-stimulated glucose uptake that could have never been determined by only 

investigating whole muscle tissue. 

 

Directions for Future Research 

 The results from this dissertation provide unique insights into the mechanisms that lead to 

increased post-exercise insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in insulin-resistant skeletal muscle. 
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The enhanced post-exercise insulin sensitivity requires that the muscle “remembers” that 

exercise occurred for several hours after completion of the exercise bout. This phenomenon can 

occur in the absence of or after the reversal of a number of classic responses to exercise (elevated 

AMP/ATP ratio, increased AMPK activity, increased blood flow, increased O2 uptake, etc.). 

What, then, is the “memory element” within skeletal muscle that serves to enhance insulin 

sensitivity hours to days after exercise? A previously proposed hypothesis was that activation of 

AMPK  immediately after exercise would lead to greater pAS160
Ser704

 which would remain 

elevated at 3hPEX, and subsequently favor greater insulin-stimulated pAS160
Thr642

, leading to 

increased glucose uptake. This hypothesis was supported by results in insulin-sensitive tissue 

[23]. Study 3 and Study 4 found that there was not an increase in insulin-independent 

pAS160
Ser704

 at 3hPEX in insulin-resistant whole muscle or any fiber type. Therefore, the 

evidence from this dissertation suggested pAS160
Ser704

 is not a memory element in insulin-

resistant muscle for enhanced post-exercise insulin sensitivity. Study 3 found that γ3-AMPK 

activity, but not γ1-AMPK activity, was increased IPEX and at 3hPEX in whole muscles from 

rats fed a HFD. This result has also been observed in chow-fed rats [23] and γ3-containing 

AMPK heterotrimers are consistently shown to be activated after exercise [5, 23-28]. It was not 

feasible to test γ3-AMPK activity in different fiber types from Study 4, due to the limited 

available sample from isolated single fibers. In prior-AICAR treated muscles from whole body 

γ3-AMPK knockout mice, the insulin-stimulated increase in glucose uptake was completely 

abolished [29]. Therefore, substantial evidence suggests that elevated γ3-AMPK activity is an 

attractive “memory element” candidate for the increase in insulin sensitivity hours after exercise. 

However, a direct relationship between post-exercise γ3AMPK-activity and insulin-stimulated 

glucose uptake has yet to be explicitly shown. Accordingly, the following questions should be 

addressed: 

Question 1: Is elevated γ3-AMPK activity in skeletal muscle required for the post-

exercise effect of insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in insulin-sensitive and insulin-

resistant muscle? 

Question 2: Is elevated γ3-AMPK activity in skeletal muscle required for the fiber type-

specific effect of exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in insulin-sensitive 

muscle? 
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 The possibility that increased γ3-AMPK activity is essential for enhanced insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake by muscle following in vivo exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake has never been assessed using a genetic knockout of γ3-AMPK. The following section 

will address these questions using a rat model genetically deficient in muscle-specific γ3-AMPK.  

 

Specific Research Projects 

Specific Aims: 

 Currently there is no pharmacological γ3-specific AMPK inhibitor or activator, so testing 

the direct effect of γ3-AMPK activity using pharmacological means is not possible. The AICAR 

effect on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake is absent in γ3-AMPK knockout mice [29], but 

AICAR does not completely recapitulate in vivo exercise. It would seem logical to test the effect 

of in vivo exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake using these γ3-AMPK knockout mice. 

However, the effect of exercise on muscle insulin sensitivity has been less frequently studied and 

characterized in much less detail in mice [30-32] than in either rats [2, 8, 15, 33-43] or humans 

[1, 3, 12, 44-47]. Furthermore, the method for measuring glucose uptake and fiber type from the 

same individual muscle fiber has only been described in rat epitrochlearis muscle, and would be 

extremely challenging using much mouse myofibers. Additionally, although it appears that γ3-

AMPK expression is almost exclusively limited to skeletal muscle [48-50], low levels of 

expression may be present in other tissues as well. Therefore, γ3-AMPK muscle-specific 

knockout (mKO) rats will be generated to perform a series of experiments aimed to identify the 

role of γ3-AMPK activity in the effect of exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in 

skeletal muscle. The specific aims of these experiments are: 

Aim 1: Determine the extent to which the acute exercise effect on insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake and key signaling events are altered in whole muscle from mKO-γ3-AMPK rats 

compared to wildtype (WT) controls. 

 Hypothesis 1A: mKO-γ3-AMPK will result in an elimination of post-exercise insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake by whole muscles from chow-fed and HFD-fed rats. 

 Hypothesis 1B: Post-exercise increases in key signaling events will be impaired in both 

diet groups of mKO-γ3-AMPK versus WT rats. 
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Aim 2: Determine if there is a fiber type-specific effect of exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose 

uptake in mKO-γ3-AMPK rats. 

 Hypothesis 2: Post-exercise increases in insulin-simulated glucose uptake will be 

impaired in all fiber types of mKO-γ3-AMPK versus WT rats. 

 

Research Design and Methods: 

 Rats carrying loxP inserts bracketing the γ3-AMPK locus (γ3-AMPK
fl/fl

) will be 

generated using the CRISPR/Cas9 system. Muscle-specific γ3-AMPK knockout (mKO-γ3-

AMPK) rats will be generated by mating γ3-AMPK
fl/fl

 rats with rats expressing Cre recombinase 

under the control of the human alpha skeletal actin promotor (HSA-Cre). The offspring 

containing the desired genotype will then be backcrossed to wild type rats for 4 generations.  

 Experiment 1 (Aim 1): At 6 weeks of age mKO-γ3-AMPK
-/-

 and their wild type controls 

(γ3-AMPK
+/+

) will be fed either a low-fat diet (LFD; chow) or a high-fat diet (HFD) for two 

weeks. Subsequently, at 8 weeks of age rats will be fasted overnight and randomly assigned to 

either the exercise (4 x 30min bouts of swim exercise) or sedentary group. At 3-hours post-

exercise (3hPEX) rats will be anesthetized and contralateral epitrochlearis muscles will be 

dissected and incubated ± 100µU/mL insulin and 2-deoxyglucose for the measurement of 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake and key signaling events (γ1-isoform and γ3-isoform AMPK 

activity, pAMPK
Thr172

, pAS160
Ser704

, pAS160
Thr642

, and pAS160
Ser588

). A graphical depiction of 

the treatment groups used for Experiment 1 are displayed in Figure 7.2. 

 Experiment 2 (Aim 2): chow-fed mKO-γ3-AMPK
-/-

 and γ3-AMPK
+/+

 control rats will be 

fasted overnight at 8 weeks of age. The following morning, rats from each genotype will be 

randomly assigned to either the exercise (4 x 30min bouts of swim exercise) or sedentary group. 

At 3-hours post-exercise (3hPEX) rats will be anesthetized and contralateral epitrochlearis 

muscles will be dissected and incubated ± 100µU/mL insulin and 2-deoxyglucose. Muscles will 

then be incubated in collagenase and individual fibers will be isolated for the measurement of 

myosin heavy chain (MHC) and insulin-stimulated glucose uptake as previously described 

(Appendix A). A graphical depiction of the treatment groups used for Experiment 2 are 

displayed in Figure 7.3. 
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Figure 7.2 

Treatment groups to be used for Experiment 1 of proposed Specific Research Projects. Wild type and muscle-specific γ3-

AMPK knockout (mKO- γ3-AMPK) rats will be fed either a low- or high-fat diet. Epitrochlearis muscles will be dissected either 

3-hours post-exercise (3hPEX) or from time-matched sedentary (SED) controls and incubated with (+) or without (-) 100µU/mL 
insulin.  

 

 

Figure 7.3 

Treatment groups to be used for Experiment 2 of proposed Specific Research Projects. Wild type and muscle-specific γ3-

AMPK knockout (mKO- γ3-AMPK) rats will be fed a low-fat diet. Epitrochlearis muscles will be dissected either 3-hours post-

exercise (3hPEX) or from time-matched sedentary (SED) controls and incubated with (+) or without (-) 100µU/mL insulin. After 

collagenase incubation individual fibers will be isolated and fiber typed for myosin heavy chain expression (I, IIA, IIX, IIBX, 

and IIB). 
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Anticipated Results: 

 I predict that muscle-specific knockout of γ3-AMPK will alter several exercise effects 

that are found in whole muscle tissue from wild type rats, including the elimination of exercise 

effects on: 1) insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in muscles from LFD- and HFD-fed rats, 2) 

insulin-independent pAS160
Ser704

 at 3hPEX in LFD-fed rats, and 3) insulin-stimulated 

pAS160
Ser704

, pAS160
Thr642

, and pAS160
Ser588

 at 3hPEX in LFD- and HFD-fed rat muscle. I also 

predict that muscle-specific knockout of γ3-AMPK will result in reduced post-exercise insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake in all fiber types. 

Interpretation of Experiment 1: 

 The post-exercise effect on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in mKO-γ3-AMPK
-/-

 rats 

compared to sedentary mKO-γ3-AMPK
-/-

 controls from Experiment 1 may be: 1) completely 

absent; 2) increased, but not to the level of wild type controls; or 3) increased to the same extent 

of wild type controls.  

If the post-exercise enhancement in insulin-stimulated glucose uptake that is observed in 

wild type rats is completely absent in mKO-γ3-AMPK
-/-

 rats, then the hypothesis that γ3-AMPK 

activity is required for enhanced post-exercise insulin-stimulated glucose uptake will be 

supported. If this phenomenon is additionally observed in HFD-fed rats, then the hypothesis that 

γ3-AMPK activity is required for enhanced post-exercise insulin-stimulated glucose uptake will 

also be supported in insulin-resistant muscle. This is an important distinction, since the potential 

for pharmacologically treating insulin-resistant muscle with γ3-AMPK activators would require 

insulin-resistant muscle to also exhibit this reliance on γ3-AMPK activity for its post-exercise 

benefit.  

If exercise increases insulin-stimulated glucose uptake above sedentary in mKO-γ3-

AMPK
-/-

 rats, but not to the level of exercised wild type rats, then γ3-AMPK activity is only 

partially responsible for the effect of exercise on insulin sensitivity. It is possible that γ3-AMPK 

activity is required for the effect of exercise on insulin sensitivity in LFD-fed rats, but is only 

partially responsible for the effect of exercise on insulin sensitivity in HFD-fed rats. If this 

outcome occurs, then it would suggest that during muscle insulin resistance there are other 
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compensatory mechanisms, independent of γ3-AMPK activity, that contribute to elevating 

insulin-stimulated glucose uptake.  

If the effect of exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake is unaltered in whole muscle 

from mKO-γ3-AMPK
-/-

 rats compared to wild type controls, then the results would suggest that 

γ3-AMPK activity is not required for the effect of exercise on insulin sensitivity. However, this 

outcome would not rule out the possibility that some fiber types require γ3-AMPK activity for 

the full effect of exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake. It is possible that there is a 

decreased post-exercise effect on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake which occurs in some fiber 

types from mKO-γ3-AMPK
-/-

 rats that only account for a small percentage of the whole muscle. 

Furthermore, when assessing glucose uptake at the whole muscle level, the decreased insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake in some fiber types may be obscured by other fiber types with a 

normal response to exercise that comprise the majority of the whole muscle tissue. Therefore, 

equally increased insulin-stimulated glucose uptake following exercise in whole muscle from 

mKO-γ3-AMPK
-/- 

and wild type rats would still require follow-up analyses in individual fiber 

types (Experiment 2). 

 It will also be important to identify the downstream signaling steps that are regulated by 

γ3-AMPK which influence insulin-stimulated glucose uptake. AS160 phosphorylation is a strong 

candidate for mediating the effect of exercise on insulin-sensitivity. In healthy muscle 

pAS160
Ser704

, an AMPK phosphomotif on AS160, has been implicated as a potential “memory 

element” which remains elevated hours after exercise and enhances the insulin-stimulated 

phosphorylation of insulin-sensitive sites on AS160 (such as pAS160
Thr642

). A decrease in 

insulin-independent pAS160
Ser704

 in chow-fed mKO-γ3-AMPK rats would provide further 

evidence that pAS160
Ser704

   may serve as a post-exercise memory element to increase insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake. However, in Studies 3 and 4 we found that in insulin-resistant whole 

muscle and different fiber types the insulin-independent pAS160
Ser704

 had reversed to basal 

values by 3hPEX despite elevated γ3-AMPK activity (at least in whole muscle). Therefore, at 

least in insulin-resistant muscle, pAS160
Ser704 

would presumably not play a role as a memory 

element post-exercise.  

 Insulin-sensitive phosphosites on AS160 (pAS160
Thr642

 and pAS160
Ser588

) may be 

indirectly regulated post-exercise by γ3-AMPK activity. If a post-exercise increase in insulin-
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stimulated pAS160
Thr642

 and pAS160
Ser588

 did not occur in mKO-γ3-AMPK rats, then the 

hypothesis that these sites are indirectly influenced by post-exercise γ3-AMPK activity would be 

supported. It would be expected that this would occur in both LFD and HFD rats. Testing AS160 

phosphorylation in these experiments will provide useful insight with regard to the differential 

downstream effects of post-exercise γ3-AMPK activity in healthy and insulin-resistant muscle. 

However, the mechanisms connecting γ3-AMPK activity and insulin-sensitive AS160 

phosphorylation would remain uncertain. Thus, follow-up studies using site-specific mutation of 

AS160 would be warranted. 

Interpretation of Experiment 2: 

If the effect of exercise to enhance insulin-stimulated glucose uptake that is observed in 

wild type rats is absent in all fiber types from mKO-γ3-AMPK rats, then the hypothesis that γ3-

AMPK activity is required for enhanced post-exercise insulin-stimulated glucose uptake would 

be supported at a fiber type specific level. This will be an important experiment because, as has 

been shown in wild type rats, responses to exercise from whole muscle do not always reflect the 

responses of individual fiber types. However, it is possible that in some fiber types from mKO-

γ3-AMPK
-/-

 rats that the effect of exercise to enhance insulin-stimulated glucose uptake is 

present. This would provide evidence for mechanisms independent from γ3-AMPK activity for 

enhancing insulin-stimulated glucose uptake following exercise. If in Experiment 1 the effect of 

exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake was equal in whole muscle from mKO-γ3-AMPK
-

/-
 rats and wild type rats, then it does not rule out the possibility that some fiber types from mKO-

γ3-AMPK
-/-

 rats display blunted insulin-stimulated glucose uptake post-exercise. In this scenario, 

one possibility is that the sum of all fiber types that display an exercise effect on insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake from mKO-γ3-AMPK
-/-

 rats outweigh the detection of an increase in a 

single fiber type from the whole muscle analysis. Thus, in order to fully understand the effect of 

a muscle-specific deletion of γ3-AMPK on post-exercise insulin-stimulated glucose uptake it is 

necessary to make these fiber type-specific measures. 

Potential Pitfalls and Alternative Experiments: 

 We expect that γ3-AMPK activity will be required for the effect of exercise on insulin 

sensitivity. However, if we discover that the γ3-AMPK knockout model does not influence the 

effect of exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake, then it could be possible that the other γ-
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isoform of AMPK in skeletal muscle (γ1) compensates for γ3-AMPK. Therefore, in a follow up 

experiment we will use an AMPK inhibitor [51] to prevent not only γ3-AMPK activity, but also 

γ1-AMPK activity. Ex vivo incubation in this AMPK inhibitor followed by glucose uptake 

measurement and γ-isoform AMPK activity measures would then determine if the effect of 

exercise on insulin sensitivity in the γ3-AMPK knockout model was due to compensatory γ1-

AMPK activity or another unknown mechanism.  

Although genetic knockout models are useful techniques for studying the function of 

certain proteins or genes of interest, it is possible that compensatory physiological effects of 

genetic knockouts can occur that may confound results. By using a muscle-specific knockout we 

have diminished, but not eliminated the possibility of compensatory physiological effects of a 

γ3-AMPK knockout. Therefore, it will be important to study the expression of other proteins that 

may be related to insulin-stimulated glucose uptake such as GLUT4, AS160, and Akt. It will 

additionally be important to make other measures such as body weight, fat mass, food intake, 

resting energy expenditure, respiratory exchange ratio, glucose tolerance, body composition, 

muscle fiber type composition, and muscle glycogen content to confirm that the γ3-AMPK 

knockout does not alter the general physiology of mKO-γ3-AMPK rats compared to wild type 

rats. 

The exercise capacity of γ3-AMPK knockout mice seems to be unaltered compared to 

wild type mice. In fact, it has been shown that γ3-AMPK knockout mice can perform swim 

exercise for 2h, similar to the proposed experiments in rats [49]. However, if the mKO-γ3-

AMPK rats have unexpectedly low exercise capacity then it will be possible to decrease the 

swim exercise time to accomplish the experiments. Funai et al. found that either 1h or 2h swim 

exercise in rats results in subsequently enhanced insulin-stimulated glucose uptake [52]. 

Therefore, decreasing exercise time is a possible solution for reduced exercise capacity to study 

post-exercise insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in rat muscle. 

It was proposed that Experiment 1 would use both chow-fed and HFD-fed rats. However, 

because of the resources required for the single fiber analyses in Experiment 2, it was proposed 

that the assessment of single fibers would only use chow-fed rats. It will be necessary to perform 

Experiment 2 to identify potential fiber type differences in insulin-sensitive muscle from mKO-

γ3-AMPK
-/-

 rats. If we find fiber-type selective effects in healthy muscle from mKO-γ3-AMPK
-/-
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rats, then a follow up study in HFD-fed muscle may be warranted. However, it is possible that no 

fiber type-selective effects of exercise will be discovered in healthy mKO-γ3-AMPK
-/-

 rats after 

exercise. Although we have detected distinct differences between LFD and HFD wild type rats 

with regards to fiber type-specific glucose uptake, there were also clear fiber type-specific 

differences within each diet treatment. Therefore, before performing the extensive fiber type 

analyses in HFD-fed mKO-γ3-AMPK
-/-

 rats the value of these experiments should be re-

evaluated if there is no fiber type-specific exercise effect in chow-fed mKO-γ3-AMPK
-/-

 rats. 

 

Overall Conclusions 

 The findings from this dissertation have provided novel and important information 

regarding potential mechanisms for the post-exercise effect on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake 

in insulin-resistant skeletal muscle. The results demonstrated that: 1) the effect of a 2-week high-

fat diet (HFD) on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake is fiber type-specific, 2) in muscle made 

insulin-resistant by a HFD, the effect of exercise on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake is also 

fiber type-specific, 3) although many of the effects of prior exercise on insulin signaling in 

insulin-resistant compared to healthy whole muscle are similar, there are notable exceptions, and 

4) the effect of exercise on insulin-stimulated AS160 phosphorylation is fiber type-specific in 

insulin-resistant muscle. These findings revealed a need to consider the effects of exercise on 

insulin sensitivity at a fiber type level. Studying whole muscle is important, but a complete 

understanding of what is happening at a cellular level requires assessing fiber type-specific 

mechanisms. Furthermore, the differential effect of exercise that has been observed between 

LFD-and HFD-fed rats at the whole muscle and fiber type-specific levels emphasizes the need to 

understand the mechanisms of post-exercise insulin sensitivity in both healthy and insulin-

resistant muscle. 

 To determine if the relationship between site-specific AS160 phosphorylation and post-

exercise insulin-stimulated glucose uptake is causal, genetic manipulation studies should be 

performed. The recent creation of a recently generated AS160 knockout rat [53], will enable 

these types of experiments to be performed. Additionally, evidence of a causal relationship 

between post-exercise γ3-AMPK activity and insulin-stimulated glucose uptake will require the 

use of genetic studies. Mounting evidence of a possible role of γ3-AMPK on exercise-mediated 
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increases in insulin sensitivity [23, 27-29, 54] may warrant the generation of γ3-AMPK knockout 

rats to test this hypothesis, and also provide an impetus for efforts to develop a γ3-AMPK 

agonist for experimental and possible therapeutic use. The novel results from this dissertation 

research will help lay the foundation for subsequent research to further understand the 

complexities of exercise’s effect on muscle insulin sensitivity. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A is a published book chapter describing the method used for measuring fiber 

type and glucose uptake in the same muscle fiber. This method was used in Chapters I and II of 

this dissertation. Appendices B and C are data mentioned in Chapter IV, but not published in the 

manuscript.
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Appendix A 

Measuring Both Glucose Uptake and Myosin Heavy Chain Isoform Expression in Single 

Rat Skeletal Muscle Fibers 

ABSTRACT 

Glucose uptake by skeletal muscle is important for metabolic health. Because skeletal 

muscle is composed of multiple fiber types that have differing metabolic and contractile 

properties, studying glucose uptake in whole muscle tissue does not elucidate differences at the 

cellular level. Here we describe a procedure which enables the measurement of both glucose 

uptake and fiber type (by myosin heavy chain isoform expression) in individual rat epitrochlearis 

muscle fibers. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Skeletal muscle is a heterogeneous tissue composed of hundreds to many thousands of individual 

muscle cells (muscle fibers). Different muscle fibers can have strikingly different metabolic and 

contractile properties [1]. Measuring the myosin heavy chain (MHC) expression via SDS-PAGE 

is the gold standard for classifying muscle fiber type at both the tissue and single fiber levels [2]. 

Four MHC isoforms are expressed in adult rat or mouse skeletal muscle (MHC type I, IIA, IIX, 

and IIB) and three MHC isoforms are expressed in adult human skeletal muscle (MHC type I, 

IIA, and IIX) [1]. Additionally, muscle fibers that express more than one MHC isoform are 

classified as “hybrid” fibers which typically possess characteristics that are intermediate to the 

values of the individual MHC isoforms that they express. There is evidence that certain 

conditions such as chronic exercise training [3, 4], and old age [5, 6] may alter fiber type 

composition, and this may have an impact on metabolic health. 

In skeletal muscle, glucose transport into the cell is a rate-limiting step for glucose 

disposal. Glucose uptake in whole skeletal muscle tissue is often measured using radiolabeled 
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glucose analogs such as 2-deoxyglucose (2-DG; which can be phosphorylated by 

hexokinase with limited subsequent metabolism) or 3-O-methylglucose (3-MG; which is not 

metabolized after cell entry) in response to insulin [7, 8], exercise [9, 10], contraction [11, 12], or 

various other stimuli [8, 12]. Conventionally, researchers have attempted to evaluate fiber type-

related differences for glucose uptake by comparing whole muscle or regions of whole muscle 

which have enriched expression of a given fiber type. However, comparing glucose uptake at the 

whole muscle level is not ideal from the perspective of understanding fiber type-specific 

differences because: 1) no whole muscle is only comprised of one fiber type, 2) hybrid fibers 

cannot be evaluated using whole muscle tissue analysis, 3) whole muscles contain multiple cell 

types (including neural, vascular, connective, and adipose) which contribute to tissue glucose 

uptake, and 4) no whole muscle in rat has been identified that is primarily composed of type IIX 

fibers.  

In 2012 MacKrell et al. developed and validated a novel method for measuring glucose 

uptake and fiber type in the same single fiber from rat skeletal muscle [13]. 2-DG was the 

glucose analog used because 2-DG that enters myofibers is rapidly phosphorylated by 

hexokinase, and the resultant 2-DG-6P is trapped in the fiber. A fundamental feature of 

measuring glucose uptake in isolated whole muscles involves the calculation of [
3
H]-2-DG 

within the muscle fibers with correction of extracellular [
3
H]-2-DG, e.g., using [

14
C] mannitol to 

estimate the extracellular space. Because isolated muscle fibers do not have extracellular space, 

extracellular [
14

C] mannitol is not required for single fiber glucose uptake. Therefore, the 

conventional whole muscle glucose uptake method (with [
3
H]-2-DG and extracellular [

14
C] 

mannitol) was compared with incubation of whole muscle in [
3
H]-2-DG followed by three 

washing steps to remove extracellular [
3
H]-2-DG that was not trapped in the muscle cells, and no 

differences were detected [13]. Because the procedure to measure single fiber glucose uptake 

requires enzymatic digestion of the collagen surrounding muscle fibers by collagenase treatment, 

a control experiment was performed which demonstrated that collagenase did not alter glucose 

uptake by isolated muscle tissue. Finally, incubation in cytochalasin B, a fungal metabolite 

which inhibits glucose transporter-mediated glucose transport [14], completely blocked insulin-

stimulated glucose uptake in all fiber types, indicating that the glucose uptake measured in single 

fibers was attributable to glucose transporter-mediated transport.  
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After validating this single fiber method, our laboratory performed a series of 

experiments to characterize the fiber type-specific effects of various conditions and interventions 

on glucose uptake. The seminal publication by MacKrell et al. which evaluated type IIA, IIB, 

IIX, and IIBX fibers demonstrated that glucose uptake was increased by insulin in a fiber type-

specific manner, where type IIA fibers displayed the greatest insulin-stimulated glucose uptake 

and type IIX and IIB fibers had the lowest insulin-stimulated glucose uptake [13]. In the original 

study, we failed to isolate any type I fibers, but we subsequently modified the protocol and were 

successful in isolating type I fibers from the epitrochlearis muscle. With the modified protocol, 

we recently found that insulin-stimulated glucose uptake was similar for type I fibers versus type 

IIA fibers, and values for each of these fiber types significantly exceeded the values for other 

fiber types (IIB, IIX, and IIBX) [15]. Using the single fiber method we have discovered that 

some conditions or interventions do not result in fiber type-selective effects on glucose uptake. 

For example, in a comparison of obese versus lean Zucker rats, insulin-stimulated glucose uptake 

was substantially reduced to a similar extent in each fiber type studied (type IIA, IIB, IIX, and 

IIBX) [13]. We also found that old rats eating a calorie restricted diet (40% below ad libitum, 

AL, intake) compared to AL controls had greater insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in each fiber 

type studied (type I, IIA, IIB, IIX, IIAX, and IIBX) [16]. However, we have also discovered 

fiber type-selective differences on insulin-stimulated glucose uptake induced by either acute 

exercise (increased for rats at 3.5h post-exercise versus sedentary controls in all fiber types 

except IIX) [15], or a high-fat diet (values for rats consuming a high-fat diet were reduced versus 

low-fat diet-fed controls for all fiber types except type I) [17]. 

Insulin is the most important physiologic stimulator of glucose transport, but there are 

also insulin-independent mechanisms to increase glucose transport in skeletal muscle. Using 

muscle incubated with AMP-activated kinase stimulating compound, AICAR, we found a 

relatively greater increase in glucose uptake in type IIB fibers compared to type IIA fibers [13]. 

In response to electrical stimulation-induced muscle contraction, we observed similar increases 

in glucose uptake in each fiber type studied (type IIA, IIB, IIX, and IIBX) [18]. Whether or not 

the method has revealed fiber type-selective responses to a given intervention, the ability to 

interrogate muscle at the single fiber level has offered valuable insights at the cellular and fiber 

type-specific level that would have otherwise been impossible to determine based solely on 

tissue-level analysis. 
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For several reasons, we have exclusively used rat epitrochlearis muscles in all of our 

publications that evaluated glucose uptake and fiber type in single muscle fibers. We initially 

used the rat epitrochlearis for single fiber glucose uptake because we and many other researchers 

have frequently used the epitrochlearis for analysis of whole muscle glucose uptake, resulting in 

and extensive foundation of information regarding this muscle. The epitrochlearis is a thin 

forelimb muscle that originates at the distal tendon of the latissimus dorsi and inserts at the 

medial epicondyle of the humerus [19]. Because the epitrochlearis is only ~25 fibers thick, it has 

a relatively thin diffusion distance that facilitates the access of extracellular nutrients to the 

fibers. The epitrochlearis expresses each of the MHC isoforms that are expressed in adult rat 

skeletal muscle, and the fiber type proportion of the epitrochlearis muscle is comparable to the 

fiber type profile that has been reported for 76 skeletal muscles or muscle regions that were 

sampled from the rat neck, trunk, forelimbs, and hindlimbs [20], making it a representative 

muscle from the perspective of fiber type. When we initially developed this method, we made 

very limited attempts to isolate single fibers from rat soleus and extensor digitorum (EDL) 

muscles. These limited efforts suggested that the epitrochlearis was superior to these muscles 

with regard to the ease of fiber isolation using our approach, so we discontinued further attempts 

using these muscles. It remains possible that others will identify modifications of our methods or 

other muscles that are suitable for single fiber glucose uptake analysis. 

Here, we describe the procedure which enables the measurement of both glucose uptake 

and fiber type in the same individual rat epitrochlearis muscle fiber. The following description 

incorporates improvements to the original method that have been noted in several subsequent 

publications, as well as providing more details than have been previously documented [15, 17, 

18, 21, 22]. 

 

MATERIALS 

2.1 Experimental Set-up 

1. Temperature controlled shaking water bath capable of 35°C and 45 revolutions per minute 

(rpm)  

2. 20 mL glass scintillation vials (used for both incubating muscles and for scintillation counting) 
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3. Krebs-Henseleit Buffer (KHB): Prepare 10X KHB Stock #1 (1 L deionized H2O, 67.8 g NaCl, 

3.4 g KCl, 1.58 g KH2PO4, and 21.5 g NaH3CO3) and 10X KHB Stock #2 (1 L deionized H2O, 

2.82 g CaCl2, and 1.4 g MgSO4). 10X KHB Stock #1 and #2 can be stored at 4°C for at least 1 

month. To make KHB add 50 mL of 10X KHB Stock #1 to 400 mL deionized ultrapure H2O and 

gas with 95% O2/5% CO2 with stainless steel aeration stone for 15 minutes on ice, then add 50 

mL of 10X KHB Stock #2 and mix. 

4. Incubation Media #1: KHB supplemented with 0.1% RIA-grade bovine serum albumin (BSA), 

2 mM sodium pyruvate, and 6 mM mannitol (see Note 1) 

5. Incubation Media #2: KHB supplemented with 0.1% BSA, 2 mM sodium pyruvate, 6 mM 

mannitol, and 0.1 mM 2-deoxy-D-glucose (2-DG) [specific activity of 13.5 mCi/mmol [
3
H]-2-

DG] (see Note 2) 

6. Wash Media: Ca
2+

-free KHB (see Note 3) supplemented with 0.1% BSA and 8 mM glucose 

7. 2.5% type II Collagenase Media: Ca
2+

-free KHB supplemented with 0.1% BSA, 8 mM 

glucose, and 2.5% type II collagenase (see Note 4) 

8. Gas washing bottle with gas dispersion disc 

9. 95% O2/5% CO2 compressed gas cylinder 

10. Gas regulator appropriate for 95% O2/5% CO2 

11. Gas manifold apparatus (with sufficient number of ports to accommodate the number of 

incubation vials used in the experiment) 

12. Support stand setups (base and rods) with appropriate clamps to secure each manifold 

apparatus 

13. 3/8” x 1/16” wall flexible polyethylene tubing (enough to reach from the compressed gas 

cylinder to the gas washing bottle and manifold apparatus) 

14. Flexible polyethylene microbore tubing (size 0.04 x 0.07; 1 ft per vial to reach from manifold 

to incubation vials) 

15. 1.5 inch blunt tip 18 gauge needles (sufficient number to accommodate for the number of 

incubation vials used in the experiment) 
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16. Rubber stoppers for vials (size 0; sufficient number to accommodate the number of 

incubation vials used in the experiment) 

 

2.2 Muscle Dissection and Incubation 

1. Surgical instruments for rat epitrochlearis dissection 

2. Stainless steel Gerald forceps 

3. Stainless steel laboratory spatula 

4. Orbital Shaker capable of 90 rpm 

5. Glass petri dishes 

6. 30 mm culture dish 

 

2.3 Single Fiber Isolation and Processing 

1. Camera enabled dissecting microscope capable of 8-20X magnification 

2. Fine surgical forceps (see Note 5) 

3. 200 µl microcentrifuge tubes 

4. Lysis Buffer: tissue protein extraction reagent (T-PER; see Note 6) supplemented with 1 mM 

Na3VO4, 1 mM EGTA, 2.5 mM sodium pyrophosphate tetrabasic decahydrate, 1 mM β-

glycerophosphate, 1 µg/mL leupeptin, and 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride 

5. 2X Laemmli Buffer 

6. Vortex mixer 

7. Heating block 

8. Benchtop mini-centrifuge 
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2.4 Measuring Glucose Uptake 

1. Liquid scintillation cocktail 

2. Scintillation counter 

3. Computer with ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda, MD) 

 

2.5 MHC Isoform Identification 

1. 6.5% Polyacrylamide Resolving Gel (volumes for 16 gels): 14.7 mL 30% acrylamide/bis-

acrylamide (50:1 ratio), 20.25 mL glycerol, 9.45 mL 1.5 M Tris-HCl (pH 8.8), 7.08 mL 1 M 

glycine, 2.7 mL 10% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 12.612 mL deionized H2O, 0.675 mL 10% 

ammonium persulfate, and 0.04 mL TEMED 

2. 4% Polyacrylamide Stacking Gel (volumes for 16 gels): 5.332 mL 30% acrylamide/bis-

acrylamide (37.5:1 ratio), 12 mL glycerol, 5.6 mL 0.5 M Tris-HCl (pH 6.7), 1.6 mL 100 mM 

EDTA (pH 7.0), 1.6 mL 10% SDS, 13.448 mL deionized H2O, 0.4 mL 10% ammonium 

persulfate, and 0.025 mL TEMED 

3. 10X Running Buffer: 0.25 M Tris base, 1.92 M glycine, 34.7 mM SDS.  

4. 1X Running Buffer: 900 mL deionized H2O and 100 mL of 10X Running Buffer 

5. Rat extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscle (for positive MHC control) 

6. Rat soleus muscle (for positive MHC control) 

7. High molecular weight (HMW) protein ladder standard 

8. Equipment used for SDS-PAGE 

9. Plastic tupperware to be filled with ice that can also hold SDS-PAGE boxes 

10. SimplyBlue
TM

 SafeStain 

11. Bicinchoninic acid (BCA) Protein Assay Kit 

12. Microplate reader with absorbance detection capability and appropriate filters 
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METHODS 

3.1 Experimental Set-up 

1. On the day of the experiment prepare KHB solution as described in section 2.1 step 3. 

2. Prepare Incubation Media #1 and Incubation Media #2 fresh on the day of the experiment (see 

steps 4 and 5 in section 2.1). When the incubation media #2 is prepared, an aliquot of ~200-500 

µl should be removed and stored at -20°C until it is thawed and used for liquid scintillation 

counting and the calculation of glucose uptake measurement (see step 3 in section 3.4).  

3. Pipette 2 ml of Incubation Media #1 into an incubation vial for each muscle that will be 

isolated (see Note 7). Pre-gas and pre-warm the vials containing Incubation Media #1 for at least 

5 minutes in the shaking, heated water bath as shown in Figure A-1.1 (see Note 8).  

4. Pipette 2 ml of Incubation Media #2 into a separate incubation vial for each muscle, and pre-

gas and pre-warm the media.  

5. Prepare Wash Media and 2.5% type II Collagenase Media (see steps 6 and 7 in section 2.1) 

and add to appropriate vials. Wash Media and 2.5% type II Collagenase Media should be stored 

at 4°C until just prior to use. Incubations in Wash Media will be performed on ice. For 

incubation steps using 2.5% type II Collagenase Media, vials should be placed in the shaking, 

heated water bath ~5 minutes prior to muscle incubation (see Note 9).    

3.2 Muscle Dissection and Incubation 

1. Remove skin from the forelimb of a deeply anesthetized rat. 

2. Carefully dissect the whole epitrochlearis muscle from the rat. Take care to avoid damaging 

the epitrochlearis fibers. Retain the connective tissue at the proximal and distal ends of the 

epitrochlearis. 

3. Briefly (2-3 seconds) wash excess blood from the isolated epitrochlearis muscle (handling 

only by the connective tissue) in a glass petri dish with KHB at room temperature. 

4. Prior to transferring isolated muscles into vials for incubation, the vials should have been pre-

warmed and pre-gassed for at least 5 minutes using the gassing apparatus in the heated, shaking 

water bath (Figure A-1.1). Using Gerald forceps, grasp the adjacent connective tissue on the end 
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of the epitrochlearis, and transfer the muscle to a glass vial containing 2 mL of Incubation Media 

#1 (see Note 10). During this incubation step each vial should be continually gassed with 95% 

O2/5% CO2 from above with an individual line. Additionally, vials should be shaken at 45 rpm 

(see Note 11) in a heated (35°C) water bath for 10-30 minutes (see Note 12). 

5. Using Gerald forceps, gently transfer the muscle into a pre-gassed and pre-warmed glass vial 

containing 2 mL of Incubation Media #2. Vials containing isolated muscles should be 

continually gassed with 95% O2/5% CO2 while being shaken at 45 rpm in a heated (35°C) water 

bath for 30-60 minutes (see Note 13).  

6. To clear extracellular space of 2-DG, rinse the muscle 3 X 5 min in 5 mL of ice-cold Wash 

Media in glass vials with shaking at 90 rpm. 

7. After washing, place the muscle in a continually gassed (95% O2/5% CO2) glass vial 

containing 2 mL of 2.5% type II Collagenase Media for 60 minutes (see Note 14). The vials 

should be placed in a water bath at 35°C with shaking at 45 rpm. The enzymatic digestion of 

collagen results in loosely connected fibers, which are hereafter referred to as fiber bundles. 

8. Transfer Collagenase Media and fiber bundle by carefully pouring into a 30 mm culture dish. 

Under a dissecting microscope, trim the proximal and distal connective tissue from the fiber 

bundle using a scalpel (see Note 15). Gently remove fiber bundle from collagenase media with a 

stainless steel laboratory spatula and place in a glass petri dish containing Wash Media at room 

temperature (see Note 16). Fibers will be isolated from the fiber bundle in this dish. 

 

3.3 Single Fiber Isolation and Processing 

1. Using fine surgical forceps, gently tease apart individual fibers from the fiber bundle by 

grasping a fiber from one end and gently pulling away it from the fiber bundle. Then release the 

fiber in an area of the petri dish free from debris. 

2. After isolating each fiber under the microscope, capture an image of the fiber to be analyzed 

for fiber area (see step 8 in section 3.4). Include a scale bar in the image based on the 

magnification being used (typically 16X or 20X magnification). A representative image of an 

isolated fiber is shown in Figure A-1.2. 
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3. After image capture, transfer each fiber by pipette, along with 20 µl of the Wash Media that 

the fibers are being isolated in, to a microcentrifuge tube (see Note 17). 

4. After completing the imaging of all of the fibers that were isolated from a given muscle 

(typically 50-60 fibers for our experiments), and after each isolated fiber has been transferred 

into an individual microcentrifuge tube, add 30 µl of Lysis Buffer and 50 µl of 2X Laemmli 

Buffer to each microcentrifuge tube. The final volume of each tube will now be 100 µl. 

5. Vortex and then lyse the fibers by heating tubes for 10 minutes at 95-100°C in a heating block 

(see Note 18). Vortex tubes again, flash spin with mini-centrifuge and store lysed fibers at -20°C 

until processing for glucose uptake and MHC expression. 

 

3.4 Measuring Glucose Uptake 

1. Aliquot 40 µl of each fiber lysate into separate glass scintillation vials. 

2. Add 8 mL of liquid scintillation cocktail to each vial, and tightly cap and vortex the vials. 

3. Dilute 100 µl of Incubation Media #2 (saved from step 2 in section 3.1) in 900 µl of Lysis 

Buffer. Aliquot 200 µl of the diluted Incubation Media #2 into 4 separate scintillation vials, 

followed with 8 mL of liquid scintillation cocktail. 

4. Aliquot 200 µl of non-radioactive KHB into 4 separate scintillation vials, along with 8 mL of 

liquid scintillation cocktail. 

5. Place the individual scintillation vials containing lysate from each single fiber sample (after 

steps 1 & 2), quadruplicate incubation media (step 3), and quadruplicate KHB background 

samples (step 4) into carrier racks that are placed in a scintillation counter to determine 2-[
3
H]-

DG disintegrations per minute (dpm). 

6. The total 
3
H dpm per fiber can then be used to calculate 2-DG accumulation in individual 

fibers using the following equation (see Note 19):  

      3                  
                                 
3                             

  2  G accumulation per fiber 
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7. 2-DG accumulation should be expressed relative to fiber area (picomoles x mm
2
) which is 

determined based on the captured image from individual fibers. 

8. Images of each fiber (captured during step 2 of section 3.3) can be manually traced in ImageJ 

using the “Polygon Selections” or “Freehand Selections” tools for an estimate of fiber area (see 

Notes 20-22). 

 

3.5 MHC Isoform Identification 

1. Prepare 15-well self-cast 6.5% polyacrylamide gels (see 1 and 2 in section 2.4) and 1X 

running buffer. 

2. Preparation of MHC Standards: Homogenize ~30 g of rat EDL and ~20 g of rat soleus 

muscles together in 1 mL of Lysis Buffer. Do not centrifuge to remove insoluble protein which 

include the MHC isoforms. Perform a BCA protein assay in quadruplicate for protein 

concentration in the lysate and then dilute the lysate to a concentration of 1 µg/µl with lysis 

buffer. Add equal volume of 2X Laemmli buffer to bring the final protein concentration to 0.5 

µg/µl and then boil heat sample for 10 minutes at 95-100°C and store at 20°C. 12 µl (6 µg) of 

this 3:2 EDL:Soleus standard will be used for each MHC standard lane (see Note 23). 

3. When ready to run the MHC fiber-typing gel, heat the 3:2 EDL:Soleus standard and single 

fiber lysates for 10 minutes at 95-100° prior to loading on gel (see Note 24). 

4. Add 1X Running Buffer to SDS-PAGE boxes. 

5. In well #1 load 6-10 µl of a HMW protein ladder standard. In wells #2, #9, and #15 load 12 µl 

of heated 3:2 EDL:Soleus standard. In the remaining 11 wells load 18 µl of the heated fiber 

lysates (see Note 25). 

6. Pack SDS-PAGE boxes in a container with ice and run for 1 hour at 50V in a 4°C refrigerator. 

7. After 1 hour, re-set the voltage to ~40V and run for 22-24 hours, or until the 200 kDa marker 

is almost at the bottom of the gel (see Note 26). 
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8. After the gel is finished running, remove the gels from the glass plates and wash gels in a 

shaking container with deionized water at room temperature for 4-5 minutes to rinse off excess 

glycerol (see Note 27). 

9. Remove gels from deionized water and place in a shaking container with SimplyBlue
TM

 

SafeStain for 1-2 hours (see Note 28). 

10. Remove gels from SimplyBlue
TM

 SafeStain and place in a shaking container with deionized 

water for ≥ 2 hours (see Note 29) for de-staining. 

11. Gels can now be imaged and MHC expression determined by the migration of MHC 

isoforms in each lane. Images of representative gels with labeled MHC isoforms are shown in 

Figure A-1.3. 

12. MHC isoform and 2-DG uptake (from section 3.4) can be used to determine fiber type 

specific glucose uptake. 

 

NOTES 

1. If the experiment requires evaluating the effect of insulin on glucose uptake, then 

Incubation Media #1 and Incubation Media #2 should each be divided into two equal 

portions. One portion for each Media will be used for the muscles incubated without 

insulin, and the second portion will be used for insulin-treated muscles. Add insulin (at 

the desired concentration) to the second portions of Incubation Media #1 and #2. One 

epitrochlearis muscle from each rat can then be incubated in Incubation Media #1 and #2 

without insulin, and the contralateral epitrochlearis from each rat can be incubated in 

Incubation Media #1 and #2 with insulin. 

2. The greater specific activity of [
3
H]-2-DG for these single fiber experiments than is used 

for whole muscle experiments is necessary for the detectable accumulation of [
3
H]-2-DG 

in single fibers. Additionally, the initial single fiber experiments from our group used 1 

mM 2-DG in the incubation media. Although we have no evidence that 1 mM 2-DG 

causes problems, we have since reduced the 2-DG in the incubation media to 0.1 mM to 

minimize the possibility of metabolic stress related to using a higher 2-DG concentration. 
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3. To make Ca
2+

-free KHB do not include CaCl2 in the KHB Stock #2 (see step 3 section 

2.1). 

4. The Type II collagenase used for previously performed experiments was from 

Worthington Biochemical Corporation (CAT#: LS004177). For our experiments, the 

activity of the type II collagenase was 295 u/mg dw. Because the activity of collagenase 

can vary from lot-to-lot, researchers should be aware of the collagenase activity that they 

are using, and they should perform some preliminary experiments to confirm it is optimal 

for their experiments. 

5. Multiple types of fine surgical forceps may be used. We recommend Dumont #5 Forceps 

Inox Tip Size .10 X .06 mm.  

6. Tissue protein extraction reagent (T-PER) is a proprietary detergent from ThermoFisher, 

Pittsburgh, PA (PI78510). Because we have not tested other detergents, we do not know 

which other detergents may also be suitable. 

7. The volume of media that should be added to each vial will depend on the size of vial 

being used. There should be enough media to fully cover the muscle. We use 2 mL of 

media in 20 mL glass scintillation vials. The size of these vials is relatively small and 

allows for a small volume of media (2 mL), which reduces the cost of reagents. 

Additionally, when small vials are used then a larger number of vials can be placed in the 

shaking water bath, which makes larger experiments possible. 

8. A gas washing bottle including deionized water is used to ensure humidification of 

gasses, and thereby minimize evaporation of the incubation media during gassing. The 

length of microbore tubing which connects the manifold to each vial is equal length (12 

inches) to ensure equal gas flow to all vials. The needle that is attached to the microbore 

tubing and placed in each vial serves as a rigid tube that will not be constricted by the 

rubber stopper, allowing gas to flow into the vial. When positioned inside the vial, and 

held in place by inserting the rubber stopper, the hub of the needle should remain above 

the surface of the incubation media in the vial, to maintain an oxygen-enriched 

atmosphere above the media’s surface. Bubbling the gas directly into media that contains 

bovine serum albumin would cause problems, including foaming of the media as well as 

cross-contamination between the needle and the media. 
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9. Placing the vials which contain 2.5% type II Collagenase Media into the 35°C heated 

water bath at least 5 minutes prior to the transfer of muscles into these vials ensures that 

the muscle will be incubated at the temperature for appropriate collagenase activity. 

10. It is important to transfer the muscles from one vial to another vial by gently grasping the 

muscle with Gerald forceps by the connective tissue on either end of the muscle to 

minimize damage to the muscle fibers.  

11. Shaking vials during muscle incubations is important for maintaining a more 

homogenous oxygen gradient and for helping to dissociate/ dilute metabolic waste 

products away from the incubating muscle. 

12. For incubation step #1 we have had successful results using incubation times ranging 

from 10-30 minutes. For experiments that have evaluated 2-DG uptake immediately 

following exercise the step #1 incubation was shortened to 10 minutes to measure [
3
H]-2-

DG uptake (incubation step #2) as soon after exercise as possible (because the insulin-

independent effect of 2-DG uptake is relatively transient). When evaluating insulin-

stimulated 2-DG uptake, the duration of step #1 in other experiments has typically been 

20-30 minutes. 

13. Similar to incubation step #1, the duration of incubation step #2 may be altered 

depending on the experiment. We have successfully used incubations of 30-60 minutes in 

duration. Longer duration will enable greater accumulation of [
3
H]-2-DG, and we have 

used 30 or 60 minutes for both basal and insulin-treated conditions. However, we have 

used 30 minutes duration for the insulin-independent effect immediately after ex vivo 

contractions or in vivo exercise because of the relatively transient nature of the effects of 

these treatments. 

14. We have found that 2.5% type II collagenase allows for effective enzymatic digestion of 

collagen using the rat epitrochlearis muscle. In our initial experiments using 1.5% 

collagenase, MHC type I fibers were rarely isolated. It is possible that greater collagen 

levels surrounding type I fibers requires a greater concentration of collagenase for proper 

digestion. In subsequent experiments using 2.5% collagenase, we have succeeded in 

increasing the number of type I fibers isolated from the epitrochlearis muscle. If future 

researchers aim to use other rat skeletal muscles, they may need to perform exploratory 

analysis to identify the optimal collagenase concentration. 
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15. It is important to trim the adjacent connective tissue on the proximal and distal ends of 

the epitrochlearis as closely to the end of the epitrochlearis fibers as possible to minimize 

damage to the fibers and loss of intracellular [
3
H]-2-DG. 

16. It is not recommended to grasp fiber bundles by the connective tissue. The fiber bundles 

are very fragile and fibers will easily tear if grasped by the proximal or distal connective 

tissue. We pour Collagenase Media into a 30 mm culture dish to easily remove fiber 

bundles with a stainless steel laboratory spatula. This approach also minimizes the debris 

that is transferred with the fiber bundles.  

17. Fibers can easily adhere to pipette tips or the surface tension of the meniscus. To avoid 

this problem, flush the pipette tip once with Ca
2+

-free KHB solution and then draw up ~5 

µl into the pipette tip before drawing up the remaining ~15 µl with the muscle fiber into 

the pipette tip. Eject the fiber and Ca
2+

-free KHB into the microcentrifuge tube quickly or 

the fiber will adhere to the side of the pipette tip. Not gassing KHB (which will result in a 

high pH) or not adding 0.1% BSA will also cause issues with fibers adhering to forceps 

and pipette tips. 

18. Because glucose uptake and MHC isoform identification require 40 and 18 µl of sample 

respectively, there will be 42 µl of sample remaining (42% of the lysed fiber) following 

these procedures. The remaining sample can be used for blotting for the abundance of 

proteins of interest. However, we have found that some proteins (GLUT4, MTCO1, and 

COXIV) are affected by heating. If western blotting is to be performed on proteins 

affected by heating, then it is recommended that an aliquot of the lysed fiber sample is 

removed before heating. 

19. The “total 3H dpm per fiber” value is determined by taking the dpm measured in each 

fiber lysate (step 5 of section 3.4) and subtracting the average background dpm (step 4 of 

section 3.4). The resulting value should be divided by 0.4 to account for the 40% (or 40 

µl of sample, step 1 of section 3.4) of the fiber that was used for 2-DG uptake assay. The 

“µmol 2- G per mL incubation media” represents the 0.1 µmol of 2-DG used in the 

incubation media (from step 5 of section 2.1). The “
3
H dpm per ml incubation media” 

represents the average dpm taken from the quadruplicate incubation media samples in 

step 5 of section 3.4, and this value should be multiplied by 50 due to the dilutions 

performed in step 3 of section 3.4. 
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20. In the original publication, we expressed glucose uptake relative to the estimated value 

for fiber volume (V = πr
2
l) using the mean width (mean value of the width measured at 

three locations per fiber) and the length of each fiber [13]. However, reproducibility in 

the measurement of muscle width was challenging. When two experienced researchers 

analyzed an identical set of fiber images using this procedure the coefficient of 

determination of estimated fiber volume was r
2
 = 0.9317. Subsequently, we modified and 

improved our method for determining fiber size using ImageJ by calculating fiber area 

based on the traced perimeter of each fiber [15]. When two experienced researchers 

analyzed an identical set of fiber images to determine fiber area the coefficient of 

determination was r
2
 = 0.9885. Because the fiber area is a more reliable measure of fiber 

size than estimate fiber volume, we recommend that glucose uptake be expressed relative 

to fiber area rather than estimated fiber volume. 

21. Because of the reflective glare from the microscope lighting and the uneven brightness of 

captured images across the length of the fiber, we have been unable to create an 

automated method for measuring fiber area that is as reproducible and accurate as manual 

tracing. Development of an accurate automated thresholding and fiber area analysis 

method would save time and eliminate the tedious, but crucial step of manual fiber 

tracing. 

22. Accuracy and reliability of fiber tracing is essential for meaningful quantification, and the 

training and quality control of fiber tracing is crucial. When a new researcher performs 

these techniques it is important to confirm the reproducibility of fiber area measurements 

within each researcher. We have a set of imaged fibers that each new researcher will trace 

multiple times to confirm internal reproducibility. Furthermore, after the trainee 

establishes his/her internal consistency, his/her results are compared to the values 

obtained by experienced researchers using the same images. We also recommend spot 

checking fiber tracing accuracy by having two experienced researchers independently 

trace the same fibers. Researchers should be blinded to the group and treatment identities 

of the fibers being traced. 

23. EDL:Soleus standard can be made in large volumes (~10-15 mL) and stored at -20
o
C in 

aliquots. We have freeze-thawed and re-frozen these MHC standards up to 4 times 
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without issue. We have not tested if more freeze-thaw cycles cause problems for the 

MHC standard. 

24. The EDL:Soleus standard is used as a MHC isoform marker guide to identify fiber type 

of lysed fibers in adjacent lanes. The MHC isoform expression in rat EDL is <5% type I, 

~10% type IIA, ~30% type IIX, and ~55% type IIB; and in rat soleus is ~90% type I, 

~10% type IIA, and <1% types IIX and IIB [23]. By loading a sample containing 

EDL:Soleus standard beside wells containing single fiber lysates, the fiber type can be 

determined based on the MHC migration in the EDL:Soleus well (Figure A-1.3 above). 

25. The EDL:Soleus standard is loaded into 3 different lanes with spacing between the 

standard lanes to ensure accurate fiber typing of single fiber lysates. Some MHC isoforms 

migrate relatively close to one another (for example: type IIA and type IIX). It can be 

difficult to determine the fiber type if an EDL:Soleus standard is loaded in a lane that is a 

number of lanes from the sample. For this reason we recommend that the EDL:Soleus 

standard is loaded in multiple lanes. 

26. The distinct separation of MHC isoforms in the EDL:Soleus standard is crucial for 

determining fiber type. We have found that running the MHC (~220 kDa) approximately 

2/3 of the way down the gel allows for optimal separation of these bands. 

27. After radioactive samples are loaded in the gels, the 1X running buffer will now be 

contaminated. It is essential to dispose of this buffer in the appropriate radioactive waste 

container. Additionally, sufficiently rinse the SDS-PAGE apparatus with water for 

decontamination and dispose of rinsing water in the appropriate radioactive waste 

container. 

28. Typically MHC bands are stained by the SimplyBlue
TM

 SafeStain within 1 hour, but if 

less protein is added then staining may require up to 2 hours. Coomassie Stain can also be 

used for this procedure, but requires a longer duration of staining with more steps. 

29. Typically destaining in water takes 2 hours, but gels can be left in shaking water for > 48 

hours and the MHC protein bands will remain stained. 
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Figure A-1.1 

Schematic diagram illustrating the system used to gas the vials during isolated muscle 

incubation steps. The 95% O2/ 5% CO2 gas cylinder with a gas regulator is attached by 

polyethylene tubing to the inlet tube of a gas washing bottle including deionized water. The gas 

washing bottle’s outlet tube is attached via polyethylene tubing to a manifold that has multiple 

gassing ports, each of which is connected to individual segments of polyethylene tubing. The 

distal end of the tubing is connected to stainless steel 18 gauge blunt tip needles that are inserted 

into the mouth of glass scintillation vials. A size 0 rubber stopper is inserted into the vial’s 

opening and holds each needle in place above the surface of the media that has been pipetted into 

the vial, which is placed in a shaking, heated water bath. During muscle incubation, individual 

isolated muscles are submerged in the media in the vials, and the vials are returned water bath. 

See Section 2.1 and Note 8 for details. 
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Figure A-1.2 

Representative image of an isolated single rat epitrochlearis muscle fiber (16X 

magnification). The scale bar in the lower left of image is used for calibration when measuring 

fiber area. 
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Figure A-1.3 

Representative myosin heavy chain (MHC) single fiber gels. The 3:2 EDL:Soleus standard 

(Std E:S) is located on either side of all fibers. The migration of the Std E:S MHC allows for a 

guide to determine the MHC isoform expression of each single fiber which have been loaded in 

all other lanes. Fibers of all isolated fiber types (types I, IIA, IIAX, IIX, IIBX, and IIB) are 

displayed in the representative gels. 
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Appendix B 

Figure B-1.1 

Quantification of the size of lipid droplets located <1µm from the sarcolemma in single 

fibers of each fiber type. Bars represent the mean of all fibers within a given treatment group 

(LFD-SED, HFD-SED, or HFD-IPEX). Error bars are means ± 95% confidence interval. There 

were no significant differences among treatment groups for any fiber type. Subsarcolemmal lipid 

droplet size was quantified from the same images as lipid droplet density. Therefore, the rat 

numbers and fiber numbers are identical to those displayed in the figure 4.7 legend. 
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Appendix C 

Figure C-1.1 

Muscle fiber cross sectional area (CSA). Fiber CSA was not significantly altered by treatment 

group for any fiber type. ). Error bars are means ± 95% confidence interval. CSA was calculated 

using the samples used for lipid analyses, therefore the number of rats and fibers of each fiber 

type used for CSA analysis from each treatment group are identical to those displayed in the 

figure 4.7 legend.  
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